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Abstract
Rural-urban linkages development is a new prospect that is becoming widely recognized.
The distinction between rural and urban development is no longer valid. However, until
now, in many cases, rural areas are negatively affected by central development plans and
the rapid urbanization that is taking place in the near urban centers. under the factor of
the strongly growing linkages between these urban centers and the rural areas
surrounding them, resulting in the negative impact of the urbanization process of these
rural areas, where they unsustainably transform to peri-urban, that are highly dependent
on the urban centers.
The main objective of this thesis is to provide both; an urban Spatial, physical and
qualitative analysis of the transformation in Fanja as a case study in Oman and an
assessment of sustainability of the livelihood strategies of the rural communities in Fanja.
The thesis will first attempt to analyze the evolution of the interface patterns between
rural and urban in the gulf Arab, aiming to reach a basic understanding of the context.
Then, describe the linkages between Fanja and Muscat, looking at how the changing rural
and urban contexts, as well as wider national contexts, negatively affected oases
Settlement patterns in Oman, with regard to the radical changes in their social, economic
and physical structures.
These analyses aims to support the central argument of the thesis, where it argues that
during the last four decades, and under the strongly growing interface between rural and
urban areas in Oman, in terms of the growing flows of people, goods, remittances, ideas
and information, the economy has changed from its agricultural base to highly dependent
oil economy. The rapid urbanization and growth of the construction industry in Oman and
the gulf Arab countries in general, resulted in the emergence of the currently adopted
globalization trends negatively influencing the rural areas, their local traditional
architecture, activities and quality of life.
Eventually the thesis will develop two scenarios as an outlook in order to come up with
guidelines that finally emphasize the importance of considering the potentials of ruralurban development relationships, the influence of their development actions on both,
urban and rural areas. And call for further need to gain better understanding of the
relationships between urban and rural areas and the variety in the nature of their interface,
thus developing accurate criteria that are able to effectively measure sustainable periurban development.

Key words: Rural-urban Linkages- Peri-urban- Rural transformation- Sustainable
livelihoods-Settlement patterns.
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1. Introduction
Our physical environment and resource availability are affected by global environmental
change, which in turn is being driven by human development and growth. It is becoming
more uncertain whether in future we will be able to rely on natural resources for
fundamental aspects of our livelihoods, mainly water, energy and land.
With regard to unsustainable urbanization, Human behavior can be considered as a major
factor, where a massive industry, that has been trying to fulfill the intense demand of
products, is influenced by development policies. For example; the ideology of neoliberalism that is based on consumerism as a way of life and a social value resulting in
the growing demand of fossil fuels, water and land consumption, over exploitation of
resource, excessive generation of waste and pollution.
Looking at Urbanization in the Gulf Arab region, we will find that; substantial ruralurban migration, international labour migration and the concentration of economic
activity in urban areas accompanied by the dependence on oil economy, high fertility
rates and declining rates of mortality. Housing policies that contributed to urban growth
resulted in major negative changes, with regard to environmental and socioeconomic
characteristics of the Gulf Arab Region (Tolba and Saab 2008).

1.1 Motivation (problem statement)
Therefore the reason for conducting this thesis, is to close a gap in scientific research and
hence to be a useful contribution to the current discussion of Gulf Arab unsustainable
urbanization and the future development of the region.
Focusing on urbanization in Oman, a middle-income oil country has undergone a major
urban development within a short time of only 40 years. Economy transformed to highly
depending on oil and negatively affecting the physical environment. Cities are rapidly
expanding and transforming into modern settlements, Characterized by wide gap between
developments. Made of detached dispersed building blocks and fragmented open spaces.
resulting in High cost of energy for the attainment of thermal comfort in buildings that do
not interact with the requirements of the surrounding climate, accompanied by lack of
green spaces. Between these physically scattered developments, a wide grid of streets
crowded by intensive transportation, highly depending on private cars with absence of
viable public transport systems, resulting in environmental pollution as well as extreme
land consumption.
Cities that is over occupied and congested by massive migration from the neighboring
villages, as a way of survival, Searching for job opportunities, better life standard, and
more facilities. This increases pressure on urban centers and bring back a new ideologies
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to their rural homes. Resulting in the social transformation and change Life style patterns
of the communities in these villages, resulting in the conversion from extended families
to smaller families, changing their traditional economic activities (hand crafts and
agriculture…etc.), affecting the physical settings; with the orientation towards the single
villa on a walled plot as the most favorite residential building type.
Leading to future challenges that are threatening the Arab Region, where today 56
percent of the total population (320 million) is in urban areas, this figure is most likely to
increase to 66 percent by 2020. The urban explosion that has been observed in the Arab
world is not only in regions of large cities, but also small and medium sized cities are
facing rapid and high urbanization, for example in Oman; 4.1% urban growth rate (Tolba
and Saab 2008).
Rural areas that was once independent, where their rural communities, where
distributed according to the availability of natural resources mainly water (as it is a very
scarce resource in the region). They maintained their livelihoods that were based on
strong social linkages, depending on local resources and indigenous knowledge,
performing local activities in a hard environment that physically was a main constraint
for these communities to interact with each other. Until the oil revolution, many
infrastructure projects took place, In addition to the introduction of automobile. As result,
repaid urbanization took place in urban centers. The pace of change was over the capacity
of these communities to adapt their strategies to the newly introduced way of life, leading
to; rural-urban migration result in urbanization without economic growth, highly
depending on near urban centers that are highly depending on oil economy, leaving these
rural areas underdeveloped, facing socioeconomic challenges and environmental
degradation.
Hence, the Arab world is in need to reconsider the role of "Rural development" in
affecting concentration of economic activities (oil dependency), extensive rural-urban
migration, and hence rapid urban growth, that can be considered a very critical issue with
regard to the Arab gulf region where they have limited natural resources and limited
livable areas in a hard environment.
However, development plans need to consider the linkages between rural and urban that
are getting stronger and the importance of understanding these linkages, continues
changes and their characteristics is a crucial factor for rural development.
Therefore, the thesis will mainly focus on rural- urban linkages. Taking The case of
Oman as an example; the relation between fanja and Muscat shows the blurring
differences between rural and urban that is taking place as a result of rapid urbanization;
derived from many interrelated factors; resulting in the transformation of rural to periurban as a transition phase, where rural and urban activities coexist.
In Oman and the like of Gulf Arab Countries, urban development is not guided by any
overall plan, but it is instead the accumulation of individual case-by-case decisions. As a
result many academics are facing, a problem of shortage of data about the urbanization
Sara Abdelaal, sarammm_7@hotmail.com, TU Berlin 2013
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in Gulf Arab countries, its characteristics and context, especially, rural areas that have
been marginalized from both development plans and researches. This thesis therefore
intend to give a comprehensive picture that provides insight into rural patterns of
urbanization, its characteristics, driving forces and current situation with regard to its
linkages to urban areas.
1.2 Goals
The main goal of this thesis is to understand how rural transformation performed in
Oman. By studying, the case of Fanja the thesis will evaluate and analyze the rural
transformation that took place in fanja, at the same time the thesis will look at the relation
between Fanja and Muscat (the capital city) and the role of their relation in influencing
fanja's transformation.
Therefore, from the perspective of urban development research, the thesis will give an
overview on the historical context and the current situation of the urbanization in the Gulf
Arab Region. Then the thesis will take a closer look on Oman, focusing of the ruralurban interface between Fanja and Muscat. Eventually the thesis will achieve its Final
goal; providing guide lines for future sustainable development in Oman by developing
possible future scenarios regarding development in Oman.

1.3 Research Questions
Based on the above-mentioned problems and goals the research will attempt to answer
three main questions:




How the changing rural-urban contexts, as well as regional and national contexts,
affects urbanization patterns in Oman, in terms of socioeconomic and spatial
development?
What are the main characteristics of rural-urban interface between fanja and
Muscat?
Considering the changing context of rural-urban interface, How to guide rural
development in fanja?

However, in order to comprehensively answer these questions, the thesis further
developed detailed questions for each section that will presented in the following part
with the methodology.
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1.4 Methodology
This thesis has been written using various methods of research (Table1). The methodological
approach of the thesis is divided into three phases (diagram 1, 2 and 3)

Methodological
approach of
each Phase

Description of the Process

Justification

1. Theoretical background on ruralurban interface and sustainable
development
1st phase:
Literature
review

2nd phase:
Case Study
(qualitative
analysis and
assessment of
sustainability)

3rd phase:
Scenarios
approach

To understand the
conceptual frameworks
of what are and how
rural-urban interface
2. Published literature on urbanization
performs.
of Gulf Arab countries, as a top down To relate the conceptual
approach.
frameworks to the
context of the Gulf Arab
countries.
Case study were conducted, based on:
To answer the research
1. Key Literature of Expert Scholars questions and verify
in the urbanization of Oman.
hypothesis of the first
2. Practical material: Maps,
phase
interviews, and field photos were
used from a Current Research
Case studies provide an
TRC Research project: Toward
insight and explicit
understanding of the
Sustainable urbanization
patterns in Oman, Carried out by symptoms, causes and the
GUtech (German University of
consequences of the
Technology) and SQU (Sultan
problem, thus resulting in
Qabous University).
effective solutions.
@http://www.urbanoman.org/resea
rch.htm
Two Scenarios were used as a method
Scenarios approach,
1. The predictions of the first
provide an outlook of
Scenario based on the findings of expected outcomes under
the Case study, in terms of current different development
challenges and threats, and the
trends; therefore, it helps
defined current urbanization trend focus effort in the right
in Oman.
path, to achieve effective
2. The Vision of the Second
results and in turn
Scenario based on the findings of dveloping guidelines and
the Case of Fanja, in terms of
recommendations of how
existing local potentials and
to achieve the desired
opportunities and proposed
outcomes.
sustainable trends.

Table 1: Methodological approaches covered in the thesis
Source: prepared by author
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Detailed questions of the first phase:
1. Why the importance of rural-urban interface is being recognized with regard to
development plans?
2. What are the characteristics and consequences of the urbanization in the gulf Arab
region, with regard to the socioeconomic and spatial development?
3. What are the different Patterns of interface between rural and urban in gulf Arab
countries?
Conceptual map of the first phase:

Theoretical
background

•Rural-urban interface
•Key literature (Tacoli C. 2003),(Tacoli C.
1998),(Tacilo C. 2004).
•Tacoli C.: Senior Researcher, International
Institute for Environment and
Development rural-urban linkages
(http://www.iied.org/users/cecilia-tacoli)

Literature
review

•Urbanization of Gulf Arab countries
•Key literature: (Wiedmann 2010),(Al
Hathloul and Edadan1993),(Saleh
1999).

Develop a
conceptual
background on the
interface patterns
between rural and
urban in Gulf
Arab countries.

Diagram 1: Methodology covered in the first phase in the thesis
Source: prepared by author

Detailed questions of the Second phase:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why Oman? How did urbanization performed in Oman?
What are the impacts of urbanization on Oman's development?
What are the main aspects of the unsustainable development in Oman?
How rural communities in inner Oman sustained their livelihoods, before oil
discovery?
5. How did transformation (social, economic, institutional and spatial) took place in
fanja?
6. What are the main characteristics of the prei-urban Fanja with regard to its
interface with Muscat?
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Conceptual map of the Second phase:

Literature review on: Historical background on the
context of Oman
On the national
level

How did urbanization take place in
Oman within a time period of 40 years?

On the Local
level

Case study

Sources and methods covered in the second phase of the thesis

Rural

Assessment of
sustainability
1. Key literature: J.E.
Peterson, Scholz F.et al,
Dutton R.W, Bertelsmann
Stiftung report, Gaube H.
et al, Buerkert A. et al,
Gangler A.
2. Theoretical
Framework of
sustainable livelihoods
UNDP Sustainable
livelihood and IDS’s

Sustainable Rural
Livelihoods
Framework

3. Interviews and photos
collect by current
research project "TRC"

Transformation

Peri-urban

Observing
Changes

Assessment of
current situation

1. Key literature:
J.E. Peterson, Scholz
F.et al, Dutton R.W,
Bertelsmann
Stiftung report,
Gaube H. et al,
Buerkert A. et
al,Gangler A
2. Google maps
(2001, 2005 and
2012)

1. Key literature: J.E.
Peterson, Scholz F.et
al, Dutton R.W,
Bertelsmann Stiftung
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Methods
Assessment of
sustainable built
environment reflected
on their Architecture
Assessment of Social
sustainability: using
Social capital as
criteria, by looking at
their social linkages
Assessment of
economic
sustainability: by
looking at the local
flow of capital

Physical Transformation
reflected on their
Architecture
Social transformation:
comparing their social
linkages before and after
oil discovery

Assessment of
sustainability of
rural-urban linkages:
by looking at their
administrative
structure and
efficiency of local
government,
dynamic linkages
and sectoral interface

Economic transformation:
by looking at the change of
income sources
Spatial transformation by
observing the change of
their spatial development
patterns

Diagram 2: Sources and methods covered in the second phase of the thesis (Case Study)
Source: prepared by author
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Detailed questions of the Second phase:
1. What are the challenges that Fanja might face, if the current urbanization trends
continues?
2. What are the local potentials that Fanja has?
3. How to guide rural development in fanja, within the changing context of ruralurban interface?

Conceptual map of the third phase:
Scenario B

Scenario A
Following the current trend of urbanization

Sustainable Peri-urban development
Method

Based on: proposed development trend +
Existing potentials and opportunities in
fanja+ sustainable rural-urban linkages
framework.

Based on: the current development trend +
current challenges and threats in fanja

Outcomes
Negative rural-urban interface:

Positive rural-urban interface:

Guidelines and recommendations for
future adaptation
Strategies for sustainable urban
development in Oman

Diagram 3: The methodology followed in the third phase of the Thesis
Source: prepared by author
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1.5 Structure
The structure of this thesis is divided into eight chapters, of which the first chapter
presents the objectives, motivation research questions and the methodology of the thesis.
The second chapter gives theoretical background on the focus of the thesis “rural-urban
interface”. The third chapter focus on the main background of urbanization of the
Arabian Peninsula, the fourth chapter gives an overview on urbanization of Oman in
order to understand the context of the study case. The fifth chapter focuses on the case
study, where it provides and evaluates the development phases in fanja. The case study
focuses on the ways in which rural–urban linkages are taking place and affect
livelihoods. This includes attention to the changes in the livelihood strategies, and to
the reasons underlying these changes. The sixth chapter develops two different
scenarios for further development in fanja, where the first scenario presents the expected
outcomes of the current development trend and the second scenario presents the
outcomes of the proposed development trend. The seventh chapter comes up with final
recommendations and guidelines that need to be considered for sustainable development
in fanja. The Eighth chapter is a general conclusion of the thesis that mainly link back to
the research questions evaluate how far they were answered and refer to further studies.

1.6 Limitations
1. Time constraints; as the research is a master thesis that are constrained with
limited time and amount of data to be presented. Therefore, the research had to be
framed according to these limitations
2. The challenge of shortage in available data on urbanization in the Oman.
3. The research is focusing on specific case, where it analyzes and evaluates the
current situation and its driving forces. Keeping in mind that rural-urban interface
and urbanization that is occurring in fanja is a continuous process that is rapidly
changing. This humbles the thesis from having a great impact on influencing the
continuous changing process, where it is not able to stop it or change it
completely but rather divert it to a more sustainable path.
4. The thesis focused on the study case of fanja and therefore developed final
guideline that are specifically directed to the case study. Therefore, in order to
apply it on any other context either on the gulf Arab or globally, it needs to be
verified, reevaluated and altered to the new context.
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Chapter Two:
2. Rural- urban Interface
Introduction
Researches in urban studies have different definitions to "Rural and Urban". While
traditionally, researches refer to "Rural" as a remote area where agriculture is the main
activity and the social relations are considered a primary priority and "Urban" as a large
city where industry is the main activity, social relations are considered a secondary
priority and usually more crowded than rural areas (Von Braun J. 2007). Yet, some
researchers have proven that, there is an unexpectedly, high number of urban households
engaging in agriculture and rural households whose income is derived from non-farm
activities (Tacoli C. 2003).
Usually rural and urban definitions differ according to the countries' definition of what is
rural and what is urban. Those definitions depend on different criteria, for instance,
administrative criteria such as state or provincial capitals, Population size and population
density. Economic characteristics such as agriculture and non-agricultural labor force, or
availability of urban infrastructure such as paved roads, electricity, sewerage systems and
water supply (UN-Habitat 2007) and in some researches "rural" is used to define what is
not "urban"( Isserman A. 2005).
Linking this to the central focus of the thesis- with regard to the context of the gulf
Arab region- the prominent relation between rural and urban in Gulf Arab region that is
mainly characterized by dependent relation of under developed rural areas on rapidly
growing urban centers, are changing continuously. Because of the transforming relation
between rural and urban, that is increasingly relying on each other. This relation will be
referred to, in this thesis, as "Rural-urban interface”, generally, what is meant by ruralurban interface is; the interactions between rural and urban on different levels (household,
local, National and international levels), influenced by different factors (political,
institutional, socioeconomic and spatial) affecting on each other through intersectoral
actions. This definition will further be explained in detail in the following part.

The Main objectives of this chapter are:
1. To give a theoretical and conceptual background of rural-urban interface,
explaining the historical relation between rural and urban, how it came to be
strong and how it is affected by development policies.
2. Explain why the importance of rural-urban interface is being recognized, with
regard to development plans.
3. The chapter will further explain the different types and levels of the relation
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between rural and urban showing how this relation is affected by political and
socioeconomic factors and their change.
4. Identify the characteristics of what is considered as negative rural-urban interface
and positive rural-urban interface.
Why Rural-urban interface?
As rural-urban divide is no longer relevant, as differences are getting more and more
blurred and linkages between them are getting stronger, therefore, understanding ruralurban interface will result in effective measurements and accurate evaluation of the
ongoing process of urbanization and thus help improve rural and urban livelihoods (The
World Bank 2000).

2.1 Conceptual background of rural urban Interface
1. The existence of rural - urban interface
Going back before industrialization, there was agriculture revolution or/and preindustrialization, which is according to the "Hydraulic theory"( Duncan's 1961)
considered to be one of the factors for the origin of the city, in the hydraulic theory the
idea of intensifying irrigation was needed for agriculture intensification, especially in the
middle east where the agriculture revolution took place. Intensifying irrigation requires
large water scale management, which involves centralization of population and managers
and bureaucrats (government) to lead cooperation. Other researchers believe that the
growth of urban societies was because of lack in raw materials and resources in some
regions in the world. This made trade an essential activity that requires concentrated
administration to manage the production and the distribution process of these goods. This
idea was based on the economic theory .while other theories argues about different
reasons, responsible for the origin of the city, such as the military theory and the religious
theory.
However, urbanization is not a linear process and it includes many different factors,
resulting in the transformation of certain spaces that involve concentrated population
performing different activities, known as "urban", creating Spatial differentiation
between urban and rural. Spatial differentiation can be categorized into three types; the
first, related to geographical differences (location and climate), where People tend to
settle in places that are favorable to growth (from the geographical point of view).
The second is the concentration of certain activities at the same place because of the
interrelations between these activities, for instance, the existence of manufacturing in the
same place where there is market and vice versa. The third, urban bias was emphasized
by the government (powerful elite) policies increasing the divide between rural and urban
(Von Braun J. 2007).
Many researchers argued about different factors behind the spatial differentiation between
Sara Abdelaal, sarammm_7@hotmail.com, TU Berlin 2013
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rural and urban. Yet, most of them are acknowledging the fact that the linkages between
rural and urban are getting stronger. It is important to understand these links, their types
and the necessity of studying them together.
"…it has become even less realistic for development specialists to separate into rural
and urban camps. The notion of a “divide” has become a misleading metaphor, one that
oversimplifies and even distorts the realities" (Tacoli C. 2003, p.3).

2. The growth of Rural-urban interface: the driving forces that resulted in the
strength of the interface between rural and urban

Many development policies contributed to the growth of the rural- urban interface, of
which, industrialization. It was thought to be a way to modernization, believing that
agricultural sector is not strongly related to economy (Von Braun J. 2007). This notion
was stimulated by Lewis 1954, who assumed that the migration of labour from rural
agriculture to urban industries, in the developing world, would achieve more progress in
industrial sector without any degeneration in agricultural sector (Tacoli C. 1998).
Consequently, it resulted in many issues, of which, over-urbanization and further
migration, leading to the decline of agricultural sector and the emergence of informal
settlements.
Therefore, industrialization strengthened the linkage between rural and urban through
migration, Followed by the structural adjustment policies, of which, neo-classical
economies (IMF and World Bank reform in the developing world). The development
strategy, in the developing world, was first; to use the hard currencies (coming from
exporting primary commodities) to either provide farmers with foreign grain or capital.
Second, substitute basic commodity imports by industrialization, in order to solve high
price of basic commodities and public surface fees problems (especially in rural areas)
that resulted from ESAP (economic Structural adjustment policy) (Potts D. and
Mutambirwa C. 1998). Third, remove urban bias policies (Tacoli C. 1998). It was
expected that this strategy would expend local agricultural production.
However, the cost of the agricultural inputs was growing faster than the agriculture
production, the reduction of the subsidies and heavy taxes on the agricultural sector, the
high cost of transport and unequal access to international markets, was major obstacles
for small farmers. Other obstacles could be; access to land, water and capital. In addition
to that, the increase of income gap between rural and urban and further degradation in the
rural living standard.
All these factors contributed in the high rate of migration from rural to urban, of farmers
transforming their occupation to non-farm jobs in the urban centers, as a way to survive
neglecting the agricultural sector, that can be considered one of the main sectors that can
potentially achieve economic growth in many developing countries (Tacoli C. 1998).
Not only did migration and occupational transformation increased the linkage between
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rural and urban, but also, for small farmers who continued in farming, access to markets
in urban center was a major factor for increasing income that would help in either shifting
to high-value crops or livestock (Tacoli C. 2003). Other types of rural-urban interests that
contributed in strengthening the rural-urban interface will be explained in details later in
this paper.
Decentralization policies was a major factor in strengthening these linkages, as it was
negatively used to rationalize the conflicting decisions that were taken by the central
government and powerful elites for urban bias, for instance; in regional planning, in
terms of land use and resources allocation ;
"… Critics view state decentralization as a Trojan horse that brings the power of
private-sector interests into public decision-making"(Miraftab F. 2008, p.21).
In addition, states' policies that attempted to limit rural-urban migration resulted in major
problems, for example; rather than trying to understand the interrelation between rural
and urban and thus develop policies that take into consideration the rural-urban linkages.
Governments applied policies such as; strict migration controls that resulted in further
corruption issues, for example; bribery of officials from migrants (Tacoli C. 1998).
On the other hand, governments applied development Policies that increase rural-urban
migration, such as, trade liberalization, free market policies and privatization. These
policies, in some cases, decreased the autonomy of governments and increased the power
of private sector that influenced the national development plans in their favor. Private
sector interferes in government's decision regarding the allocation of their private firms
taking into account the available cheap labour that comprise migrants and women. For
example, in Cairo (Capital of Egypt) not only did the state adopt the privatization policy,
but then, it was followed by the lasses- faire ideology in 1992. The lasses-faire is the
permission of the private property ownership, accompanied by the least intervention of
the state (Bayoumi 2009), which consequently had a major impact in planning the city
and the peripheries, as it was shaped by the spontaneous large investments of the private
sector.
These previously mentioned economic policies, majorly, contributed in the growth rate of
rural-urban migration seeking job opportunities in these markets.

Another social aspect that contributed in the strong rural-urban interface is the strong
social links between rural families and their migrated population. For instance in Durban
in South Africa as elsewhere in many developing countries, migrants consider their
homes in the urban areas as temporary homes. However, their real homes are in the rural
areas where they maintain strong family ties (Smith W. 1998).
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2.2 Types of Rural-urban interface
The previously mentioned theoretical background has shown how the applied politicaleconomic development policies indirectly contributed in increasing the rural-urban
interface.
Another example of how far it is important to study rural urban interface in terms of rural
development; The recent trends of development strategies that are based on market
economy, in which, development policies emphasized on export oriented agricultural
production through agriculture growth strategies have- according to several researchesfailed to achieve poverty alleviation and rural development.
The reason could be the negligence of the market-led development to the living
conditions of the rural and urban poor, where it undifferentiated the whole society
focusing on the economic efficiency of those markets, leading to the failure of the
"growth pole" policies (Tacilo C. 1998). For example in Pakistan, according to Naseem
2012, a study was made to evaluate the effect of development policies on rural poverty in
Pakistan; it was found that despite of the high growth in output of agricultural production,
there was increase in poverty. The author mentioned that the unequal land ownership and
the high dependency of mechanization that reduces the labour demand was one of the key
reasons for the failure of such policies to achieve rural development (Naseem S. M.
2012).
The failure of previous development policies to achieve rural development, the
continuous migration of rural to urban as a way to survive, together with the dominance
of market based development policies resulted in the focus of researchers and policy
makers on the rural-urban interface. These policies emphasis the importance of strong
economic connections between farmers and external markets, thus, achieving actual
agricultural growth through local production which will finally lead to the improvement
of living standards (Tacilo C. 1998).
It is important to mention that studying the rural-urban interface is essential for the path
of this development process, since increased income in rural households from their
agricultural production will increase their demand for public service and manufactured
goods for domestic life and for agricultural inputs. Therefore, it will give opportunities
for initiating local non-farm activates, leading to diversified local economy and
broadening the local economic base.
However, with regard to the focus of the research on the gulf Arab Region, poverty is not
a major issue compared to global standards, when it comes to rural development. What
could be considered, as one of the major issues is the unsustainable linkages between
rural and urban areas in the form of dependent relation of rural on urban.
In order to understand the relation between rural and urban, this chapter will explain
different types of rural-urban interfaces, showing the forms, reasons and consequences of
this interface. According to several researches, there are two categories that can describe
the linkages between rural and urban; the first is a dynamic relation (Table 3) of flows
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between urban and rural spaces, for example, flows of people, money(remittances), goods
or/and resources, information and waste.
The second is a sectoral interface, in this thesis; sectoral interface refers to first rural
(mainly agricultural) activities done in urban areas such as urban-agriculture and nonfarm activities done in rural areas. The second is the need of space or use in rural areas by
urban households or in urban areas by rural households. for example the need of farmers
to urban markets, the need of urban entrepreneurs to access agriculture lands and the
ownership of residence in both rural and urban areas, for example; rural migrants owns
houses in urban areas and still maintain their rural homes or urban households who owns
weekend farm houses in rural areas.

A. Dynamic linkages:
Dynamic linkages

Rural to urban

Flow of people

Migration ( permanent or temporary)

Urban to rural
Migration of pensioners to
farm houses.

Flow of goods

Agricultural products,

dairy
products or fish products.

Agricultural tools,
Remittance and Information

Flow of Resources/waste

Natural resources, land for urban use

Waste,

Table 2: shows the

Air
pollution

and

water

Different dynamic linkages between rural and urban

1) Flow of people: Migration
The process of urbanization as mentioned before can be generally defined as; the
concentration of people and activities in the same areas known as "urban". This process is
rapidly increasing mainly because of natural growth and rural-urban migration.
According to the World Bank 2006, in Africa for example; population growth in urban
areas is 4.4 percent faces 1.5 percent population growth in rural areas (Von Braun 2007).
The Driving forces for rural-urban migration is divided to push and pull factors, where
pull factors are the opportunities and services offered in urban areas, especially jobs and
education. Push factors could be the need that is resulting from deprivation. In some parts
of the world especially Asia and Africa, push factors are poverty, land degradation and
destruction of natural resources, due to over exploitation, lack of public service, etc…
However, the way migrants are perceived is different. While they are perceived as victims
according to the basic process of migration; on the other hand, the economic theory
perceives them as" rational decision makers"(Tacilo C. 1998), looking for better
opportunities and higher income leading to higher living standards through income
diversification, performing both, farm and non-farm activities on the scale of the
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household family (Von Braun 2007)
One of the main negative impacts of Migration is Social Remittances that can be defined
as the ideas, information and notions that are transferred by interaction between migrants
and their families in rural areas (Deshingkar P. 2009)
The relation between migration and rural-urban interface

Rural-urban migration is one of the major factors influencing rural-urban interface. There
are different types of migration that depends on destinations gender and age. Looking at
the differences in migration and how they are related to rural-urban interface, we will find
that migration is not restricted on permanent migration from rural to urban. for example,
migration of the whole family, where the male household works in unskilled labours
(such as door keeper in an apartment building) , the female works as a servant in these
apartments and for the children usually they help the male household in their school
holidays. Still these families maintain their family ties in their rural homes; in this case,
regarding the rural-urban interface, these rural migrants help other families from their
rural homes in finding job opportunities in urban areas.
Another type of migration could be temporary or Seasonal migration. for example, in
developing countries some job opportunities in urban centers such as construction sites
(Von Braun 2007), manufacturing or service can be combine with agricultural activities,
meaning that migrants temporarily migrates between rural and urban according to the
agricultural seasons, which gives them the opportunity to have multiple income sources.
In this case the flow of money from rural to urban in the form of remittance has a great
influence on the local economy of the rural areas. As previously mentioned the higher the
income of the rural household gets the more demands on service and manufactured goods
increase, resulting in good opportunities for local non-farm activities and broadening the
local economy. However, on the other hand, the dependence on remittances as the basic
income of rural households creates an unsustainable relation between rural and urban in
terms of rural economic growth.
Destination of migrants is usually considered to be from rural to urban. However,
migration of rural migrants from urban centers back to their rural homes is also common.
Since 1970s, in sub-Saharan Africa, there has been economic decline in urban centers
resulting in the reduction of income gap between rural and urban areas; as a result, large
number of rural migrants returned back to their rural homes where living coasts is lower.
In this case, the return migration may have great negative impact on the rural areas where
they returned, because of large competition on the rare resources and the introduction and
implementation of foreign typologies of livelihoods that does not respect the local
context. On the other hand, these returnees may benefit the rural areas by more advanced
ideas in term of technological and human development. Another destination could be to
small towns where state policies are applied; to offer attractive job opportunities either in
service or industrial sector, for example in Mexico, state policies attracted industrial
investments in cities near the united states' boundaries(Tacilo C. 1998).
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Gender and age of migrants, do not only depend on type of job opportunities, when
talking about unavailable opportunities for young men to access farm land in rural areas,
it can also depend on the "social" push and pull factors. Social push factors could be the
migration of young women as a way to escape from family constrains in conservative or
religious societies (Tacilo C. 1998). Or the migration of young men escaping from
farming occupation, as it is becoming socially perceived as "low class" occupation
among young educated rural men as it is the case in some areas in Egypt for example.
While social pull factors could be the migration of youth in both genders seeking better
education resulting in better job opportunities in higher social standards. social factors
influencing the age and gender migration depends on the role and responsibilities of each
member in the household level regarding the well-being of the family, resource
management responsibilities and division of labours within households. however, the
common age and gender of migrants is continuously changing due to socio-economic
continuous change, migration of young women in Sahel Region is increasingly changing,
where traditionally, migration used to be for young men. yet, women who are left behind
in the rural areas can play a significant role in managing the remittances from their men,
for example in Swaziland, women combine remittances coming from their men , who
work in south Africa's mines and manage to increase the agricultural production in their
rural homes with the tractor-hiring systems(Tacilo C. 1998).
2) Flow of goods:
Flows of goods can be from urban to rural as manufactured goods for domestic needs
and for inputs in agricultural production, or from rural to urban such as: agricultural
production, dairy products or (fishing in case of coast villages) and other natural
resources. The process of exchanging goods is essential in rural-urban interface as it does
not only include the exchange of products but it also includes the exchange of
information. a strong relation is then created between producers, traders and consumers,
who are involved in the process, as well as the relation between producers and markets,
be it national markets or international, Stimulating the growth of local economy which
leads to rural development. Taking the exchange of agricultural production and the need
of access to market as an example:
The "virtuous circle" model can be defined as a circle of production and demand, where
the circle starts by the selling of agricultural products in urban markets. Then revenues go
to the rural producers and their households. the high income will stimulate their need for
better service and consumer goods, creating demand for alternative occupation of nonfarm jobs to fulfill the households' local demands for service and consumer goods, which
will result in economic diversification and broadening the local economy, which in turn
will solve the unemployment issues in small towns near to the agricultural area (Tacilo C.
2004).the circle will then close by the increase in demand for agricultural production, and
again the circle will shift to the high income of the rural households and so on.
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However, there are some important factors for the success of the "virtuous circle" model.
it is not necessarily the spatial proximity to urban markets, it is rather the access to land,
labour and capital, for example, in Paraguay, because of the lack of land, small producers
need to intensify their agricultural production, which requires capital, that they did not
have either, to buy cash crops. However, they were spatially close to the capital city.
Nevertheless, rural-urban interface is essential with regard to markets. it involves not
only physical infrastructure, such as roads and high ways but also, a trade network of
social and institutional relation. Between producers, traders and consumers, that require,
mechanisms of access to markets through the flow of information that are usually
dominated by the traders who are the link between the producer and the consumer,
excluding weaker groups (Tacilo C. 2004).
Another example , one the importance of rural-urban interface , in influencing rural
development ,is the Dairy production in India, where it transformed from a highly
importing country of dairy products to one of the first countries in exporting dairy
products. The rise of income and urbanization that India faced since the mid-1970s and
80s till the late twentieth increased the demand for dairy production. Especially, in new
Delhi, resulting in the formation of (District Cooperative Milk Producers’ Union), it is a
smallholder dairy cooperatives introduced by Operation Flood, a well-known smallholder
dairy production initiative ,despite the fact that India's dairy industry is dominated by
informal sector, where only 10-15 percent is formal (Cunningham K. 2009). However,
dairy development resulted in the advancement of technology in rural areas and created
an efficient economic link between dairy industry in rural areas and markets.

3) Flow of resources/waste:
One of the negative relations between rural and urban is the cycle of resource
consumption from rural to urban and waste generation from urban to rural, caused by the
rapid urbanization and high consumerism, especially in large and medium cities, resulting
in environmental degradation in the areas surrounding the urban centers. For example,
urban expansion in Cairo has been, mostly, on rich agricultural land (UN-Habitat 200)
resulting in the degradation and major loss of agricultural land, followed by many other
consequential problems for instance, food security issues.
The High consumption of land is one of the major impacts of urbanization, population
growth and growing scale of economic activities. For example population growth in
urban centers leads to the creation of informal settlements in the peri-urban areas. Periurban can be defined as the surrounding undefined boundaries between urban and rural
areas (Narain and Nischal 2007). People are densely populated with no access to
electricity, water and sanitation, resulting in many social, economic and environmental
problems, of which, pollution and the spread of diseases (Von Braun 2007).
Air and water pollution in urban centers from industries and motor vehicles has a great
impact on rural areas. first, on agricultural crops that are damaged by the generation of
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acid rain precipitation (Tacilo C. 1998), Second, resulting in the creation of the
phenomena of farm houses and residential compounds in the sub-urban areas and
countryside, as a way to escape from the over populated and polluted urban centers, again
leading to the high consumption of land.
Water is a very important resource that has a major impact on rural-urban interface,
spatially; many water bodies connect rural areas with urban centers, which result in the
negative environmental impact on the water bodies by releasing waste in water streams
and therefore affecting rural areas. Institutionally, the access to and excessive use of
water is dominated by the central authorities in urban centers increasing the challenge of
other rural areas in drinking water and irrigation water, which as a result creates other
economic issues(Von Braun 2007).
However, environmental degradation due to flow of waste is not only restricted on urban
centers, as the rural areas also contribute in a different way to the environmental
degradation by the use of chemicals in commercial agriculture, such as: fertilizers,
herbicides and pesticides and waste generation from mass production of livestock (Tacilo
C. 1998).
The improvement of environmental conditions requires an integrated contribution of
different institutions from different levels together with the integration of local
institutions of rural areas. Taking the Peruvian example to show the crucial need for
integrated policy between rural and urban areas in improving environmental conditions in
Ilo there is large copper mining. It results in challenges of air and marine pollution.
Regional and central governments together with the rural and urban residents have
formed Permanent Multi-sectoral Commission on Environment to monitor and enforce
the implementation of the rehabilitation plan, which resulted in improvement of the
region’s environmental situation (Tacilo C. 1998).

This need for multi-sectoral interaction on the political, social and economic levels between rural and
urban, leads us to the second Category of rural-urban interface:

B. Sectoral Interfaces
Many inter sectoral activities takes place in both rural and urban areas. Meaning that
agricultural activates take place in urban areas (urban agriculture) and non-farm activities
take place in rural areas. or both activities take place in a common area, referred to as
peri-urban areas, where both rural and agricultural activities are combined in on space
which result in positive and negative impacts on each other.
Urban agriculture is considered as a rural activity that takes place in urban areas. It
comprises different types of crops (grains, vegetables, fruits) especially high valued,
poultry, livestock and fishing; in addition to Non-food, products (aromatic and medicinal
herbs).the flow and proximity of urban agricultural products are higher than rural
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agriculture due to the interrelation between production, processing and market. While
urban agriculture may have a negative economic effect on rural agriculture activities, in
the case of middle and high-income classes seeking growth opportunities for their capital
by involving in urban agricultural activities, it complements rural agriculture with regard
to national food system. For example, in supplying fresh products or products that require
rapid delivery upon harvest, as a result it compensate the needs for import products (ETC
2001).
Moreover, urban agriculture can have a great impact on the labour force in urban areas, as
it contributes, by hiring waged labours for agriculture activates. Urban agriculture also
contributes environmentally to the conservation of natural resources in rural areas, such
as the production of fuel-wood (Tacilo C. 1998).
However, according to several researches, urban agriculture can have an environmental
and health risk, such as: irrigation of food products with contaminated wastewater, direct
pollution of crops, as a result of air pollution coming from traffic, or spread of disease
due to the livestock breeding in urban areas (ETC 2001).
Non-farm activities as furniture and brickmaking or beer brewing, etc…, can be defined
as activities that are not related to agriculture production. non-farm activities has
increased relatively in many developing countries, where alternative income sources,
occupational transformation, social change and relocation of rural dwellers, mostly in
peri-urban areas, take place .for example in Africa the proportion of income derived from
non-agricultural activities is approximately 30 to 40 per cent (Bah et al 2003).
Many different deriving forces result in occupational transformation and the increase in
non-farm activities, these forces could be due to development policies or the deterioration
of the agricultural sector resulting in economic diversification on the rural household
level. In china for example, the state has addressed unemployment issues in rural areas by
promoting rural industries. in sub-Saharan Africa, many factors such as, environmental
degradation, lack of access to land, high prices of agricultural inputs or lack of
technological mechanisms in improving agricultural production resulted in the difficulty
of relying on agricultural activities as the main source of income in the rural household.
However, these alternative non-farm activities, in some cases, may have negative impact
on the environment such as firewood trading in Sudan (Tacilo C. 1998).
One of the major reasons , that make understanding the rural-urban interface, particularly
in sectoral interactions, crucial, is the failure of rural development programmers that
have traditionally focused, only, on the increase of the agricultural production
,marginalizing non-farm activities. however, Forward and backward links between
agricultural and non-agricultural activities create growth in rural economy, in terms of
agricultural inputs of tools and equipment, processing of agricultural production and
manufacturing of domestic goods, which result in rural economic diversification and the
absorption of surplus rural labour force (Von Braun 2007).
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Another intersectoral relation between rural and urban , is the dependency of many rural
residence on urban centers in terms of , social infrastructure(secondary schools, hospitals
and other public service institutions)(Tacoli C. 2003).
Peri-urban areas: where rural and urban interface

As previously mentioned, according to Narain and Nischal 2007, peri-urban areas, can be
defined as the space between rural and urban, it is the area that surrounds the boundary of
the city, where rural and urban activities interface and the flow of goods and services take
place in both directions. However, according to some researchers, peri-urban interface is
defined as a process rather than a place, where rural and urban interface; socially,
economically and institutionally, Despite of the proximity to urban centers and where
socially, Peri-urban population is neither rural nor urban.
Therefore, it is important to understand the dynamics and characteristic of the relation
between rural and urban in the peri-urban areas, for example, small urban enterprisers,
who do not need to be in the urban center, locate themselves in peri-urban areas, where it
can be cheaper, in terms of rents. Building materials is considered one of the basic flows
of goods from peri-urban to urban (Tacoli C. 1998). Many rural dwellers, which commute
daily to the city, live in peri-urban areas However; peri-urban dwellers face legal
pluralism in many situations when they find themselves opposed with rural and urban
laws (Narain and Nischal 2007).
Land in peri-urban areas, is a crucial factor, as it is considered as the medium where,
urban investments and rural labour interacted. Land market, land use, and land subdivisions are intensively influenced and dominated by real-estate developments. for
example, land speculation is very common in many developing countries, where urban
residents purchase cheap land and build only foundations, that are to be urban expansion
later and resell it with higher value (Tacoli C. 1998).Many urban recreational uses locate
themselves in peri-urban spaces, such as: golf clubs and other luxury services for tourists.
While it is one of the major factors that increase pressure on highways and road
networks. Yet, it highly contributes in absorbing the surplus rural labour force.
The reason of the above explanation of peri-urban areas is to clarify its characteristics and
differentiate it from rural-urban interface.
Rural-urban interface on the spatial level:
One of the most important and crucial linkages of rural urban interface is spatial relation
in terms of land use. In many developing countries, decisions of land use in rural area are
made by central government according to urban bias interests, which negatively affect
both rural economy and environmental conditions.
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2.3 How socioeconomic change influence rural-urban interface
Economic and social transformation, are the key factor that influence the scale, strength
and extent of the linkages between rural and urban on different levels.
The following part will explain how the economic and social transformations influence
the previously mentioned linkages between rural and urban. In terms of, 1- flows of
people, migration from rural to urban or returnees from urban to rural homes or other
small towns accompanied by the flow of information, for example, from rural to urban on
job opportunities and flows of money. From urban to rural in the form of remittances, the
flows of goods; agricultural production from rural to urban centers and proximately near
small town or manufactured goods from urban to rural, accompanied by flows of
information about market. For example, fluctuation and customer preferences (Tacoli C.
1998). 2- intersectoral interactions and the Forward and backward links between
agricultural and non-agricultural activities create growth in rural economy, in terms of
agricultural inputs of tools and equipment, processing of agricultural production and
manufacturing of domestic goods(Von Braun 2007), which result in rural economic
diversification and the absorption of surplus rural labour force.
These rural-urban linkages differ on each level, household or local levels, national and
international levels. However, they are all influence by the economic, social and political
change.
The impact of economic policies on rural-urban interface

Many economic development policies and reforms adopted by developing countries,
negatively affected rural and urban population for example:
Privatization and liberalization of trade affected small-scale enterprises in urban areas and
small farmers in rural areas, who faced many challenges, of which the domination of
international traders on export crops who focused on international markets in highincome nations with high demand, abandoning local markets. and the lack of capital
which was a major challenge in purchasing agricultural inputs.
Regarding small-scale enterprises, the increase in cheap imported consumer goods
negatively affected local economy; moreover, influence the social behavior of the
population toward more consumerism (Tacoli C. 2003).
The previously mention economic policies encouraged investments in terms of tourism
sector, which absorbed surplus labour force, especially, migrants and women. However,
globalization influenced their desire for occupational transformation and independence,
leaving farming as their primary activity. Especially young men who are not paid for their
contribution in the agricultural production and young women who do not have the legal
right to evenly inherit land. In some African and Muslim countries, these social changes
had a negative impact on the family’s structure in rural areas, therefore, the balance of
production and consumption within rural households is diminishing (Bah et al 2003).
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For example, the increasing price of agricultural inputs, resulted from the applied national
polices of cutting back the subsidies off the agricultural sector, made it difficult on small
farmers to depend only on agricultural income and compete in local and international
markets. In addition, workers in urban centers were shortened from public sectors due to
the drop of incomes, as a result informal sector where high percent of rural migrants
work, that highly depend on the public sector workers, were negatively affected.
Consequently, food price and public service, such as: education and health increased
(Tacoli C. 2003).
Change of livelihood strategies
These economic changes had a major impact on the livelihood strategies; first, it is
important to define what is meant by livelihood;
"A livelihood comprises the capabilities, assets and activities required for a
means of living" (Carney D. et al 1999, p.8)
The change of livelihood strategies can be divided into three trends, first, economic
diversification, as agricultural activity is becoming an insufficient source of income for
small farmers. Rural households either contributed in other farming activities as wedged
labour or combined other non-farm activities. Second, is the rural- urban migration, on
the social level, maintaining strong family ties and economically, depending on
remittances as the main source of income in most cases. Rural-urban migration was not
restricted on the man of the household; it included women and young generations
depending on the available opportunities and the role of each individual of the family
toward the households' responsibilities (Bah et al 2003). Third, urban agriculture, that
took place in urban centers because of many factors, of which, increasing price of food
and income source for urban poor. However, according to many researches as previously
mention, many middle and high income urban residents are involved in urban agriculture.
Local factors, such as: population density and distribution patterns of the rural area, the
existing land tenure systems and access to land, water and capital, physical infrastructure
in terms of roads and transport and the access to local and international markets, may be
crucial in the rural-urban interface(Tacoli C. 2003).
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Negative and positive rural-urban interface:

The context
under which
rural-urban
interface is
negatively or
positively
influenced

Internationally: access to
international markets for SME
and Foreign investment supports
local production.
Nationally: regionally balanced
growth strategies, revenue
support to local government and
regulated institutional structure of
markets.
Local government: accountable,
with adequate resources and
capacity, regulates local natural
resource management; integrated
with national planning

Levels of
interaction

Positive rural-urban interface:

Policies and
strategies
taking place
on the
National
level.

-Expanding markets for
regional production
-Creation of a diversified
goods and services

Actions
taken on
the level of
Local
urban
centers

-Access to urban local markets
and processing facilities,
retaining value-added
-Increased production of nonfarm goods and service provision
-Increase in non-agricultural
employment opportunities

Impact on
Regional
rural
areas
(villages)

-Production adapted to
demand, increased incomes
-The increase of broad-based
demand for basic non-farm
goods and services
-Livelihood diversification
increases incomes, investment
in farming and demand for
goods

Internationally: limited access
to international markets for SME
and imports compete with
locally produced goods.
Nationally: regionally
imbalanced growth strategies,
lack of support to local
government and unregulated
institutional structure of
markets.
Local government:
unaccountable, with inadequate
resources and capacity; not
Integrated with national
planningrural-urban interface:
Negative

-Increased demand for imported
goods (resulted from social change)
-When the production by-passes
local centers in favour of larger
export centers, value added invested
outside the region
-Increased flood of migrants from
disadvantaged rural households
-Limited role in basic service
provision and delivery of cheap
imported goods
-Economic and population
stagnation and decline

-Farming dominated by large
export-oriented units
-Limited opportunities for local
income diversification and low
incomes from small-scale farming
triggering migration
-Local labour shortages and
decline in small-farm production

Diagram 4: Negative and positive rural-urban interface
Source: prepared by author, based on Tacoli C. 2004
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2.4 Conclusion
The basic understanding of what can be considered as a sustainable rural-urban interface,
which was described as the classic ideal view of rural-urban interface (Farrington J.
2002). seen as a sustainable symbiosis between Towns and rural areas, where towns offer
public and commercial services and employment to rural areas and rural areas provide
natural resources, labour and demand for urban goods and services. Within a sustainable
network of supply and demand that is resulting in economic growth for both urban
centers and rural areas.
However, Based on the previously explained relation between rural and urban, their
types, and categories and how they are highly influenced by social, economic, cultural
and political factors. We can conclude that these contexts social, economic, cultural and
institutional…etc., shapes the relation between rural and urban.
Therefore, the next chapter will give an overview on the context of the Arabian Peninsula
and at the same time try to develop a conceptual framework that describes the evolution
of different patterns of rural-urban interface in gulf Arab countries.
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Chapter Three:
3. Urbanization in the Gulf Arab Region
3.1 Geographical introduction

Picture 1: Location of the Arabian Peninsula in the world map
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:1945.5_Blank_World_Map.PNG

The Arabian Peninsula is the largest in the world (Picture1), where it surrounded by
coastlines from the west, east and south, it is characterized by its hard nature.
Geographically, it is mainly a desert land of approximately three million km squares, with
high land of 3000 meters high and another mountain area in the southern east. Water is a
very scarce resource in the peninsula, as annual rainfalls are only in certain regions (such
as mountain areas) and amount 170 mm per year. The main source of water is
underground water that can be found in Wadis; water springs formed in highlands due to
the accumulation of underground water and oases. Moreover, its high temperature that
reaches to 50° C and high coastal humidity of 80 percent. The hard environmental
physical settings of the Arabian Peninsula had a major influence on the population of the
gulf Arab countries, Arabia, Yemen, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait, Bahrain, and
Oman and their socio economic characteristics (Wiedmann 2010).
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3.2 The historical context of the tribal settlements
3.2.1 The Social and administrative structure of the tribes: how did the social tribal structure
influence the administrative life of the Gulf Arab indigenous tribes?

The administrative structure of the tribes in gulf Arab was greatly influenced by the social
structure of the family. trying to identify what is a tribe; according to El-Haddad 2003,
the tribe is an economic unit of performed activities befitting the members of its own
family and a social unit, where family members interact with each other within the
cultural context of their norms and values and the sheik is the head of the tribe and leader
of members of the tribe in all matters socially and economically. This hierarchal
organized social network was an effective administrative structure in a way that it helped
weak members to survive in the previously explained hard environment (El-Haddad
2003).
Tribes were considered as the main and strong social identity of the family, where
marriages use to be within the same tribe. However, because of the conflicts and constant
struggle between tribes to survive, in addition to the environmental settings that increase
segregation between tribes, marriage across tribes used to unite tribes and form allies.
After the Islam, all tribes were united under one belief and followed the same laws and
principles of Quran, where the Muslims were under the control of the Caliphate that
performed as the government, protecting the Muslim community and their rights.
Following the political history of the gulf Arab region the Mongolian invaded the area
and after that the ottoman, Turkish Empire (Wiedmann 2010).
In 1764, the process of unification under one nation started to take place leaded by the
rulers of the strongest tribe, for example in Saudi Arabia the king Abdul Aziz controlled
Riyahd and unified about 100 tribes (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993).
A given example of the governing system of the tribal societies; The main way of
survival was the passing of knowledge of; how to obtain local building materials,
building techniques and performing different economic activities (agriculture, finishing
and crafts) from one generation to another, as well as the exchange of knowledge either
between tribes or externally, for example; from Persian merchants who accommodated
the coasts of the peninsula. Therefore town planning was not according to any plans, it
was rather cooperative process based on local knowledge and culture in addition to
religious rules: that highly emphasized on respecting the privacy of houses (especially for
women), the location of land uses, walls between neighbours and ownership rights.
Sheikhs used to lead the communities in several issues, of which, Land allocation, that
was distributed among tribes and ethnic minorities and for public use such as mosques,
cemeteries and markets (Wiedmann 2010).
Tribal culture influenced the formation of settlements and the management of natural
resources. Tribes established institutions, socially on the family level, economically on
the income source level and political depending on the strength of the tribe and its
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alliance with other tribes, influencing their linkages with the physical space. Such
institutions were based on both tribal and religious principles. Every institution had its
rules and ethics which were formalized through a village or tribal assembly and declared
in weekly markets and Friday prayer sermons. Therefore, socioeconomic and political
factors influenced the local governance, built environment and spatial patterns of
settlements in the region (Saleh 2000).
While these tribal communities were characterizes by its structural hierarchy, though,
they used to live on a community participation basis, where houses were built by each
family with the help of related neighbours and public buildings such as the mosque,
where built by collective support from the whole community.
3.2.2 Socio-economic conditions before the oil production: how did
Gulf Arab sustained their economy before oil discovery?
The social structure of the small family within the tribe was characterized by the same
hierarchy of the tribe, where the man is the leader or the head of the family and the
decision maker in all matters, for example defining the role of the women, who were not
allowed to leave their houses except under the permission of the man and had to cover
their head in front of unrelated men according to Islamic religious traditions and
marriages younger generation (El-Haddad 2003).
Main economic activates of gulf Arab livelihoods use to depend on the natural resources
of each area , for example date plantation use to be in the oases towns , fishing and
trading used to be along the coast lines of the peninsula. Trading, which was not only
restricted on coastal areas between their neigbouring lands in central Asia and Africa, it
was also taking place across the desert to oases towns where they use to rest, exchange
goods and knowledge, Which resulted in creating trading routes. As a result several
markets were founded either in agricultural settlements or harbours in coastal areas
prospering as regional centers and further accommodating more than ten thousand
inhabitants.
This variety of different social groups according to their economic activity; settled oases
farmers, nomadic Bedouins(who use to move from one place to another breeding herds),
mountain farmers and fishermen , mariners and traders in coastal regions who use to
connect through the founded markets, created a sustainable income source for these
communities, which were generated from local economy formed by the networks
between the different economic activities of each tribe depending on their location
(Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980).
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3.2.3 The settlement patterns of the original tribal communities in the gulf Arab:
What are the characteristics of the traditional settlement patterns?
These political and socio-economic conditions in the tribal communities, in addition to
the physical settings, had performed as the main driving forces for the settlement patterns
of original population in Gulf Arab region. Settlement and population distribution
patterns were link to the watershed areas. Urban Growth of settlements and their
physical extension were restricted mainly by the harsh climate and water scarcity,
resulting in their balanced during the Pre- oil period (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993).
There were different types of settlements as urban space was mainly shaped by the tribal
structure and the economic activities that are based on fishing, pearl or frankincense
trading or farming.
Basically there were three types and places for settlements:

First, agriculture settlements that was close to oases, where date plantations use to be the
main activity. These settlements were built either; in a high land near the oases for
security purposes on non-farming lands and surrounded by walls with gates in different
sides of the wall or between rocky mountains surrounding the them from to provided
natural protection of the agricultural flat land between them and the built areas(Saleh
1999). these settlements were formed by the houses as the basic unit connected by two
types of roads the first narrow roads with a width of one packed camel and the second
type was the main roads that connected the gates and intersected at one point in the center
of the settlement, the used to be the main public spaces where the mosque and the market
(souq) was built.
The purpose for the narrow streets , functionally were to provide shadows on the streets
as a protection form the hot desert climate and save lands in the settlement , socially, to
emphasis the privacy of the neighbourhoods within the settlement, which increased the
social segregation in the settlement between the families or the tribe of the settlement. It
is important to mention that the urban growth of these settlements were restricted within
the protecting walls and expansion could only be on areas of non-fertile lands
Houses were built by local materials dried adobe, Walls and ceilings were supported by
beams made of palm logs, standardizes form and height, of two floors, which emphasized
the tradition of Islamic community of unity, was the major trend of architectural features
of the settlements.
Second, fishing villages along the coasts, the houses of these settlements were built with
a different local materials as they were far from the sundried adobe ,so they were built by
coral stone and gypsum were for constructing walls as the available local materials in
these areas. Poor families often lived in huts constructed of palm leaves.
Third, temporary settlements of Bedouins, these settlements were often built at the
outskirts of the towns and surrounded by walls. The houses of these settlements where of
one floor and the rooftop were used as private open space for the family either for
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cooking or sleeping

3.2.4 The transformation of several settlements into towns or cities: what are the
driving forces behind the transformation of the early settlements into towns/cities?
Following the political history of the region even before the Islam, two factors can be
considered as main driving force influencing the transformation of several early
settlements into towns. First, the trading centers and markets either in areas of
agricultural use, harbours along the coasts or craftsmen who settled down and founded
new markets. Second, the trading routes, where caravans carried goods, that were
developed gradually connecting these market places (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993).
Mecca and Medina developed into the most important centers especially after the Islam,
not only as trading centers but also because of pilgrims who comes every year from
different cities. These towns or cities grew mainly at the crossing points of the trading
routes as regional centers and started to prosper and develop reaching to more than
10,000 inhabitants (Wiedmann 2010). Before Islam, coffee and classic trade routes,
trading incense and spices, were inland crossing from the southern Arabia to the northern
Arabia toward Egypt and the Mediterranean. After Islam a second type of routs
developed, pilgrim's routes that followed the former coffee and trade routes but diverted
to mecca and medina (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993) as well as Jeddah, that were
developed as an important harbor in the west for the pilgrims heading to mecca.
Harbours at the Southern Arabia grew as transit points for goods from India and eastern
Asia. During the 16th and 17th centuries, the Portuguese built many forts along the coast
and occupied important harbours. Such as Kuwait that developed itself to be one of the
most important harbours in the region, to protect their colonies and trading routes toward
India. Though, Portuguese and British colonized the southeastern part of the Arabian
Peninsula. However, there was no significant change in the traditional built environment,
as there was elsewhere in the Arab world. Many coastal villages were developed by the
British with the help of emigrated Persian merchants, as important trading harbours such
as Abu Dhabi, Dubai and Manama. Muscat, the capital of Oman, was already an
important trading center due to its costal location with regard to India and East Asia
(Wiedmann 2010).
Coastal villages that not only were transformed and developed to be important harbours.
inland oases settlements grew and developed to be main agricultural towns in their
regions. For example, Sana in the west was the main oasis town in the region. By the 20th
century, the population was 20,000. Moreover, Riyadh that was near to two wadis, had
the largest date plantation in the region, thanks to their major water resources. Similarly,
in the southern east of the Arabian Peninsula Al Ain and Al Nizwa also grew as
agricultural towns.
Some settlements remained small due to physical constrains and inaccessibility, limited
natural resources and tribal laws. However, these small settlements were highly
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autonomous, depending on their local economic activities and exchange of goods. For
example, in Saudi Arabia in Asir, the rural agricultural societies had a strong tribal
organized system. Who use to protect their economic base of the community
"Agriculture". in addition to that, there were other tribes specialized in iron
manufacturing, extracted from Al-Sodah Mountain west of the settlement, these tribes
used to manufacture iron for agricultural tools, weapons and home utensils (Saleh 1999).
observing the difference between the small settlements and the large towns and their
relation, we can note some differences in the uses of spaces, in bigger towns. there were
other public uses in the town than the Friday mosque, that were not only used as a
praying space but also for learning Quran and Islam rules. the market "souq" that use to
be in the center of the settlements, for example, bath houses and tea houses, where men
use to meet and spend leisure time.
Islamic cities emerged as a result of the interaction between the physical environment, the
traditions of the community and the legal mechanisms of Islamic laws (Saleh 1999).for
example, in Saudi Arabia, Riyahd grew as an Islamic city, where the settlement were
surrounded by eight meters height walls and the center formed by the Friday mosque, that
its size use to indicate the number of the population in the settlement, and a palace and a
courthouse, and the compacted houses that were built by local materials with the form of
the typical Islamic architectural elements, the wind catchers, the narrow high window
openings , the wooden screens and open-air inner courts(Wiedmann 2010) ,however ,the
evolution of Islamic cities varied according to the social organization of its population
depending on the places and environment and economic activity , harbors, valleys or
oases in which they arose(Saleh 1999).
the previously mention history about the evolution of tribal settlements and the factors
that lead to the growth and transformation of some of them into cities(diagram 5 and 6),
emphasized the difference between rural and urban, where the relations and linkages
between settlements were poor, due to limited spatial mobility and physical
environmental constraints, in addition to the fact that they were dispersed from each other
according to the availability of water and other natural resources(Al Hathloul and
Edadan1993).
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Diagram 5: Linkages between settlement before oil discovery in the Arabian Peninsula and their
development
Source: prepared by author, based on (Wiedmann 2010)
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Diagram 6: Conceptual framework shows the linkages between trading centers and villages in the Arabian
Peninsula before oil discovery
Source: prepared by author based on (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993)
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3.3 The oil era and its impact on urbanization
3.3.1 The introduction of an administrative government: how did the administrative
structure of the tribes transformed to a national governmental system?

Before the discovery of oil, in 1820s, the British colonization of the eastern part of the
Arabian Peninsula had a great impact in shaping the cities and the transformation of the
settlements from what, Ben Hamouche 2003 called; endogenous system to an exogenous
system.
"The endogenous forces consist of the internal parameters within the community,
such as the social structure, religious beliefs, the way of life and local resources
(building materials, local know-how, etc.), whereas the exogenous forces
comprise factors that act from beyond the community and intervene either with or
without its consent, in shaping its built environment."(Ben Hamouche 2003,
p.521)
For example, in Bahrain, in 1920, the British introduced a new administrative system of
municipalities, shifting the responsibilities of the confederation of tribes, unions and
social groups 'representatives to municipal responsibility on provisions, such as water,
electricity, roads, cemeteries and security of markets(Ben Hamouche 2003).
The unification, building of nations and establishment of borders between the countries
of the Arabian Gulf or Monarchies took place over the 20th century, the same time of the
oil boom. The main target was to gain control over and support of the various tribes
within the defined borders of each country. For example, in the west the Tribe of Al Saud,
the strongest or most influential in the region, took over the control by the help of the
British, after the World War I when the Ottoman Empire was defeated. In 1932, the
British recognized the country as a sovereign state and declared it as the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993). In the eastern part of the peninsula, in 1961,
Kuwait was the first to become an independent emirate followed by Bahrain, Qatar and
the UAE in 1971(Wiedmann 2010). As for the Sultanate of Oman, it has been an
independent Monarchy for long time under the control of Al Said tribe, however there has
been conflicts in the south that was only solved in 1975 under the reign of Sultan Qabous
bin Said (J.E.Peterson 2011).
The unification of the tribes under one nation and changing their identity base form tribal
to national led to a large extent the equalization in recruitment of public sectors, the
allocation of land and access to public education, however, it didn't completely stop
among tribes and clans(Wiedmann 2010).
The building process of a nation and the settling of Bedouins were encouraged and
supported by many driving forces. for instance, Hathloul and Edadan1993 mentioned
these factors as the main factors; the Islamic movements and the Islamic laws that
encourage populations to settle and live by the laws of Islam, poor Bedouins who were
vulnerable were encourage to settle and live under the support of the strongest tribe or the
newly formed monarchy, the annulment of the hima system; "a set of regulations
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controlling the extent and intensity of utilization of the resources." it's an old system
started pre-Islam( Zahran and Younes 1990, p. 20), after the cancelation of that system
tribes faced constrains in range their land and keeping out other tribes from it and the
centralized government system that weakened the tribal loyalties , in addition to the better
life standard offered in cities and villages due to the introduction of new technologies.
Despite the fact that Kuwait, Bahrain and the UAE are currently Semi-Constitutional
monarchies with regard to their population right to vote for their representative
parliament. compared to Oman, Saudi Arabia and Qatar that were developed as complete
monarchies, still these parliaments does not enjoy freedom in decision making as they
only performed as an advisory entity. moreover, the formation of opposition parties and
labour unions are not permitted. Only the Islamic Republic of Yemen can be considered
as a democratic country among Gulf Arab countries.as a Trying to find a relation between
the Military expenditures as percentage of GDP (Figure 1) and the Public Accountability
in these monarchies (Figure 2). From the following graphs, it reflects the frequency or
threat of conflicts and social movements. the strengthening of the defense sector
technically and economically was made in order for these monarchies to retain control.

Figure 1: Military Spending in MENA (Source: The World Bank 2003)
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Figure 2: Index of Public accountability (Source: The World Bank 2003)

How far did the nationalization influence the traditional planning system?
In terms of planning, the government structure of the newly formed nation was highly
influenced by the hierarchal social structure of the tribal societies. therefore, the
centralized structure of governments in the Arabian peninsula gives total responsibility of
all decisions made regarding the development of the country. such as five-year
development plans, budget plans or new laws, to the king/Amir and his ministers, who
are usually members from the same family or tribe and appointed by the ruler. For
example, the governmental structure in Saudi Arabia (Diagram 7), the council of
ministers was responsible for the final decisions regarding any development plans. the
COP (central operating Organization), that was formed in many Gulf Arabic countries,
are responsible for the consultation of ministries in technical aspects, the development of
the five-year plan, developed of socioeconomic studies and the coordination for central
planning projects (Wiedmann 2010). However, the political structure before oil era can
be considered successful and decentralized because the local administration was
combined with indigenous influence to create a structure of governance that could
respond positively to changes in expectations and environmental requirements. in other
words, the traditional governance could positively asses the development process taking
into consideration the security matters and interests of other social groups without
conflicting with environmental concerns(Saleh 1999).
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MOMRA Municipality of Municipal and Rural
Affairs
Physical planning
Spatial planning at the national,
regional and local levels
The establishment and management
of infrastructure

General Directors

The municipalities Of their
respective region

Regional directors

Building permits
 1.Town planning ("guide plans" 50s and
Initiating the construction of
60s)
public buildings and
 2.Cooperating with consultants
infrastructure projects
3. Coordinating studies and projects
In1977,( gained more
financial and administrative
independence and
were put under
the direct
Diagram 7: Administrative
Structure
of Planning in Saudi Arabia (Graph developed by the author, data
control 2010)
Source: (Wiedmann
of MOMRA)

The new centralized planning systems constrained local decisions, for example in terms
of resource allocation and resource, management is highly depending on central
governmental decisions by instructions and administrative regulations that result in
dominating the local planning process. However, in traditional era, Planning was more
flexible as it was depending on sustainable local economy and social structure that was
based on the influence of the local inhabitants (Saleh 1999).

3.3.2 Socio-economic transformation during the oil era
In 1938, oil was discovered in the Arabian Peninsula; only in 1938, commercial
production of oil began in Saudi Arabia by ARAMCO (Arabian American Oil
Company) then Bahrain which is considered small oil producing country as well as
Oman, compared to Kuwait and Abu Dhabi UAE.in addition to oil production, natural
gas were found in Arabian Peninsula, especially in Qatar. Gulf Arab peninsula, is the
richest oil producing region in the world, this fact resulted in a dramatic and rapid change
in the socioeconomic base of the country, transforming from the traditional agriculture
and nomadic rural economy to a flourishing industrial economy with a rapidly growing
export and service sectors highly depending on oil revenues (Al Hathloul and
Edadan1993).
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However, Gulf Arab countries witnessed a short industrial revolution, where it took three
stages, first aluminum and copper converting industries, the construction of several dry
ports, petrochemical plants and major infrastructure projects, especially, road networks,
desalination plants, energy plants and harbours and airports. The second stage of the
industrial revolution focused on establishing industries of basic commodities in order to
decrease the dependent on imported domestic goods, of which, food, furniture and
building materials (Wiedmann 2010). The type of imported goods reflects the
transformation that took place in the socioeconomic base of these countries from selfdependent societies where food and building material were obtained from local cultivated
crops and local materials (mud-brick) and furniture manufactured by local craftsmen to
highly depending countries on imported goods. The third stage involved non-essential
consumer goods, which reflects the social transformation of these societies to a more
consuming society than former times that will be explained later in this paper.
It is important to mention that industrialization in gulf Arab was mainly built on oil and
gas production. Therefore, even though it involved the investment of the states, local
entrepreneurs and shareholders, however, it was highly depending on state subsidies that
was driven from oil revenues, which means that the fundamental components of
establishing industry, of which, labour, numerous raw materials and licenses needed to be
imported (Wiedmann 2010).
How far oil-economy did influenced socioeconomic conditions?

Major growth of urban population took place in the era of oil. In addition to the rural
urban migration, Due to the lack of local manpower, massive migration of expatriates
mainly from the Indian sub-continent and south and south-east Asia that was encouraged
by the British (Ben Hamouche 2003) , Guest workers from neighbouring Arab countries
such as Jordan, Egypt and Syria and European and American consultants.
The increase of the countries' financial assets that resulted from the economic growth of
oil production not only led to the establishment of financial infrastructure such as Banks.
but also, led to better living conditions resulting in high natural growth that resulted in the
increased the urban population. Together with the international and rural-urban migration
resulted in the change and diversity of urban population growth rates. Leading to high
change of the social structure in Arabian Peninsula, transforming the society from a tribal
structured society that was divided horizontally into Bedouins, farmers, fishermen, sailors
and town people into a society that is vertically divided according to their income level
and nationality (Wiedmann 2010).
Observing the new hierarchal social structure that was formed in the oil era, on the
national level, we will find that the society is divided into national population and
expatriate population. South Asian and Southeast Asian labours occupy the
manufacturing sector and the lower positions within the service sector that has lowincome levels. These strata usually are restricted from bringing their families with them
according to their strict contracts. Most of the national population, that use to depend on
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their individual efforts and their tribes, turned into a highly dependent society that fully
relied on their states (Ben Hamouche 2003). Their incomes come from the rents they
receive continuously from either leasing accommodation to the expatriate population or
foreign investors.

The occupational transformation from Traditional crafts, such as: fishing, pearl-diving
and trading, farming and sailing to services and oil-related industries resulted in negative
impact on employment diversity as local products were replace by imported goods,
consequently ,the major growth in service sector resulted in unsustainable economic
dependency and collapse of traditional crafts and local markets. For example, in Bahrain,
42 percent of the employed population work in tertiary sector; administration,
management, communication, services and recreation (Hamouche 2004)
Further socioeconomic change took place in the Arabian Peninsula due to the
introduction of new type of settlement, new housing typology and new means of
transportation, other than the traditional ones that will be explained in the following part,
which influenced their social and cultural traditions. This change in the daily
socioeconomic habits for example , high car dependency, oil-dependent industries,
desalination plants(because of the lack of water that increase by many the high
consuming water activities, of which, golf fields in the newly built towns)resulted in the
increase of domestic demand for fossil fuel, resulting in more unsustainable dependency
on oil resources (Wiedmann 2010).

3.3.3 How did Urbanization take place on the physical level?
On the National / regional level: Impact of oil era on the traditional settlements

Following the development of traditional settlements in the Arabian Peninsula and their
transformation together with the nationalization and oil discovery, first, new type of
cities appeared "industrial cities" that gradually grew. Due to their proximity to oil fields
these industrial cities, were first established as housing settlements where employees of
foreign oil companies, mainly British and American, use to live near the oil fields, the oil
refinery and the loading port for oil tankers (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993). These cities
were planned with a new housing typology, characterized by detached villas of one or
two floors on a square lots shaped by an orthogonal grid of streets that provide the
possibility of use the newly introduced means of mobility " car"(Wiedmann 2010)
For example, one of the first oil settlements to be developed in the Arabian peninsula was
in Saudi Arabia by Aramco oil company, in 1938. The development of the new port in AlKhobar, mainly was to handle the transportation of oil barges and incoming goods and
services, attracted many traders who settled there and established their shops and
facilities, which resulted in the growth of the city as an oil city.
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Further, the establishment of a new port in Dammam resulted in the growth of the city, in
addition to the establishment of a railway line to connect it to Riyadh, the capital city, led
to the expansion of the Dammam, where it became the capital of the eastern province,
center for wholesale trade and shipping activities. This triangle grew, where the third city
was Dhahran became the residential town (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993), however, it
didn't benefit the some of the old already existing cities , such as Qatif, Hufuf and
Mubarez, due to far spatial relations.

Second, the "traditional oasis towns" that grew as agricultural centers such as Riyadh and
Sanna or "already existing important harbours". Such as Muscat and Manama that
developed to be capital cities after the unification and nationalization of the Gulf Arab
countries, where they grew beyond their former clear borders that were outlined by walls.
And demolished because there was no need for protection from tribal conflicts, because
of the security provided by the state. other cities such as Abu Dhabi was completely
replaced by an orthogonal street grid and square building plots. In the 50s and the 60s
major infrastructure projects with the development of cities ,according to the new
standards of housing and mobility that was adopted as a new/modern way of life by the
local population, took place in the Arabian peninsula(Wiedmann 2010).
It is important to mention that the relation between the newly formed modern
settlements (oil cities or industrial cities) and the traditional settlements did not either
exists or was very weak as there was no economic or personal interdependence between
them. Especially, because the newly formed oil cities were designed to be self-sufficient
in terms of road, to connect all the pumping stations, water and medical services, which
result in the exclusion of these old settlements (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993). For
example in Saudi Arabia, the old smaller settlements or oasis villages that were mainly
agricultural with some fishing activities, like Qatif, Hufuf and Mubarez (Daghistani
1993), existed in the same metropolitan area of the previously mentioned newly formed
oil cities. Dammam, Dhahran and Al-Khobar,did not benefit from the development that
occurred in the newly formed oil cities, because of spatial and physical constraints from
oil processing sites or fields. In addition to the way these three new towns
interdependently grew, operating as complementary centers of administration, commerce,
research and education respectively, and further negatively affected by losing their
predominant role and Further, resulting in the concentration and high population growth
of the new oil cities.
As a Response to the growing need for housing, the Government provided land for free or
favorable long-term loans, which resulted in rapid urban sprawl with a built urban area of
very low density. Therefore, trying to manage this development trend, Building laws
regarding, land uses, land divisions and ownership, built up area and heights of buildings
developed in the 70s, as a governmental initiative of replacing outdated planning
methods. With the introduction of master plans that were developed by foreign
consultants to cope with the rapid urban growth and the development of massive
infrastructure projects. however, it was difficult to implement them because of the lack of
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enforcement regarding planning regulations and laws.
These laws were influenced by the European concept of town building excluding the
traditional building laws as it was hard to be integrated with the new planning
framework, due to its contradictions and different building methods(Wiedmann 2010),
resulting in the import of new building forms and new construction techniques different
than the traditional ones, inherited know-how tribal building methods.

On the City level: how did cities developed in the gulf Arab in oil era?
One of the main driving forces of the rapid urbanization that took place in the Gulf Arab
was excessive rural-urban immigration and immigration of unskilled labour, guest
workers and consultants, these factors transformed the shape of the old cities and derived
the formation of new forms of settlements that will be explained in the following part.
As mentioned before, after oil discovery the social change that occurred led to the
division of the population into vertical hieratical order, which was reflected on the spatial
and physical development as well. the poor population, mainly immigrants from rural
areas or guest workers lived in, either, the old centers that became dense areas of mixed
use or the fringes where two types of settlements developed; apartment blocks built for
workers by private companies and shanty towns built by rural immigrants. Another type
of settlements were built in the outskirts of the industrial areas is the work
accommodating guest workers. The middle and upper classes population, lived in new
suburbs built as modern housing areas, which were designed in the new European forms
of the standardized use of the grid and the detached villa as the dominant housing
typology (Wiedmann 2010).
Following the re-structuring of the old cities, we will find that the old centers were
occupied by the poor population with a dense mix use, then an area of multi-story
apartment buildings in the fringe area near to the center. The old markets that were built
along the old main roads were replaced by modern buildings. these old markets continued
to function as business. Mainly, for the poor population. On the other hand new CBDs
(central business districts) where administrative and office buildings, shopping malls and
banks were built along new main roads. The form of these main roads was influenced by
the newly introduced way of mobility "car" taking a linear form. Near the CDBs in the
outskirts of the old center, the new suburbs were developed.

On the level of the house plot: what are the social and physical impacts that resulted
from the modern architectural forms?
The typical form of an Islamic house is characterized by one or two floors, with an inner
open court that provides both privacy and better climate for the residents and further was
used surrounded by the living spaces of the house, acting as a focal point of the house.
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however, by the introduction of the new forms of the modern houses either detached or
high-rise apartment buildings that does not include the open court-yard among its spatial
functions which result in the orientation of the building structure outwards, consequently,
the benefits that the traditional forms used to provide in terms of privacy and climatic
benefits are lost.
Moreover, not only the form of the unit of the house changed, but also the pattern and the
relation between the dwellings from attached to detached. separated by orthogonal grid,
which resulted in, first, the elimination of semi-private space that was created between
the neighbourhoods, important space that used to occupy and significant part of the social
and cultural life of the society, Second, the waste of land resources and encroachment of
arable land. Also the change form one unified height to different heights combining one
or two floors villas with high rise apartment buildings emphasized the negative impact on
their social life regarding privacy as a main factor in the house (A.F.Moustapha et al
1985).
Another change regarding the local sustainable material that was used in the traditional
buildings took place. Observing the shanty towns in the fringes of the urban centers for
example in Saudi Arabia in Riyadh, where such settlements were built out of cement
blocks, cardboard and corrugated metal, instead of dried adobe and palm leaves that was
used in former time. However, we can notice that these poor immigrants still maintained
an aspect of their rural life as these shanty houses were often surrounded by enclosures of
livestock such as sheep, goats or camels.

3.4 The post-oil era and the current situation
In the previous part, there were both political factors, in terms of nationalization and
economic factors, in terms of oil discovery that led to the rapid urbanization and
socioeconomic transformation that occurred in the gulf Arab. However, this part is
mainly economic factors, related to the decline of oil production in the Arabian
Peninsula, adopting economic policies to diversify the economy and the challenges of
post-oil era that the Arabian Peninsula is facing.
3.4.1 Economic diversification and the shift to the privatization
In 2006, oil revenues formed 86 percent of total government revenue, while domestic
taxes form a minimal source of government revenue and spending. For example, In
Kuwait, the tax revenue forms one percent of the GDP. The Gulf Arab countries rely on
revenues from oil export for financing public spending, which has been used as a primary
tool to influence economic performance, even after oil prices dropped from an average of
108 US dollars in 2008 to an approximately 75 US dollars per barrel in 2009. This means
that the financial policy of the gulf Arab countries has been used to maintain the social
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bond between state and society. Consequently, the government's burden, of facing the
budget deficits and providing public service at the same time, grew and intensified
leading many issues, of which, high rate of unemployment (Saif 2009).
As a Result, The Arabian Gulf countries adopted many policies, of which, privatization;
in order to reduce the public deficit, abolition of subsidies .however, privatization is
basically a political process aiming to increase the efficiency of the government and
enhance competition, though it has been implemented as an economic exercise in the gulf
Arab countries (Al-Omar 1996)
Several researches discussed the "peak-oil "in the Arabian gulf, meaning that oil wealth
of the Arabian Peninsula is declining since the 21st century. The diminishing reserves of
oil and natural gas are leading to many socioeconomic challenges in the gulf Arab
countries which are still highly dependent on the oil economy and its revenues. For
example, the public sector is widely expanded since the 1960s and is considered an
attractive employment for nationals (Common 2008), as the majority of the local
population work in the public sector that is geared by the oil economy, while guest
workers work in the private sector, mainly the service sector.
Therefore, many countries of the gulf Arab started to diversify their economy, by
investing in many other sectors such as trading, banking, tourism and high-end
technology sectors. This process of economic diversification was gradually increasing,
especially, in the 80s because of the decline of oil revenues and the foreign indebt that the
region faced. , for example:
Tourism, apart from Saudi Arabia, that never included tourism in its development plans,
because of it conservative Islamic course in the society. Tourism had great influence in
the economy of the Gulf Arab countries, for example, in the 90s, Dubai not only became
one of the major international tourist destination in the Arabian Peninsula receiving
visitors from Europe, north America and Russia but also from the neighbouring gulf
countries, that does not enjoy the same entertaining facilities as there in Dubai. The
growth in the tourism sector resulted in massive real-estate investments of high-class
hotels, beaches, shopping centers and entertainment parks leading to consequences that
will be explained later in this paper (Wiedmann 2010).
Trading sector, in addition to the physical development of building harbours and
airports, to develop the trading and tourism sectors. the introduction of the FTZ (free
trade zone); a concept that provides less taxes and modern infrastructure, In addition to
flexible administrative and labour regulations.as a result many foreign companies were
attracted in the UAE, Kuwait and the state of Bahrain, where they established their
business (Wiedmann 2010).
Banking and financial sector, in the mid-70s the gulf Arab countries drew their
attention on the financial sector where they established their position as a financial center
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in the middle east , many financial companies especially in Bahrain , Kuwait and emirate
of Dubai were established, making the region an important financial hub in the
international financial world by the late 90s. For example, Saudi Arabia allowed foreign
banks to open in the country in 2003 after it was restricted in 1976 by the law except
under the condition that the majority of the shareholdings are national, these
deregulations of the finance, tourism, and education sectors benefited the non-oil sector
(Saif 2009).
Although, since the 21st century, the role of private sector has more active in the non-oil
economy, competition strong and partnerships between private and public sectors
became more common, which resulted in the improvement of the quality implemented
projects (Saif 2009).
Yet, the previously mentioned steps taken by the governments of the Gulf Arab countries
resulted in many socioeconomic issues and Challenges facing the local population in the
context of the new economy. For example, lack of post-oil professions within the local
population that resulted from both the rapid economic transformation from oil-economy
to diversified post-oil economy and lack of education especially in non-oil fields, putting
the local population in a challenge of competing with cheap skilled foreign labour, which
result in further increase of unemployment rates (Wiedmann 2010).

3.4.2 The domination of the private sector and their alliance with the
rulers
Despite of the high oil revenues, there has been no modernization of political or
administrative systems. The State enjoys a dominant role with regard to weak commercial
sectors and civil society. Looking at the previously mentioned characteristics of the
societal culture, we will find that the support to the centralized, authoritarian character of
the Gulf Arab countries, relates back to their strong organizational cultures that are rooted
within a culture based on tradition, religious values and community. Therefore, the ruling
family transformed from traditional trading tribes competing with other groups into
ruling monarchies, where their power is power is centralized above ministerial level. For
example, Bahrain and Oman are essentially monarchical regime types, where
collectivism is influencing the ruling system, meaning that they monopolize the state and
control the bureaucracy through the distribution of family members (Common 2008).
However, in the new era of post-oil economies ruling monarchies took a new form. The
private sector shifted from a sector that had limited participation in the extent of single
project to a sector that dominant the urban development in the Gulf Arab countries. In the
era of the oil boom, the public sector was dominating the development of the countries
through major infrastructure projects driven by the public investment. Government were
managing the city and taking over the control of the power, either directly through
projects or indirectly by setting strict regulations on individuals, under the name of public
interest (Hamouche 2004)
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While now in the post oil era, the region is developing as an up-coming global market
dominated by real-estate developers and Regional investors. New authorities have been
founded to develop the new economy, for example, the EDB (Economic Development
Board) in Bahrain and the DED (Department of Economic Development) in Dubai
(Wiedmann 2010).
Therefore, as mentioned before, in the new era of post-oil economies, the ruling
monarchies took a new form of controlling power within the new shift of domination
from public to private sector, where first, fiscal systems provide funds; to a large extend,
only for large government projects and to business elites. Second, decision-making is
dominated by the state and the rulers influenced by their allies of powerful business
elites leaving the citizens with very limited space for effective participation, that is
emphasized by minimalist taxation policy, leading to non-transparent governance system.
Consequently, SMEs (small and medium enterprises), that are essential in developing a
culture of entrepreneurship and innovation, suffers from limited access to credit (Saif
2009).

3.4.3 Real-estate urban development and its impact on rural areas
The new era of post-oil economies led to a new era of urbanization, dominated by the
growing private sector that constitute major developers, who manages large scale
development projects, such as housing areas, business parks and even small cities within
the original city as satellites. These real estate companies enjoy relatively a large percent
of freedom to plan the master plans of their developments individually with very few
restrictions from the state. Planning authority was still maintained, in addition to the
association of the real-estate developers with the rulers who had the power of all
decisions regarding major planning of developments and distribution of land. With regard
to infrastructural supply, it remained the role of the public sector (Wiedmann 2010).
The domination of the private sector, with the alliance of the rulers, mainly the real estate
developers on the development projects resulted in many Consequences:
First, cities transformed from its former structure of low-density oil cities, to a more
diversified urban landscape. For example since the 1960s, in Bahrain, many megaprojects were established in Muharraq city. Such as two bridges linking the city with
Manama, the outer ring-road and the new airport, where the state was controlling the
shaping of the cities. by the decentralization of planning between the private and public
sectors, a different type of projects took place In the country. Same as its neighbouring
countries, were architecture itself became a major factor, especially Qatar and UAE,
where they sell the image of their cities as a way of marketing them to the world,
characterizes by the skyscrapers and towers of various forms and heights along the
coasts, where most of the capital cities are. This new urbanization trend has just begun in
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Oman (Hamouche 2004).
Looking at the architectural transformation of the former oil cities that was characterized
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by the imported modern architecture, with regard to its functional design, cement
construction and low density. we can observe that architecture took a new trend and an
important role in globalizing the city, where it transformed to a more commercial design
using new materials; mainly glass, concrete and steel and integrates oriental forms and
decorations, however, the interdependence of international and local architecture was
seen as superficial process of adding traditional architectural elements; tents, arches,
domes and wind-towers to elevations(Hamouche 2004). Urban design and architecture
has become major factors, economically, in promoting the international recognition and
attracting investors and tourists to these coastal capitals in the Arabian Peninsula for
example, Burj Al Arab in Dubai a local landmark, which has become recognized
worldwide (Wiedmann 2010).

Second, these development trends had a great negative impact on rural areas and other
small cities, as there has been a major focus on building the capital cities and
concentrating development in the rapidly expended large cities. Consequently, many
social, economic and environmental problems started to emerge in the undeveloped areas;
villages, rural and marginal areas, therefore, governments emphasized the importance of
decentralizing decision making and the shift toward more comprehensive planning.
For example, in Saudi Arabia the Second Five Year Development Plan(1975-1980)
emphasized on the devolution of autonomy to the municipalities in decision making and
budgetary powers in order to improve the environment, accelerate economic growth and
strengthen the role of the individual in the Muslim society and most importantly, solving
the issues of the concentrated pattern of existing settlements by emphasizing the need for
regional re-distribution of population, and in the Third and the Fourth Plans a conceptual
framework was made aiming to apply strategies to promote growth of urban poles by
developing corridors and integrating them with isolated nodes, in addition to the national
spatial strategy plan, prepared by MOMRA, that emphasized the importance of integrating
large urban centers with the near areas, developing the marginal areas and comprehensive
development of rural areas.
With regard to rural urban interface, in 1982 in Saudi Arabia for example, Cabinet of
Ministers Resolution appointed the MOMRA to arrange a general plan for comprehensive
development of villages in the country, accordingly, it was suggested to apply the concept
of VCCs (Village Cluster Centers),where these rural centers grow as important nodes
within the rural-urban continuum, thus, institutionally ; at the village levels, local
committees represent each village and the Deputy Ministry of Rural Affairs of MOMRA
take over the authority to introduce new policies in order to integrate rural development.
These institutional development concerns and introduced resolutions
Reflect the need for rural development in these areas and the development problems they
are facing (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993).(diagram 8 and 9)
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Diagram 8: Linkages between settlement after oil discovery in the Arabian Peninsula and their development
Source: prepared by author, based on (Wiedmann 2010)
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Diagram 9: Conceptual framework shows the linkages between Urban and rural areas in the Arabian
Peninsula after oil discovery
Source: prepared by author based on (Al Hathloul and Edadan1993)
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3.5 Patterns of interface between rural and urban in gulf Arab countries
Conclusion 1




Rural
Rural
The relation between early cities, rural
Settlements
Settlements
hinterlands and Bedouin settlements were
at a survival scale, regarding the demand of
these populations and services given by the
Limited Relation
cities.
It can be described as weak but mutual (common benefits) relation.

Conclusion 2


After unification, regional links emerged
and the relation between large trading
centers, small urban centers and villages,
became stronger.



Relation between large oases settlement
and their surrounding villages was based on strong trading linkages, as well as the
linkages between large oases settlements and important ports.

Trading centers
(oases or ports)

Rural
Settlements

Strong Relation

Conclusion 3




Oil discovery transformed the role of
towns and urban centers, where oases
settlements lost their important role
and new type of cities emerged
(industrial cities)

Rural
Settlements

Weak Relation

Trading centers
(oases or ports)
Industrial Cities

Original trading linkages between settlement almost disappeared and new
linkages between large and medium urban centers appeared.

Conclusion 4


The increased urbanization and
services resulted in the growth of
major urban centers acting as
attracting poles due to the growth of
labor-force in comparison to rural
areas.
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The formation of new relation between rural and urban, characterized by
dependent relation of rural on urban, with regard to basic goods, services and job
opportunities
The interface between rural and urban in gulf Arab countries can be considered as
Negative interface.

In order to better understand the main driving forces of the negative interface between
rural and urban. and how it is affecting rural development. the following chapter will give
a more detailed example on Oman as a case study, looking at the interface between Fanja
and Muscat, however it will first give an overview on the contact and urbanization in
Oman

Why Oman?
Three main factors make Oman an interesting case study:
1. 80% of the country is originally Rural, which means that rural-urban interface is a
crucial issue for its future development.
2. Urbanization took place in a very short period, 40 years only, which reflects the
speed of urbanization, making it a challenge for the country to adapt its local
socio-economic, institutional and environmental capacity to the new changes,
especially that Oman is a middle-income oil country with a limited oil reserve.
3. Among all gulf Arab countries, potentially, Oman can be considered as one of the
most environmental friendly and almost the only that still maintain its cultural
heritage and its unique identity to a great extent, unlike most of its gulf
neighbouring countries that have witnessed major globalization in many aspects
reflected in their built environment.
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Chapter Four:
4. Urbanization of Oman
The following part will give an overview about the context of Oman, where the main
objective is first to show how the political, socioeconomic and physical factors
influenced the settlement patterns in Oman. Second, the paper will present the
transformation phases that took place in Oman and its consequences, with regard to the
three previously mentioned factors.

Picture 2: Aerial photo of location of Oman within the Arabian Peninsula

Source: Google earth 2013

Oman lies on the southeast corner of the Arabian Peninsula (Picture 3). Its area is
309,500 kms with a coastline of about 1,700 kms (Inceruh 2009). Bounded by; the gulf of
Oman in the north, the Arabian Sea in the east and southern east, the UAE (The United
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Arab of Emirates) from the northern west, Saudi Arabia on the west and Yemen on the
Southern west. A location, that plays a dynamic role in Oman's strategic relation and
development.
4.1 Physical Characteristics influencing settlement patterns and economic activities
in Oman
The natural geographic features of Oman
are very divers (Picture 5). Containing
desert, valleys, oasis, mountains and coasts.
It is divided into three zones; First zone,
Al-Batinah coastal plain along the Gulf of
Oman, that provides opportunities for
fishing which makes it an essential factor
for the existing settlements (now one-third
of the population exist in Al-Batinah
Region) in addition to Muscat and Matrah
the ancient ports that are now an essential
metropolitan center. Muscat is the capital
city, that lies on the coastline, east of AlBatinah and on the gulf of Oman.
Second zone Al-Hajar Rocky Mountains
parallel to the gulf coast with a major
height 1,463 meters. The highest elevation
is 3,000 meters associated with irrigated
valleys on the eastern part, where it is a
populated area for its potential of
agriculture.

Picture 3: Physical map of Oman

Source: http://www.turkey-visit.com/oman-map.asp

Third zone, Rub‘al-Khali desert, internal plateau falls away to the southwest of the AlHajar Mountains, the desert is shared with Saudi Arabia and Yemen. After hundred miles
of open desert in the southern region of Oman is Dhufar. In Dhufar, on the southwest of
Oman is a narrow coastal plain, another region for concentrated settlements living on
fishing and building boats as a source of income, the coastal plain lies in front of a
wooden mountain range rising to about 1,524 meters ,where you can find a seminomadic
cattle herders , living between the mountains (J.E. Peterson 1990).
The divers' geographical distribution of physical nature in Oman, makes its climate hot
and dry in the inland, where there is desert with temperature 45C in the summer, which
had a great influence on the forms of the traditional Architecture in Oman. and humid
along its coast lines starting from the north on the gulf of Oman toward the west till the
southern west on the Arabian Sea, where Omani sailors use to sail in the Indian ocean far
till china; when maritime trade was a basic income source at that time . In the region of
Dhufar, south of Oman, the temperature is moderate because of the summer monsoon
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(J.E. Peterson 1990).
The rain fall is minimal in the country and there are no permanent water bodies, which
make water a rare resource in Oman. even though, Oman is primarily a rural country and
Agriculture was one of the main activities in Oman as they have a special irrigation
system called (Aflaj); an underground channels of water that are originated near the
mountains' base. It was built at the time of the Persian colonization, and will be explained
in details later in this paper, the Alflaj was another factor influencing the location of the
settlement patterns that used to be built on the foothills of the mountains.

4.2 Social characteristics and structure in Oman
Oman is characterized by a very diverse population mainly Arab Muslims, before the
migration of Arabs (south Arabians from Yemen and North Arabians from Adnan) there
were ruling Persians from Sassanid who lived in the country as well. (J.E. Peterson
2003).
Using the same previously geographical division, the social distribution of Oman's
population is mainly Muslim (Ibadi or Sunni) Arabs distributed all over the country with
ethnic Balochi from Iran and Pakistan populated along Al-Batinah region (the cost on the
gulf of Oman). migrated merchant Indians in Muscat and Matrah also a small Persian
community and Swahili-speaking Omanis born in Zanzibar and elsewhere in East Africa.
In the southern region of Oman in Dhufar, large Arab tribes live along the coastal plai,n
mainly in Salalah, the provincial capital of the region. and prominent inhabitants called
jibalis; means the people of the mountains came from Yemen lives in the mountains
behind the coastal plain of Dhufar, who speaks speak South Arabic languages that are
different for modern north Arabic language (J.E. Peterson 1990).
Social structure of tribes in Oman
The tribal background that continues until today in Oman and is an important element in
national identity, influenced by the migration of Arab who originally had tribal social
structure, and the competition of the scarce resources of the country (water and arable
land) Creating a mosaic tribal settlement, that was distributed according to the
distribution of the resources.
The historical structure of tribes in Oman: locally, each tribe had a leader called shaykh;
regionally, these tribes formed two competing alliances; and nationally, there were two
opposing confederations Hinawiyy and Ghafiriyy and above them were the Ibadi imamate
who acted as semi-national institution. And the Imam was the mediating leader of the
shaykhs of the major tribes, who were elected by them (J.E. Peterson 2003).
Government vs. shaykhs
In the second half of the 19th century, the Hinawiya tried to overthrow the (Al Bu Sa'id)
rulers who lived in Muscat, in order to keep the imamate system. However, later on, one
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of the Ghafiriyy became an important political figure. In addition, the elected imam in
1920 was from a Ghafiriyy tribe. Still, by the mid-1950s, the imamate system ended and a
permanent Army took the role of maintaining order and authority, which resulted in the
diminishing of the shaykhs' autonomy except from ruling their own tribe. By the" coup"
in 1970, that will be explain in details later in this paper, the government , social service
ministries and a new system of courts and national police announced their responsibility
for public services, welfare of the country. As a result, their role (shaykhs), were further
diminished regarding political matters (J.E. Peterson 2003).
In social matters, the shaykhs still maintain their role in sustaining their tribal ties. For
instance, marriages still takes place within the extended family or the tribe and tribesmen
handle their fellow tribesmen in employment and solving problems with police.
4.3 Pre-oil era
A-Political history of Oman (before 1970)
The end of the ibadite imamat system of governing was followed by two civil unrests. the
first in the northern west of Oman, when Tribal attacks were made on Muscat and Matrah
in 1895 and 1915. until the agreement made by the British, in 1920, between the tribal
leaders and Sultan Taymur ibn Faysal (reined 1913-32) paused the conflict.it started again
In 1954, when Imam Muhammad al-Khalili died and the new follower, imam Ghalib, and
other prominent leader demanded the creation of an independent state depending on
Saudi Arabia's support against Sultan Sa‘id ibn Taymur (ruled 1932-70) , that has affected
the international relations between Saudi Arabia and Oman for decades, but again the
British solved the conflict, forced the Imamat to surrender and overthrowing the Saudis'
military base that occupied part of Al- Buraymi oasis( on the borders of Oman with UAE,
now part of United Arab Emirates).
The second unrest was in 1960s, in Dhufar, southern region. it was against the petty
restrictions that Sultan Sa‘id ibn Taymur (ruled 1932-70) had put, when he settled in
Salalah (provincial capital of Dhufar) started by the rebelling of the Jabbalis. and
followed by The Marxist Popular Front for the Liberation of the occupied Arab Gulf, who
were supported by the Marxist of south Yemen, which also influenced the international
relations between Oman and Yemen. The conflict lasted in the whole ruling period of
Sultan Sa'id ibn Taymur (J.E. Peterson 1990).
Sultan Sa'id ibn Taymur followed an isolation policy cutting all international relations
with Oman. He also had no interest in joining OPEC (Organization of Oil Exporting
Countries) or OAPEC (Organization of Arab Oil Exporting Countries), when oil was
discovered and first exported in 1967(J.E. Peterson 1990). The only relations that Sultan
Sa'id kept was; with Britain that supported Oman financially and militarily, a representing
council in London, Charles Kendall and accepting Indian Counsel in Muscat with no
further diplomatic relations (J.E. Peterson 2004).
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B- Socioeconomic history
Oman is principally a rural country, tribes of Oman has been depending on either
agriculture or fishing depending on where they settle. As well as animal breeding
especially camels, that used to be in mountains. The most significant crop in Oman is
Dates. Other main crops are (limes, bananas, or mangoes, alfalfa, wheat, and sorghum)
that are used to be raised at different levels at the same plot, called Three-tiered crop
approach, supported by a unique irrigation system that is called Aflaj.
Aflaj are water channel systems (water source is underground water) for domestic and
agriculture use, where drinking purpose is a first priority and agriculture is a secondary
priority. Aflaj varies in size, and can be owned by one farming family or a whole farming
community who use to share the divided water among the owners. The Falaj (Singular of
Aflaj) administration contains a director, two assistances, a banker and a labour (AlGhafri et al 2004).
When Oman became unified internally, rulers chased opportunities overseas; Dynasties
moved their capitals from the Ibadite heartland to the coast, acquiring territory elsewhere
in the gulf. At that time, Maritime tradition started to get stronger and expanded. Wealth
was made by external activities, consisting partially of invasions but mostly of trade
(J.E.Peterson 2011), such as trade in frankincense.
Following Oman's socioeconomic history; Agriculture, fishing and building boats,
animals breeding, maritime and trade was the main activities that used to be performed,
before discovering the oil in 1964 and first exported in 1967 (J.E.Peterson 1990).
Activities influenced both; their social structure (tribal framework) and spatial
distribution (Figure 4), as they were distributed according to the existing resources.
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Population distribution in
Oman:

Figure 3: Population
distribution of Oman (WHO,
2005)
Source:
http://fanack.com/uploads/pics/
oman_populatedareas_map2_5
00px.jpg

Settlements patterns in Oman before 1970:
The distribution of Settlements in Oman was highly influences by the availability of
resources as previously mentioned. They can be divided into the following groups: The
Bedouins of Inner Oman, The Bedouins of the Coastal Plain of the Batinah, The
Bedouins of Dhofar, Mountain Nomads (Shawawi) and The Bedouin Groups of the
Central Wadi Region (Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980).
Each of the mentioned settlements has its own characteristics; affected by the social
(traditions and religion) and environmental settings (as mentioned before; coastal, oases,
wadis, mountains and desert plains) shaping the physical forms of their settlements.
However one of the main characteristics is the way these settlements sustained their selfsufficient livelihoods. Depending on the local resources and the knowledge gained
through their interaction with the surrounding settings and which were in a continuous
adaptation to natural changes (Dutton R.W. 1983).
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4.4 Oil era
A-Political history of Oman (after 1970)
Before 1970, the country was poor, the education was minimal and those who were
educated went outside to work abroad. Mostly, in neighbour oil countries, and The
Marxist rebellion in Dhufar has not stop, resulting in "The coup", 23rd July 1970, made
by the sultan Qabous bn Sa'id on his father (the sultan Sa'id ibn Taymur), who used to
live in his palace in Salalah. Sultan Sa'id ibn Taymur resigned and accepted exile and
sultan Qabous ibn sa'id, who was trained in the Royal Military Academy in Britain,
became the new sultan of Oman, he crushed the rebellion in Dhufar, in 1975, by the
support of the British, as well as Jordanian and Iranian troops (J.E.Peterson 1990).
Internationally, Sultan Qabous regained all international relations; where Oman joined
the Arab League and the United Nations in 1971. it was one of the founders of GCC
(Gulf Cooperation Council) later in 1981 (J.E.Peterson 1990); which resulted in the
benefits of trade and the absence of conflicts with neighbor countries; maintained Oman's
long relation with Britain, that supported Oman in financial and security matters; and
broadened his security relationship with The US. However, Oman had to assist in the US
and British forces in the Iraq war, consequently it affected the country and resulted in
casualties (J.E.Peterson 2011)
Nationally, Sultan Qabous started a modern government structure, where he appointed
his uncle Tarik ibn Taymur as a prime minister, however, he resigned later and the sultan
assumed himself to be the prime minister after suspecting his uncles intentions and
motives (J.E.Peterson 2004). Sultan Qabous replaced the existing advisers with more
qualified ones and appointed senior members of his families in senior positions of the
newly formed ministries and its secretaries. As Elsewhere in the Gulf, the ruling families
hold power and influence, evolving a hierarchical structure where decision-making is
dominated by small political-economic elites (J.E.Peterson 2011) and most of his cousins
took the positions of ministers of foreign affairs, information, economy, education and
national heritage and culture. Sultan Qabous intentionally put number of Dhufaris to be
ministers, some of them former rebels, in order to integrate Dhufar with the north of
Oman. But the ministry of defense was assumed by the sultan to himself and his cousin
was appointed as deputy minister of defense, it was the most organized ministry in the
beginning of his reign (J.E.Peterson 2004).
In 1974, Oman's revenues from oil exports boosted the government, in the first several
years it was minimal, and the termination of Dhufar's, in 1975, resulted in available
financial resources that was needed for development, in which ministries for social
services (education, health and public works) were created. Walis (the sultan’s
representatives in the Towns and villages) took positions in the ministry of Interior and
Qadis (judges) took positions in the ministry of Awqafe and Islamic affairs. These
appointments in the different areas of government, served as a better way to manage the
government (J.E.Peterson 2004).
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Locally, there was focus only on Muscat and the south. Until 1976, when the government
made its first five-year development plan and in the 1980s, Local Development took
place in different areas in Oman, however, it was only on the physical level (J.E.Peterson
2004).
In 1990, the government thought that political participation is a major element for further
socioeconomic development in the country. Therefore, the sultan announced the
formation of Majlis al-Shura (consultative council) where there is no presentation of the
government and members would be elected from each of the sultanate’s 59 wilayahs
(districts) of Oman. Formerly, was almajlis al-istishari lil-dawlah (The State Consultative
Council) established in 1981. However, members were appointed (11 members of the 43
were from ministries of social services) even though Majlis al-Shura is not a legislative
body. .In 1994, signs of equality emerged, when the sultan announced the permission for
women to take part in the elections of the consultative council. Controversially, in the
same year there was a wave of arrests of about 300people under the accusation of being
Islamic extremists and in media, it is prohibited to publish any political debts
(J.E.Peterson 2011).

1970

1974

1976

1990

1994

•The coup
•international relations
•modern government structure
•oil exports boosted the government

•first five-year development plan

•Majlis al-Shura

•women tookpart in the elections of the consultative council

Diagram 10: Summary of main events since 1940 until 1990s
Source: prepared by author
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B-Socioeconomic change
Traditionally members of Al Bu Sa'id family, tribal leaders, wealthy merchants are the
ones occupying the upper classes of the society. However, Omani society is rather free
from Social stratification.
Since 1970, socioeconomic change took place, Thousands of Omanis previously residing
abroad have returned to live and Work in Oman. For instance many returning Omanis,
expatriates and Zanzibaris worked in ministries of social services (J.E.Peterson 1990) and
middle class has emerged. Nevertheless, Omanis in Muscat work as soldiers, drivers,
skilled and unskilled labours. Omanis outside Muscat still depend on agriculture, fishing
and animal breeding as their source of income. And
Population was estimated to be not more than 500,000 people (J.E.Peterson 2011).
The dependency on oil economy
In 1974, Revenues of oil boosted from 50 million riyals, in 1971, to 211.6 million riyals.
In 1986, it declined and raised again by the early 1990s, however, development in Muscat
and Matrah took place where, schools, office buildings and few new roads were built, as
well as the new Matrah port beside the formation of the social services' ministries.
In 1975, the end of the Dhufar war, major developments took place, where road network
linking new settlements with schools, dispensaries, mosques and local militia facilities
were built (J.E.Peterson 2004).
As previously mentioned in this paper, Complains against the focus on Muscat region and
the south, and that the coast receives attention more than the interior of Oman, which
resulted in few development in different areas in Oman
In 1976, the first five-year development plan was made, where it focused on
infrastructure development, Muscat developed as the main center of government, seaports
and airports. Signs of prosperity started to emerge all over the country, where social
services have been established, education expended and the first university (Qabous
University) was established in Muscat, in 1986(J.E. Peterson 1990), municipalities were
introduced and responsibilities were given to the towns and villages for their basic
functions, equipped mobile medical teams to serve remote areas and visa Requirements
were gradually relaxed in 1980s to further outreach with the external world.
Consequently, many expatriates came to Oman and population growth was estimated to
be 4 percent per annum during the 1980s and 1990s resulting in unemployment issues
(J.E.Peterson 2011).
Economic diversification
Development plans over the last years, since the 1980s, have emphasized on the
necessity of economic diversification. In addition, attention paid on private sector
development. As a result , the government decided to develop the industrial sector, as a
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long term approach for economic development, by establishing Rusayl Industrial Estate
(the first industrial estate in Oman, initiated in 1983) (PEIE 2009), which focused on the
replacement of imported products by establishing small factories outside Muscat , later
more factories were built along Al-Batinah and in the interior (J.E.Peterson 2004).and by
the mid-2000s Oman permitted 100 percent foreign owner ship and liberalized its
investment laws as an incentive to encourage the private sector.
Still, Oman's economy stayed highly depending on oil and in 1990, it was one-third of the
GDP (gross domestic product), and provided about 80 percent of the government's
income (J.E.Peterson 1990). Although, production was about 300,000 b/d ( barrels per
day) in 1970s , climbed to 641,000 b/d in 1989 and peaking at 904.000 b/d in 1997. Yet,
production growth stopped by 2000. The government tried to increase production by
bringing new fields into production. Though, it did not last except for one year peaking
at 956,000 b/d, in 2001 and decline again to be 800,000 b/d by, in 2004(J.E. Peterson
2004) . the growing danger of the oil decline that Oman had seen through the last three
decades and the fact that oil income hardly sustain the finance growth and development,
presses the necessity of economic diversification.
Another approach for economic diversification, in 2000, Oman began to export LNG
(liquefied natural gas) and by 2007, LNG represented 10 percent of total oil and gas
income. However, the strong competition with neighbour suppliers such as Qatar; limited
resource; high cost industry and not a labour intensive industry for unemployment
challenges, makes it ineffective solution (J.E.Peterson 2011).
Oman further decided to copy one of Dubai's tourism development strategies, like other
gulf states, where it allocated 15 billion US dollars for the establishment of the Blue City
project, a resort and residential complex located on the coast of Al Batinah
(J.E. Peterson 2011). Tourism was thought to be labour intensive sector that also derive
national income, and by the previously mentioned actions, relaxation of visa
requirements and liberalization of investment laws, took by the government. It was
thought to be a good development plan that would contribute in solving the serious
unemployment problems that was growing in the country and contribute in the national
income, especially, that the budget deficit in the late 1990s and early 2000s has jumped
from 40 million riyals to 472.9 million riyals (J.E. Peterson 2011). Tourism development
took place in other areas in Oman, in the city of Muscat, the whole the capital region and
in Salalah, south of Oman, where it had become a prominent destination for Arabs from
neighbouring countries thanks to its moderate weather during summer Manson (J.E.
Peterson 2004). However, tourism development plans did not succeed to replace or
reduce the burden of oil industry as the countries' main economic engine, where it only
represented one percent of the GDP in 2007 (J.E. Peterson 2011).
Socioeconomic challenges of the oil era
As Oman was trying to diversify its economy by developing the industrial sector,
introducing privatization policy (such as privatizing telecommunications organization
Omantel and Oman Air, national enterprises), exporting LNG and following tourism
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development strategies, on the other hand, it almost lost two of its main activities,
agriculture and fishing.
Agriculture was a main labour for 80 percent of the labour force in 1970. In 2004 it
represented only a bit more than one percent of the total GDP (J.E.Peterson 2011).
Leaving unemployment issues unsolved with a blooming population growth of more than
two million in 2003, of whom, 25 percent were expatriates, who were needed because of
the lack of human resources in Oman, (J.E.Peterson 2003).That growing number and
huge percentage of expatriates resulted in adopting the Omanization policy in 1994,
which is limiting occupational options for expatriates (Valeri M. 2005).
According to the explanation of Valeri M., 2005, about the socioeconomic factors
affecting the extent, to which Omanization policy solved the unemployment problems; it
was a program that was adopted gradually, first by the private sector, where Omanis
occupy jobs, such as: transport, communication, finance, insurance and real estate,
industry, hotels and restaurants, wholesale and retail. Then it was expended to full
Omanization of unskilled or low skilled professional activities, where Omanis occupy
jobs such as: truck drivers, petrol pump employees.
Omanization succeeded in the private sector to a great extent, that most of the
occupations done by the Indians were replaced by Omanis (especially in rural regions,
where many Indian grocery managers where replaced by Omanis and Indians working in
banks replaced by Omani women). However, with regard to unskilled or low skilled jobs,
there are two factors affecting the success of Omanization especially in the city, where
most of Indians live.
Social and economic acceptance of the Omanis to be replaced in a job done by Indians,
meaning that, Socially, they supposed to accept the same working conditions that Indians
accept (for example working two years for the whole day with no vacation in an oil site
in the desert, where they will not be able to see their families) which result in doubling
the working position, one occupied by Omani and another by Indian. Economically, it is
hard for Omanis to accept salaries less than 120 riyals per month, minimum salaries
stated by law for nationals.
As Oman had significantly changed ,on the economic level; by the change of the
economic base to oil economy followed by economic diversification, which led to the
introduction of new sector such as: the industrial sector, tourism and investment in the
private sector. Economic changes influenced the social life of the Omanis, for example;
the way of life had changed toward consumerism, where large-scale commercial
agricultural and the creation of weekend farmhouses is an increasing phenomena, in
addition to the dramatic population growth .reaching more than two million in 2003(J.E.
Peterson 2004).
Consequently, Oman started to face another major problem, with regard to the increased
pressure on the already scarce water resource. As mentioned above in this paper, the
desert nature and minimal rain fall in Oman leaves no chance for permanent water
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bodies, which makes water a rare resource. therefore as the like neighbouring gulf Arab
countries, Oman applied a new strategy for obtaining water, that is Desalination; this
strategy became major sources of water in the capital region, but not in rural areas
because of its high cost (J.E. Peterson 2004).
Change of settlement patterns in Oman:

Apart from the spatial and physical change of the main cities in Oman, that is
characterizes by centralized development of functions and the adaptation of modern
urban patterns on the spatial level.
Political and socioeconomic transformations had a great impact on the change of the
settlement patterns in different regions in Oman. However, with regard to the focus of the
thesis on rural areas especially in inner Oman, these settlements were shaped by the
subsistent life of its inhabitants. That was composed of the interaction between social and
economic and environmental settings affecting the physical and spatial forms of the
settlements.
For example: the availability of money from the dependent oil economy resulted in large
capacity of modern motorization such as house motorization and the introduction to the
car as a mean of transport(Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980). Which encouraged the
adaptation of new development patterns, where new housing typology replaced the
traditional development of settlements patterns, on the spatial level for example, and the
transformation can be seen in the change from compacted irregular pattern to more
scattered rectangular plots. This will be further explained in detail later in the paper.
Main aspects of Transformation in Oman
Before 1970

After 1970

Political and
institutional
transformation

Institutional system: ibadite
imamat system

Institutional system: national
system (modern government
structure)

Economy
transformation

Rural country (agriculture
and fishing)

Oil country (oil industries and
services sector)

Spatial
transformation

Distribution of Settlements
based on available resources

Distribution of Settlements
based on availability of land
with provided services.

Diagram 11: Main aspects of Transformation in Oman
Source: prepared by author

According to the previously mentioned political and socioeconomic history of Oman,
looking at the relation between political, economic and social settings, the following part will
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describe the current situation and its challenges.

4.5 Post-oil era
Many achievements has been done since 1970, Sultan Qabous succeeded to build a united
nation under his reign, where security is maintained, internationally, through cooperation
and keeping good international relations. For example, Oman was one of the founding
members of the GCC Gulf Cooperation Council, the Indian Ocean Rim Association
(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012) and keeping a close ties with Britain and United States.
Nationally, sultan Qabous managed to build a civilian state administration by appointing
members from different regions and ethnic groups in senior positions in the government,
religious institution is under the state’s control and under state's law, all citizens have the
same civil rights. The sultan further intensified and trained well-equipped armed forces
(J.E. Peterson 2004).
Welfare of the country was achieved, through development programs financed by oil
revenues, Oman achieved a major shift in HDI with a value of 0.85 according to 2010
ranks, improving income, education and health, life expectancy, education and reducing
poverty ,in 2009, 51,000 citizen benefited from social assistance programs(Bertelsmann
Stiftung 2012). Women were given basic rights of education, involving in business and
employed in governmental bodies. During 2007, 269,000 Omani girls comprised nearly
49 percent of total enrollment in Omani Schools (J.E. Peterson 2004).
As described in BTI 2012 Oman Country Report; according to Middle Eastern standards
Oman is a middle income country; however, impossible economic and social
development was achieved basically depending on oil revenues. (Bertelsmann Stiftung
2012).economic performance in Oman is well maintained thanks to the oil industry,
allowing a budget surplus reaching RO 500 million (907 million Euros). Furthermore, In
2009, the government lined together with social security funds and the domestic financial
sector, forming 389 million US Dollars, to stabilize the country’s stock market, after the
international financial crisis, in 2008 (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012) The government
focused on developing the non-oil sector, through economic diversification; by promoting
tourism, LNG exports and non-oil industries, privatization and Liberalization of foreign
trade; through the encouragement of private sector and investments as private enterprises
was seen to be the main engine of economic growth(J.E. Peterson 2011) .
Moreover, in 2006, Oman modified its private property laws where nationals of GCC
have the right to own residential and commercial properties anywhere in Oman and nonGCC citizens, have the rights to own properties designated tourism projects. In 2009,
Oman introduced a bilateral free trade agreement with the United States, and in 2010,
formed a new tax system; a fixed tax system to cancel the differentiation between foreign
and local companies (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012). Oman created a modern financial
system and was the first gulf country to establish a stock market, in 1989.
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In order to avoid corruption, nepotism, money laundering, monopoly, assure fair trade
and forbid political figures, from involving in private business, in addition to formalizing
the principles of royal succession and garneting civil rights, Sultan Qabous issued a royal
decree promulgating Oman's constitution(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).
Oman's path of development, is further prioritizing the necessity of upgrading its human
resources to meet international standards, enabling the effective use of natural and
human resources in private sector , achieve equality and sustainable development, as
mentioned in its mid-term plan for economic development.


However, reality is different; some of these achievements are only theoretical,
meaning that development is not fully implemented and accompanied by several
implications which will be explained in the following part.

Analytical Framework for Good Governance in the Middle East and North Africa

Inclusiveness and accountability are considered
the main principles on which good governance is
based.
Inclusiveness: it guarantees equality of all
citizens in front of the law and their right to
participate in decision-making
Accountability is related to the effectiveness of
the governmental performance, meaning that
governmental bodies who represent the people
are charged in their failures and accredited in
their successes (The World Bank 2003)

Figure 4: Analytical Framework for Good
Governance in the Middle East and North Africa
Source: The World Bank 2003
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4.6 What are the impacts of urbanization on Oman's development?

1. The administrative structure of Oman: Centralized power
As mentioned in several researches; Oman is a hereditary monarchy in the form of a
civilian state administration, The Sultan enjoys absolute power, poses the position of
chief of state and head of government, the minister of defense, finance and foreign
affairs, the commander-in-chief of the armed forces and the chairman of the central bank
(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012). Under the sultan, comes the council of ministers, directly
appointed by him, composed of members, either from the small royal family or tribal
leaders, in order to maintain full power to govern all over the country, under each
ministry, comes the secretaries and general directors, who are appointed from the same
tribe or region of the minister, which gives them the space to hide errors and corruption,
however, in 1980s there was a corruption case in the ministry of land affairs , which
resulted in their removal(J.E. Peterson 2011).

2. Political centralization resulting in under development and inequality in
rural areas
In order to maintain the centralized administration of the country and because of the fear
of the emergence of any possible opposition, Muscat was chosen as the political center in
Oman where governmental institutions, seaports, airports and other important state
institution are concentrated in the capital beside other main urban centers in other regions
of the country(J.E. Peterson 2004). Resulting in under development issues in many rural
and urban areas in the country. for instance in Buraimi, the western slopes of Jebel
Akhdar, Dhofar province and the exclave of Musandam, where population has been
growing noticeably since 2000 (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).in addition to, income
disparities among social groups in different regions and lack of skilled labour .

According to the World Resources Institute (WRI 2007), from 1970 to 2005 population
growth in urban areas has been 8.1 percent in comparison to 0.8 percent of population
growth in rural areas resulting from rural-urban migration, which reflects the existed
disparities between rural and urban in the past 40 years( Dickhofer U. 2009).

3. The relation between social structure and political participation:
Omani families are characterized by hierarchal structure, where women and children have
no freedom of choice, with regard to health, reproductive rights, marriage …etc. though
women have the right for education and employment (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).
However, they still face high barriers with in the society, apart from the educated and
elite women who mostly work in banks, education and health care occupations, women
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from poor or rural families still face the obstacles of social constraints from tradition and
religious conservatism (J.E. Peterson 2011). Men are the traditional head and decisionmaker on the household scale. In larger scale, shaykh the leader of the tribe is the head
and the decision maker with regard to social matters, in former times, chief of the tribe
was decision maker of political matters as well (J.E. Peterson 2003).
Similarly, on the political level, the head of Majlis al-Shura (The consultative council) is
directly appointed by a royal decree, members of the majlis, who are elected from each
governorate (Wilaya) (J.E. Peterson 2004), can only compete in their own name, as
political parties are prohibited. More important , the Majlis al-Shura is not a legislative
body ,meaning that it can only act as adviser in social and economic issues ,but, has no
power to address issues related to national security, foreign relations or the structure of
the political system, Which makes the sultan, head of the country and the decision maker
in all matters. Therefore, extent of public participation in Oman can be represented in the
2007 elections where only 33 no more than 30 percent of eligible nationals participated
(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).
Another issue that seems to be related to political participation, is the succession of the
sultan, Sultan Qabous has no direct heir, as mentioned in some researches, he does not
want to designate one(J.E. Peterson 2011), apart from the challenge of trying to find a
suitable successor who can have the same legitimacy as the sultan Qabus. the challenge
here, is that the prominent figures in the regime, who can show some concern for a longterm development of the country, owe their influence to the sultan, resulting in an
informal domination to the sultan in giving the permission to open the question of the
succession, however, the population is still concerned about the lack of long-term vision
for the future of the country after the sultan Qabous (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).

4. Legitimacy under civil right, discrimination and freedom of expression
Article 59 of the basic law, states that; “the sovereignty of the law is the basis of
governance in the state. Rights and freedoms are guaranteed by the dignity of the
judiciary and the probity and impartiality of the judges.” (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012,
p.7)
There are two factors influencing the independence of the judiciary. First, the sultan
supervises the supreme judicial council and makes all the judicial appointments.
Consequently, articulating judicial policy. Second, Ibadhi school of Islam was the basic
legal system in Oman, thus, executive bodies influence the judicial independence
(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012). As a result, laws are not enforced in reality; Laws gives
personal rights and personal freedom. Laws of acquiring government-owned land for
housing give women equal rights with men, yet they are commonly overlooked by the
system.
Laws prohibit discrimination with regard to religion, gender, social status, origin and
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color. However, slaves, servant tribes and women from poor or rural areas are mostly
marginalized and face barriers in getting justice in courts.
Laws provide freedom of expression and opinion as long as it does not violate the state's
security, as well as, freedom of press, while in practice the government influence the
privately owned press, radio and T.V. and can take legal actions against any publications
considered politically, culturally, or sexually offensive.
Consequently, many had been arrested, from University professor and female former
member of the Majlis al-Shura to young bloggers and human right activists (J.E. Peterson
2011). Permits for civil society organization and associations are very limited and mainly
restricted on public associations that address public opinion; however, it is permitted to
apolitical organizations, related to social matters; providing services to women and
children or disabled and elderly (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).
5. Conflict of interest with regard to power and economy
Oman's decision making is dominated by small political-economic elite, who act in the
personal interest over the public interest (J.E. Peterson 2011).While Oman has introduced
laws to ensure free and fair trade, such as; an agency law, that was passed in 1996, to
prevent monopolies, yet, it did not affect the already existing monopolies made by the
sultan’s family and its traditional allies. (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012)
Though , Oman's constitution prohibit any political figure from involving in private
business, yet, large business groups are indirectly owned by ministers and the sultan
advisors through close relatives(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012). Nepotism is also taking
place through members of Majlis al-Shura, who consider social interests of people from
their own family, friends, tribe or same region (J.E. Peterson 2011).
In 2002, Money laundering laws have been created, as in Article 53 of the 1996 basic law
forbids members of the council of ministers to “combine their ministerial posts with the
chairmanship or membership of the board of any joint stock company,”
However, it did not stop political figures from holding shares in business (Bertelsmann
Stiftung 2012).

Comparing the previously mentioned Analytical Framework for Good Governance
in the Middle East and North Africa (Figure 6) and the above five points we can
conclude that lack of good governance is one of the main challenges that Oman is
facing
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6. Socioeconomic issues related to:
A-Threat of Oil dependency and need for economic diversification
Oman’s over-reliance on oil revenues puts it under the danger of major economic
problems (J.E. Peterson 2011), In 2009; oil represented 77 percent of total state revenues,
resulting in high budgetary surpluses that was used to lower debts and saved as surplus
oil export revenues for future generations this reserve is saved in the SGRF (State
General Reserve Fund) (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012), however , it does not compensate
the already high and increasing social expenses of the country, neither bringing new
fields that is expensive and smaller on line, can replace income from reducing
reserves(J.E. Peterson 2011).
As a result, Oman focused on economic development plans that emphasis the necessity
for economic diversification, in which Oman developed new strategies for LNG exports,
Agriculture, development of industrial sector, tourism, encouraged private sector and
investment and introduced privatization and (in 2009, Oman achieved growth in the nonoil sector).
However, the social change that Oman is experiencing, represented in the modern
lifestyle (J.E. Peterson 2011), especially in the city, put Oman in major challenge of
balancing the rising social costs with its economic resources (Bertelsmann Stiftung
2012).

B-The relation between education, human resources and unemployment
Challenges in education is qualitative not quantitative, over 1,000 schools, 90 percent of
them are governmental schools, providing education at primary, preparatory and
secondary levels were established in Oman by 2011 and 49 percent of the graduates are
girls.
However, the real challenge that Oman is facing in education is the lack of wellstructured qualitative education (J.E. Peterson 2011). meaning that graduates' quality do
not meet market standers, raising the issue of human resources, where vocational training
is a major challenge, resulting in the lack of a skilled labor force who are capable of
meeting the needs of the economic labour market (Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).
Looking at the issue from another perspective, we will find that Social change in the
Omani society and mentality is occurring. as they are willing to accept jobs with less
statues and salary due to the rise of the economic challenges accompanied by
unemployment issues that is not only due to lack of human resources but also due to
major population growth (J.E. Peterson 2011).
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4.7 What are the main aspects of the unsustainable development in Oman?
As many Gulf Arab countries, the sudden shift from the endogenous to exogenous
system, from agriculture base economy to oil based economy gave no chance for
transition stage, such as, industrialization phase in most European countries.
"Bedouin societies that were highly autonomous passed due to political
And economic circumstances, to a highly exogenous system"…" Citizens that were once
masters of their environment, relying on their individual efforts and depending on their tribes, turned into
entirely dependent subjects that fully relied on their states" (Hamouche M. 2004, p.528)

Social and cultural norms and local social values of the Omani society have changed.
Omani's social structure is characterized by tribal structure that is conservative, for
example: marriages used to be with in the same family or tribe; they used to keep strong
family ties. These traditions are changing now, especially, in the city where it is reflected
on the housing patterns. For instance, while they use to have big family houses in
former time, now the scattered single-family houses is considered one of the main aspects
of urbanization in Oman.
The dramatic and sudden change of the economic base in Oman resulted in many changes
in Social characteristics ,of which, the transformation of the way of life toward more
"Consumerism", that is represented not only in social aspects but also in spatial aspects,
for example;
1. high consumption of land, space and energy, due to the change of the mentality
to" globalized urban mentality", meaning; a change in the image of the
architecture and housing patterns (J.E. Peterson 2011) on the small scale and the
whole urban patterns of the city, on the large scale
2. Moreover, the high consumption of natural resource such as; water, that is
becoming scarce due to the emerging phenomenon of weekend farms and new
residential compounds with massive golf areas and the over-pumping of aquifers
leading to the drop of groundwater levels in many Aflaj.
One of the attempts that were used to compensate the scarce of water resources is
desalination that is unreliable in rural areas because of its high cost. However, it is highly
used in the Muscat.
3. as well as the rising of social expenses due to higher life standard represented in
the high dependency of private cars , the emerging diseases such as: heart attacks
and diabetes (problems accompanied with wealth), which in turn result in the
pressure of economic growth need(Bertelsmann Stiftung 2012).
4. Political centralization accompanied by physical concentration of what Hamouche
M. 2004 explained as "Materialistic development", characterized by large
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investments, structural projects and infrastructure, leaving rural areas
underdeveloped. Consequently, massive migration from rural to urban of
populations seeking jobs, that are mostly either governmental occupations or
unskilled labours in structural investment projects, on one hand. On the other
hand as mentioned before, in former times, the settlement distribution of Omanis
depends on the natural distribution of resource that was the main source of their
income. However, nowadays the concentration of development in one region, the
capital Muscat, resulted in major loss of the Omanis premier divers' activities.
Consequently, occupational transformation occurred in Oman, where people either lost
or diminished most of their traditional crafts and activities. such as farming, fishing,
building boats, maritime and frankincense trade (J.E.Peterson 1990), accompanied by
another major problem related to, transformation of villages to peri-urban and urban areas
that are unsustainably developing, depending on near urban centers in many aspects, of
which economic dependency can be considered as major problem.
Population growth, generally in Oman, particularly in Muscat, that is becoming younger
(as mentioned before in 2003 Oman's population was estimated to be reach 2 million, a
quarter of whom were expatriates) , in addition to the unqualified skills, due to the
limited qualitative capacity of education with regard to the high population, together,
resulting in major unemployment problems and great dependency on expatriates to
compensate the lack of skilled labour force that is needed in the growing market, leaving
great number of the Omani population unemployed
As a result emerging problems such as lack of finance for domestic needs, social
problems as alcoholism, drug use and petty crime (J.E.Peterson 2011) leaving Omani
children with undefined future. However, Omanization has largely contributed in
employing many Omanis; unemployment is still a major challenge.

Spatial transformation of the built environment in Oman:
According to the findings of a field study conducted by (Al Badrawi 2010):
Building materials
The percent of the used modern building materials such as Cement iron and other
materials on a broad scale, in comparison to the decline of the entire ancient building
materials such as clay, wood and palm fronds; was found to be 90 percent of the built
residential houses in urban centers. The other 10 percent of the houses that were built by
stone, brick or timber are old houses located in the old neighborhoods. Moreover, most of
the owners of these old houses moved to modern houses.
The residential areas: (high land consumption on the scale of the house unit)
It was found that 55 percent of the built houses are 150 m sq. of which, 25 percent with
area (100-250 m sq.) and 20 percent with area (150- more than 250 m sq.).
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House typology transformed to a new form of modern luxurious villas of an area ranges
from (100 – 250 m sq.), in addition to that a space for car parking was needed, together
with the house wall that was built for maintaining the privacy of the house, resulted in
high consumption of land for only one house unit used by one family.
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Chapter Five:
5. The case of Fanja, Rural- urban interface between fanja and Muscat
5.1 History of rural communities in inner Oman

How rural communities in inner Oman sustained their livelihoods, before oil
discovery?
In order to better understand the context of the study case of the research, the regional
context in which the study case is located will first be explain. Therefore, the following
part will give a general overview on how rural communities in inner Oman sustained
their livelihoods before oil discovery, as well as the inter-linkages between the
communities on the level of the single settlement and on the regional level, with regard to
socioeconomic and environmental factors.
5.1.1 Rural communities in inner Oman:
Before oil discovery many widely distributed villages in Oman were depending on
agriculture, especially date plantation, as their basic economic activity, In addition to that,
few pastoralists in the large desert, animal husbandry and handcrafts (weaving, pottery,
wooden crafts, etc…). These activities together with the date plantation resulted in a
sustainable rural economy. Rural communities sustained a harmonic life, through the
local human and environmental settings of their local surroundings and the adaptation of
its changes, where each had a role in the domestic life and the formation of the rural
economy (Dutton R.W. 1983).
1. The Dakhiliyah Region:
The Dakhiliyah Region is strategically
located in inner Oman (Picture8), where it
links Muscat with the other governorates of
Oman. The administrative structure of the
Dakhiliyah Governorate is formed of eight
wilayats (Diagram12) - Nizwa, Sumail,
Bahla, al Hamra, Manah, Adam, lzki and
Bidbid. The region is characterized by its
natural resources mainly the oasis, wadis
and the date plantations as well as its old
buildings including forts, watching towers,
old residential quarters and historic mosques
traditional souq, which makes it one of the
most tourist attraction regions in
Picture 4: Location of Dakhiliyah Region in Oman,
Source: Google Earth, 2013
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Oman(Ministry of Information 2002).
2. Administrative Structure of Dakhiliyah Region
Governorates or Regions

Dakhiliyah Region

Capital of the
region

8 Wilayat

Wilayat
Bahla

Wilayat
Adam

Wilayat
Bidbid

Wilayat
al Hamra

53 villages

al Ghafat
Bilad Sait

San'aa

Fanja

al Samiti

al Ma'mur Majazah
Wadi Halfain
al Habbi
al Ghaidhranah
Bisya Qam al Alam
Seefam
al Ghabitah
Ras al Jabal
al Hajir
niyabats
&Villages

al Sahmah
al Qaryah
Dhat Khail

Naf'a
Hamim
al Amqat

Tawi Saleem

Sa'al
al Burj
al Khatam
al Khawbi

Dar al Khair
al 'Aridh
al Mensur

Wilayat
Manah

Wilayat
Sumail

8 Villages

73 Villages

'Izz
Mitan
al Ma'arra
al Faiqain
Mu'ammad
al Mahiyul
Abu Nakhilah
Harat al Bilad

Luzugh
al Hoob

Wilayat
Izki

Wilayat
Nizwa

26 villages

niyabat
Birkat al
Mawz
al Madrah
niyabat
al Khubar Jabal al Akhdhar
Seej
a
Hail
Suroor village

Seem
a
Zakeet
Qaru
t
Umtay
Habl al Hadid

Qala'at al Awamir
al Qaryatain
Muqazzah

Seih al
Mu'aidin
al Qadha'iyah
Mazraa' Bint Sa'ad
Ghillat Awlad
Hamad

Diagram 12 : Administrative Structure of Dakhiliyah Region, Data source (Ministry of Information 2002)

3. Economy Agriculture is the main economic activity in the region; over half of the
total Omani population is still engaged in the agricultural activities. Date
plantation is the main crop in Oman (Picture 9) as well as traditional handicrafts.
Such as Omani khanjars (Arabic daggers), gold and silver jewelry, weaving and
copper ware, palm leaf products, leatherwork, metalwork and Pottery (Ministry of
Information 2002).
According to several researches Omani rural communities used a multi-story cultivation
system (it is raising different crops at different levels at the same plot) , this careful mix
of constant and yearly crops and temporary cultivating of terraces leads to very efficient
water use, that was depending on the Aflaj water system (Buerkert A. and Schlecht E.
2010)
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Picture 5: Date Plantation in Fanja 2012, Source: TRC project

Date plantation was not only a food source for the rural communities. Omani rural
communities had multiuse of date palm trees (Diagram13), which gained its value among
the rural community and played a crucial role in providing the community with raw
materials that was used for the manufacturing of by-products.
Moreover, one of the very important facts about date trees is that it contributes to the
maintenance of the soil from erosion (Ali H. 2010).

Palm tree

High energy
food

Food for
livestock

Handcrafts:
baskets, ropes,
boxes and mates

Building
materials; beams
for ceiling

Unused parts: Fuel
for cooking and heat
in the winter.

Diagram 13: Uses of palm tree in the Omani rural communities, Source: prepared by author, data Source
(Public Authority for Craft Industries 2009)
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Picture 6: Palm leaves products
Source:http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/
image/131361279

Picture 7: Dates are a high-energy food and essential
nutrition for rural communities in Oman, Source:
http://main.omanobserver.om

Picture 8: Ceiling beams made of palm
trunk, Source:
http://www.omaninfo.com/tourism-andtravel-experiences/road-nizwa-oman.asp

Rural communities in inner Oman sustained a sustainable livelihood that was based on
strong socioeconomic inter-linkages. For example, craftsmen used to provide basic goods
for their communities, hand tools that are essential for agricultural producers and other
activities. These handcrafts were basically relaying on raw materials that comes from
nature or local date palms and livestock. These relations between the farmers, craftsmen,
etc. as Producers and the community as consumers created a various social linkages,
which are crucial in building the community structure.
These linkages did not only connect farmers with costumers or craftsmen with producers,
where social cohesion was an important aspect, it also connected the inhabitants with the
environment, from where they are provided with food, building materials, paints, mats,
pots and other domestic goods for their livelihoods. These linkages created an awareness
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and appreciation between the community and its environmental surroundings, which
enabled them to form self-sufficient way of survival based on a sustainable mechanisms
(Dutton R.W. 1983).
4. Sustainable Resource management:

Picture 9: Falaj system in plain oases settlements

Source: http://www.newsbriefsoman.info/item/2006/08/world-heritage-site---the-aflaj-of-oman/category/13

Water management: *water is one of the rarest resources in Oman
"Water ownership and distribution are governed through well-accepted social
rules"(Rahmnn H. and Omezzine A. 2009, p.72).
The Aflaj (singular: Falaj) water system in Oman was the main source of water (Picture
18) it was used for both domestic use and irrigation. There is 4,800 active aflaj that
deliver 900 million m3 of water /year, more than 60 percent of the Oman's water usage
(RahmnnH. and Omezzine A. 2009).There are two types of aflaj, the first is an
underground water tunnels that collect water from aquifers the second type is an open
surface channels conducting water flowing from the mountains.
Aflaj management organization is a crucial factor in water use and distribution, where
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codes and regulations have been generated to manage the system. Responsibilities and
roles are undertaken by the "Falaj Management committee"
The administrative System is structured as the following: a director with two assistants or
laborers; maintain the systems and distribute the water. Bookkeeper (Amin AI-daftar), a
clerk (Katib), and the auctioneer (Dalal) are responsible for recording owners of water
shares, renters and tenants (Al-Ghafri et al 2004). Financially, an agent (wakil) is
responsible for the financial duties and for technical matters; a water searcher and experts
who work in the underground hard rocks (Basir and Awamir), respectively.
Water ownership and renting:

The ownership of the Aflaj is either by individuals through inheritance, by the falaj
institution or by the community as an asset "mulk" for the village mosque. The owned
rights of Aflaj are necessarily correspondent to land area. The Falaj water shares are
divided according to time basis, not by water volume.
The water of Aflaj can also be rented or leased through 1- individual negotiation and
through auction systems at the beginning of the production season, 2- from private
individual owners or 3- from the Aflaj institution, water rights seldom change except in
case of inheritance or rarely sold, as renting is more common in the falaj community.
Major landowners with high water rights are, usually, the ones who rent to smaller garden
owners, who represent around 25 percent to more than 70 percent of all water users
(Rahmnn H. and Omezzine A. 2009).
Renting is not only for those who do not own water rights; it can also be for owners
whose own water right is not sufficient. Water rents are restricted to falaj community
only, meaning that it cannot be rented to outsiders. It is important to mention that rented
rights are secured as inheritance, when the private and communal supply is stable. In case
of irregular Aflaj water flow, as in most cases, water supply rates changes which result in
the change of the tenants and renters performance. This sometimes leads to low
competition and therefore less satisfaction of the trade system.
The Loan System in Water Exchange:
The water exchange system created a well-established money-lending market system
through loans. Some water renters are small farmers who do not have cash to rent water;
as a result they rent some of their palm trees, which they plant for free in order to the loan
lenders or water renters. This system is influenced by the Muslim lending money system
that prohibits interest and keeps small farmers away from the long and formal credit
systems. For the loan lenders or the water renters to be safe from any loss risks associated
with crop damage due to diseases or weather conditions. Small farmers have to rent back
the same palm trees with higher price depending on profit conditions.one of the
challenges of the system is that it offers good speculation opportunities for moneylenders
and water owners.
The Aflaj water system in Oman rural communities does not only reflect the effective use
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of natural water resource, it also reflects an aspect of community organization in which
the community was aware of the surrounding environment. As a result, the maintenance
of the falaj was under the responsibility of all the individuals in the society. Each falaj
community had to cooperate for water organization and distribution, therefore the social
structure of these ru ral communities was based on the need to organize and adopt
funding systems that match all individuals of the community and keep the vital
maintenance of the aflaj (Nizwa.NET 2005).
5.1.2 Settlement patterns: Oasis Settlement patterns
As mentioned before, there were several settlement patterns in Oman and the Arabian
Peninsula in general depending on the environmental settings in the area.
Oasis Settlements are the typical settlement patterns in Dakhilya region. Even though
there were general characteristics of oasis settlements such as 1-availability of water;
oasis or wadi (water stream), 2- usually each settlement is inhabited by one tribe and in
the case of large settlement; it is divided into several quarters where each is inhabited by
one tribe.
However, there are other particular different characteristics for each region of settlements
in Oman; therefore, the following part will focus on the characteristics of the region
within the study case.

Figure 5: Map of Nizwa before 1970, Source: (scholz 1980)
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Nizwa is the capital of Dakhliya region. Settlements in Dakhliya region have similar
layouts (Figure 8) affected by the physical settings around them. The type of soil and the
shape of water sheds (wadi). For example, in (Nizwa, bahla, firq, birkat al-mauz, bidbid,
manha and Fanja) settlements are usually located from the point where the wadi leaves
the mountain and takes the form of a funnel, and a wide plain is formed. These
settlements usually comprises a fortress on a hill, a Suq (Market) and a Mosque, in
addition to several residential quarters depending on the size of the settlement (scholz
1980)
Land use was influenced by environmental and social factors. For example, agricultural
land was directly influenced by the environmental settings (water, soil etc….) and
physical development of settlements was influenced by its relation to agricultural land
and other social factors mainly Security. These interactions between different factors
created harmony between land use relationships.
In Dakhliya region houses of Hamra, Nizwa and Manah resemble each other. For
example; 1-the nucleus of the houses are compact, 2-courtyard houses are rare, except in
cases of families who have livestock breading .the courtyard; that is a typical element in
the Islamic houses are replaced by an entrance hall or terrace in inner Oman. 3-Houses
are built by local materials such as mud-brick and stone foundation (Al-Salimi, A. Gaube
H. and Korn L. 2008)

5.2 Transformation of rural communities in inner Oman
"Oil meant that by the 1970s a very high proportion of village money was earned
outside the village, and a growing proportion of village expenditure was for goods
from overseas. Thus there was a great decline in the economic relevance of rural
Oman" (Dutton R.W. 1981; 1983 p.347).
As previously mentioned in the previous chapter, oil production resulted in many rapid
and radical transformations in Oman, same as in all oil Gulf Arab countries, in terms of
economic, social and spatial transformation accompanied by political transformation of
nation building and for Oman's case, political change under the Sultan Qabous in 1970.
Looking particularly at the case of Oman, since oil production started later than
neighboring oil countries, many rural Omanis migrated to emerging oil states. for
example; Bahrain in 1932 and Abu Dhabi in 1962, where they experienced a foreign way
of life than their rural life, followed by Oman's first oil production, when they started
exporting oil in 1967 (Peterson J.1990).
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population growth in Dakhlyia Region

5.2.1 Socioeconomic changes:

326,651

Rural communities started to face new
aspects of livelihood and living conditions
as a result of the introduction to long term
paid regular jobs in gulf countries and later
in urban centers in Oman. Until now,
Omani rural communities are negatively
affected by the amount and repaid change
that took place, because of oil wealth and
materialistic globalization.

267,140
230,000

1993

2003
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Figure 6: Population Growth in Dakhliya Region,
Data Source: Oman census 2010

Therefore, the Inter-dependence of the villagers was almost lost.
For example, due to excessive flow of money from oil wealth, rural migrant labour could
access new imported goods that was foreign and that replaced locally manufactured
goods, prevented craftsmen from raising their prices to cope with the inflation and facing
difficulty in adapting their technical process due to the speed of the changes (Buerkert A.
and Schlecht E. 2010). As a result, many problems occurred, mainly socioeconomic
changes reducing many local jobs such as handcrafts resulting in the migration of these
craftsmen where they could access higher income jobs, consequently, their younger
generations did not inherit their skills and eventually these socioeconomic changes
affected both natural and indigenous man-made environment (Dutton R.W. 1983).
Another example of the consequences caused by socioeconomic changes; is the lack of
willingness to gain indigenous knowledge of the falaj technical systems which is only
possessed by older generation; the terminology, the irrigation time systems and the units
for water sharing (Al-Ghafri et al 2004).which put the falaj systems under threat due to
loss of indigenous knowledge.

Impact of Transformation on Water and agricultural strategies:
According to the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) report
in 1982, from the year 1961 to 1978 Oman produced 50,000 tons of dates per year and
the number of date palm trees was 1 million. At the present, due to the introduction of
new production practices and the increased farming scale, the date palm trees are
estimated to be seven million.
However, it is important to mention that most small farms are still managed by the
traditional way. For example, the irrigation is still by the falaj water system and not water
pumps, and cultivation and harvesting is done manually as there is no enough space for
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equipment that may take farming space and cause loss of possible farming area or
damage the crops. Consequently, it is hard for small farmers to compete with large scale
farmers. (Nizwa.net 2006)
Agriculture:
Oases in inner Oman are called inner foothills of the Hajar mountain ranges; climate of
this zone is characterized by high temperatures during summer. Fairly lower humidity as
compared to that in the Batinah coastal plain.
The main crop is dates. It occupies 9463.2 ha, second crop is alfalfa it is 5.6 percent of
the cultivated land. Total cultivated land is 38368.1ha.
There is story cultivation (cultivating different crops with different highs on the same
land), however, it is not highly practiced as in Batinah.
Before oil discovery water supply was through traditional falaj system, however falaj
system still works today. new system emerged, Pumped water from wells, where Water
is pumped in a small distribution reservoir from where it is channeled to the fields
through cement canals. Pumped water irrigates 74 percent of the agricultural land
compared to aflaj systems where it irrigates 20 percent of the agricultural land (FAO
2008).
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5.3 The case of Fanja
Location, Contextualization of the case study:

Figure 7: Location of Fanja and its spatial relation to Muscat (the capital city)
Source: prepared by author based on Google Earth 2013

Fanja is a city in the wilayat (province) of Bidbid that is situated in inner Oman (Figure
10). Bidbid lies beneath the Hajar mountain range it has 53 villages, the best known of
which, is Fanja, most of the villages are farming villages. The Wilayat of Bidbid has a
strategic location of being the crossroads between the Governorate of Muscat and the
Sharqiyah, Dakhilyah, Dhahirah and Wusta Governorates and the Governorate of Dhofar.
Bidbid is included within the administrative borders of Dakhliyah region (Ministry of
Information 2002).
Fanja lies on the southwest of Muscat, the capital city of Oman. Fanja is 60 km far from
Muscat located on the Road from Nizwa (the former capital city located in inner Oman)
toward Mutrah. Fanja is the closest city of the Dakhliyah region to Muscat; it has
strategic location as a gateway to Dakhliyah region from Muscat. Wadi Ismail passes
from north to south through fanja separating the old settlements from the new urban
structure.
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The wadi and the oasis together with the old city make Fanja, the almost 5000 year's old
civilization (Figure11), a unique place, which is considered one of the most touristic
attractions in the region.

Figure 8: Aerial view of Fanja
Source: prepared by author based on Google earth 2013

In order to understand the rural-urban interface in Oman and evaluate the main challenges and thus
coming up with fruitful recommendations. The following part will first give an overview on the
context of the case study fanja, its urbanization patterns and the current situation with its challenges
Based on a report of a field visit in Fanja, October 2012, as a part of the TRC project: Towards
Sustainable Urbanization Patterns in Oman.

Note: “TRC Research project” is a Current Research: Toward Sustainable urbanization patterns in
Oman, Carried out by GUtech German University of Technology and SQU, Sultan Qabous University.
@http://www.urbanoman.org/research.htm
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5.3.1 Historical context before 1970
Socioeconomic history:
Because of its strategic location, Fanja was called "traders’ crossroads" as caravans used
to stop there for rest and trading, which enabled the oasis settlement to flourish as
business hub and the people of the old town to become wealthy expending their
commercial relations to Zanzibar, India and Africa.
Agriculture was the main activity of the oasis settlement where date plantation took
place. Beside the date plantation, pottery and mats, woven from palm tree leaves and
fronds, are main handcrafts.
Strong family ties were an important aspect of the tribal society that used to live in fanja,
which was reflected in their built environment, where more than one family used to live
in the same house.
Development of Settlement patterns in fanja:
As mentioned before, security and physical conditions are the main deriving forces for
the patterns of settlements in Oman and the gulf Arab countries. Therefore, old settlement
of fanja was built on the top of the hill (Picture 12), to be protected from the flood of the
wadi ( Wadi samail , known also as Wadi Fanja), (Picture11) and attacks from other
tribes, embedded in an oasis and enclosed by three mountains. The old town was built as
fortress town, surrounded by a wall (Picture 13) where there are two gates each of a
different function and fortress towers, nowadays, considered one of the significant
landmarks in Fanja. Dense urban settlement within the walls of the city (Picture 14) grew
due to its economic growth; however, few scattered farmer houses were built along the
wadi or beside the oasis.
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Picture 10: Wadi Fanja in the dry Season (wadi fanja has different local names
depending on the village near the wadi, mostly known Wadi samail), Source: TRC
project, fanja 2012

Picture 11: Wadi Fanja in the wet Season
Source: http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/fanja (by Ahmed el Shukaili)
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Picture 12: Left photo is the canopy and the fortress on the hilltop of fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
Right photo is the watching tower and under are the date plantations
Source:
http://catbirdinoman.wordpress.com/2012/05/28/fanja-the-souq-and-thewalled-village/

Picture 13: Part of the wall and the east gate of the old

town Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Picture 14: Ruins of the houses in the old town with watching tower on the edge of
the hill
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

There were no planning laws in the traditional old settlements. Building regulations and
planning laws were derived from Quran. Accordingly, the old city had the characteristic
of the oasis town; narrow streets formed by houses of one or two story, to maintain a
good protection from the hard climate and achieve privacy for the families as a main
social factor. The old settlement of fanja was built on the top of the hill for security
purposes as well as the preservation of the date plantation (their main source of income)
that was down the hill.
Houses were built by the know-how traditional typologies of what is described now as
"climatic responsive houses", using local building materials such as; mud brick, palm
wood and local natural stones. Wooden doors and ceiling beams used to be the decorative
elements of the house. Moreover, decorative wooden doors used to express the wealth of
the family, therefore, they were either crafted using local material or costly imported
from Zanzibar or India.
It is important to mention that, even though there were no building regulations or laws,
houses were built in a way that respects and creates harmony with the surrounding nature.
For example, the colors of the houses were shades of brown and yellow by default
according to the locally used material therefore the windows and doors of the house was
made using the same colors creating visual harmony with the surrounding environment.
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5.4 An assessment of sustainable rural communities in Fanja

In order to qualitatively assess the sustainable livelihood strategies adopted by the rural
community in Fanja before oil discovery. The following part will give an overview on the
theoretical frameworks of sustainable livelihoods, upon which the assessment of the case
study will be built.

5.4.1 Theoretical framework of sustainable livelihoods:
What is ‘Sustainable livelihoods’?
Sustainable livelihoods can be described as a rational method to development. It is an
approach that is based on a set of fundamental values; as the main components of
sustainability (economic, social, institutional and environmental elements), designed by
many tools (e.g. livelihoods framework) and practiced in different ways.
livelihood frameworks can be defined as the combination of assets, capabilities and
activities that is in continuous change, in order to sustain multiple outcomes (Ashley C.
and Carney D. 1999)
The simplest form that shows the household framework of livelihoods is the "household
triangle" (Diagram 14), where it is a complex set of assets, capabilities and activities.
Household individuals use both; their capabilities and assets (Capabilities: are the gained
knowledge, skills and physical ability to work and Assets: are all kind of resources used
to sustain a livelihood). Household members practice their capabilities and their assets to
perform activities that enable them to form their livelihood (Satge R. 2002)

Agricultural
land, Wadis,
oases and raw
materials

Assets
Activities
Capabilities

Agriculture
Animal
husbandry
Handcrafts

Indigenous
knowledge and
community
organization
Diagram 14: livelihood triangle of the rural communities in Oman
Source: prepared by author, based on (Satge R. 2002)

However, there is no one fixed Template or pattern that can be used to examine livelihood
framework, as it vary according to specialist that are using it and the context they are
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used for.
Thus, it is rather the question of, under certain context, what are the livelihood resources
that enabled which livelihood strategies, to what outcomes, under which institutional
process it was facilitated?
Note: the previous Question based on the analytical framework for sustainable rural
livelihoods done by the IDS (Institute of Development Studies) in 1998, (Solesbury W.
2003)
Diagram 15: IDS’s Sustainable Rural Livelihoods Framework
Contexts,
Conditions
And Trends

Livelihood
Resources

Institutional
Processes &
Organisational
Structures

Livelihood
Strategies

Livelihood

Policy
History
Politics

Natural capital

Macro-economic
conditions

Agricultural

Economic/
Financial capital

Institutions

Terms of trade

Human capital

Climate

Social capital

Agro-ecology

and others…

And
Organizations

Intensification
extensification
Livelihood
Diversification

1. Increased
numbers of
working days
created
2. Poverty
reduced
3. Well-being and
Capabilities
improved

Sustainability

Migration

Demography

4. Livelihood
adaptation,
vulnerability and
resilience
enhanced
5. Natural
resource base
sustainability
ensured

Social
Differentiation

Contextual analysis
of conditions,
trends, and
assessment of
policy setting

Sustainable
Livelihood
Outcomes

Analysis of
Livelihood
resources: tradeoffs, combinations,
sequences, trends

Source: Scoones, 1998

Analysis of institutional/
organizational
influences on access to
livelihood resources and
composition of
livelihood strategy
portfolio
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Conceptually, UNDP defined Assets as:
Conceptually, UNDP defined Assets as:
Natural/bio
logical

Social

Land, water,
commonproperty
resources,
flora, fauna

Community,
family,
social
networks

Political
/biological
Participation,
empowerment
– sometimes
included in
the ‘social’
category

Human
Education,
labour,
health,
nutrition

Physical

Economic

Roads,
clinics,
markets,
schools,
bridges

Jobs,
savings,
credit

The sustainability of livelihoods becomes a process of how household members utilize asset
on both a short and long-term basis.

According to UNDP Sustainable livelihoods are those:
1. Able to cope with and recover from shocks and stresses (such as drought,
civil conflict, or failure of policies) through adaptive and coping strategies
2. Economically effective
3. Ecologically comprehensive, ensuring that livelihood activities do not
irreversibly degrade natural resources within a given ecosystem
4. Socially justifiable, which suggests that promotion of livelihood
opportunities for one group should not exclude options for other groups,
either now or in the future (Diana Carney et al 1999)

Why UNDP framework:
Because UNDP uses a variety of participatory tools to conduct its analysis, Thus the
participatory analysis aims to discover why people are doing well in certain areas or
aspects, rather than coming up with a long list of things people lack(Diana Carney et al
1999).
5.4.2 Assessment of sustainable livelihood strategies

1. The following (Table 6) will show the three main components of sustainability
(Environment, Economy and Social) fulfilled within the Omani rural community
in Fanja before oil discovery. By taking a close look on the construction Methods
and natural materials used in the built environment, where it shows that they are
tangible indicators that reflect; human capacity of the population, the economic
aspirations of the community and the cultural identity and unity of the society:
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Architectural
elements as
Methodology:

Social, Cultural

Making high leveled
narrow openings for
ventilation, where one
the ground floor there
Construction were no windows for
privacy purposes.
methods
And 40 cm thick walls
(Figure 13)
for defense purposes.
Houses were built by
inhabitants, who had
the knowledge of the
know-how, through a
collaborative process
among the community
members.

Building
materials
(Figure 12)

use of space
(Picture 28)

Wooden doors and
ceilings for
Decoration to reflect
wealth of the family.
Houses were shades
of brown and yellow,
windows and doors of
the house was made
using the same colors
creating visual
harmony with the
surrounding
environment.

Families used to
gather in a semipublic spaces and
women gather in
private spaces for
coffee meetings

TU Berlin, 2013

Economical

Environmental

Economical use of
space, for example;
1- compactness of
houses.
2-Within the rooms in
the house: each room
had its function and
use for example the
ground floor for
storage purposes and
the upper floor for
living.

The use of natural
sources of energy
(wind) for climate
moderation: 1-Thick
wall construction and
elements such as wind
catchers for cooling.
2-Compactness that
help provide maximum
area of wall in shadow
3-House orientation (to
the south) to reduce
gain of heat in summer
and catch wind for
cooling.
4- Size and places of
windows were designed
in order to provide less
light and heat in the
small storage rooms for
food.
Local materials such as:
mud bricks, palm wood
and local natural
stones, meant less
waste generation, low
pollution levels

Drain channels
collect the rain water
from the roofs of the
houses down to the
street leading to the
palm gardens

1-Local materials;
palm trees for the
ceiling beams, mudbrick for the walls
and stone for the
house foundation
were the most
affordable and
physically, easy to
access. specially for
poorer tribes
2-creat local
Employment
opportunities.
Settlement patterns
was compact, in order
to preserve the arable
land that was their
main source of
income

Expansion of
settlement
was
restricted outside the
defined borders in order
to preserve the date
plantations

Table 3: The three elements of sustainability reflected on the architecture of the rural community.
Source: prepared by author based on data from (Al-Salimi A., Gaube H. and Korn L. 2008)
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Figure 9: Old house in the old town of Fanja
Source: prepared by author, photo by TRC project, fanja 2012, data from (Al-Salimi A., Gaube H. and Korn
L. 2008)

Figure 10: View of an old narrow Street in the old town of Fanja
Source: prepared by author, photo by TRC project, fanja 2012, data from (Al-Salimi A., Gaube H. and
Korn L. 2008)
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Picture 15: The watching tower and part of the old town on the hilltop of fanja
Source: photo by TRC project, fanja 2012

2. Social sustainability reflected on their social capital, where used to show the
social linkages between the rural communities in inner Oman (Diagram 16).
Social capital can be defined "… as the social networks and their associated norms that
may facilitate various types of collective action… capacity refers to the ability of people,
groups, or organizations to organize their assets and resources to achieve objectives they
consider important." (Reimer et al 2008, p.258).
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Social networks

Social linkages
Hand tools
Raw materials

Farmers

Food
Animal breeders
Traders

Food for livestock
Transport means of products

Consumers

Craftsmen

Livestock leather, etc…
Pottery, mates, baskets, etc…

Producers

Diagram 16: The inter-linkages between individuals of the rural community and their capacity to organize
their assets and resources through mutual exchange of services to achieve their economic aspiration and
social welfare.
Source: prepared by author based on data from (Dutton R.W. 1983) and (Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980)

Explanation of the content of the diagram: Looking at the linkages between farmers, animal
breeders and craftsmen, we will find that farmers provide craftsmen with raw materials and
animal breeders with food for animals. Animal breeders provide farmers with services such as
using animals as a mean of transport to transfer
goods and craftsmen with raw materials such as: leather. craftsmen provide both farmers and
animal breeders with hand tools. On a wider scale looking at the relation between these
producers and the consumers we will find that, they provide them with almost 90 percent of the
domestic goods depending on local materials, through local markets. the relation between traders
and producers are can described as local relation as traders buy sell local products that are
produced by local producers. These linkages not only strengthen the local economy of the
community it is also essential for building the social structure of the community in the sense that
each of them rely on the capacity of the other to be provided by specific services and this chain
of mutual reliance reflect the social capital of the community.
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Picture 16: Old Omanis handcrafting products from palm
leaves
Source: http://main.omanobserver.om/node/26163

Picture 17: Handmade mates that were used in houses, from
craft museum in Nizwa
Source: http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/image/131361279

Picture 19: Food and water storage potteries, from
craft museum in Nizwa
Source:
http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/image/131361279
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climbing a date plant
Source:
http://www.pbase.com/d
igitalazia/fanja
(By Ahmed el Shukaili)
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3. Economic sustainability is reflect in the local flow of money (Diagram 17), that is
paid to the local labour who perform the previously mentioned local economic
activities, depending on the gained knowledge of know-how through generations
and that is adapted according to changes, as a resualt of these performances the
community is provided by domestic goods in local markets,the availablility of
these services increase the life standared of the community and their aspiration
resulting in the increase in demand, which in turn increase job opportunities.
•Agriculture, animal
hasbandary,handcrafs
(weaving, pottery,
wooden crafts, etc…)

•higher life standards
creats local labour
market which creats
opportunities for
local jobs

local
economic
activities

Local
demand

local
labour

local
products

•Wages paid in the
local economy for
local labour (who has
the indegenous
knowladge) and spent
in the local economy

•produced From local raw
materials
• food, building materials,
paints, mats, pots and
other domestic goods for
their livelihoods

Diagram 17: The sustainable local flow of money within the rural community in Fanja
Source: prepared by author

Picture 20: Locally produced pottery used for burning frankincense, sold in fanja suq
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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1. Aspects of Environmental sustainability was reflect on the organized use of assets
and resources (ex. Water and land) as the previously explained water aflaj system
and the use of renewable energy (wind) that was reflected on their traditional
construction methods (Architecture).

5.6 Transformation of Fanja: What are the driving forces of the current
urbanization trend in fanja?

After 1970 (oil era)
As mentioned before in the previous chapter, since the leadership of sultan Qabous and
the political revolution in 1970 the country have seen a major economic changes and
consequently, rapid urban transformation took place in Oman. One of the main driving
forces of the urbanization in inner Oman, besides the economic transformation, was the
political factor of gathering and gain accessibility of the countries' regions and uniting
them under one nation. This resulted in major infrastructure projects of paved roads
among which, al Khoud Street was built (currently crossing through fanja), therefore,
urbanization accelerated in (1970-1985), where new urban settlements and a new souq
were established along the side of the road and electricity were introduced which had a
revolutionary change of the rural houses due to the introduction of house motorization.
Later between mid80s and 2000, the new highway of the Nizwa road was established
(Figure 14) and a committee of town planning was founded, to plan the urban development
of fanja.
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Road construction in Fanja

Figure 11: El khoud Street passing through fanja and Nizwa Road reaching to Muscat
Source: prepared by author based on Google Earth 2013
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1. Spatial Transformation in Fanja
Purpose of the
shown figure:
To observe the
spatial
transformation that
took place in fanja.
To identify the
development trend
(expansion along
the road to Muscat)

Figure 12: Maps show
three development
phases of Fanja from
(2001,2005 and 2012)
Source: Google Earth
2012
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Figure 13: The four maps shows the constructions that took place in each phase
Source: prepared by the author, Based on a survey conducted by TRC project

Purpose of the shown figure (Figure 16)
To follow the development trend that occurred in fanja and compare the conclusion with the
google earth maps (Figure15).
In order to assess how spatial transformation performed and following which trend.

Based on Google earth maps (Figure 15) and the previously shown figure (Figure 16) of
the construction phases the
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Purpose of the shown
figure:
To show the Spatial
Transformation that
took place in fanja.
Reflected on the repaid
development of road
network in a short time
from (2001-2012).
To compare the relation
between the
development of the road
network and the urban
expansion

Figure 14: Maps shows the
development of the road
network in the three phases
Source: maps prepared by
the author, based on a
comparison between the
Google earth maps and the
TRC survey.
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following figures will show the spatial transformation that took place in fanja. The
first figure will show the three phases of road network development of the paved
roads and the second figure will show the built up area and its development phases
from 2001, 2005 and 2012

Figure 15: Urban development of fanja from 2001, 2005 and 2012
Source: prepared by author based on the Google earth maps and TRC survey, fanja 2012
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Figure 16: Spatial and physical transformation can be observed in the different width of streets and degree
of compactness between houses before and after 1970
Source: prepared by author, photos from TRC project, fanja 2012

Socioeconomic transformation
The construction of the roads and the use of the car resulted in the frequent commute of
the people of fanja from and to the capital city Muscat. either temporarily migration or
daily travels to the city, seeking job opportunities and higher income, compared to that in
fanja as result many Omanis in fanja who, own date plantations, no longer not depend on
agriculture as an income source. These migrations did not only result in cash remittances
but also Social remittances; which can defined as: the notions, practices, identities and
social capital that are transferred to rural communities on a large scale and to the family
individuals on the household levels, through direct or indirect communication
(Deshingkar P. 2009). Consequently, families adopted a modern life style that was
reflected on their housing typology, used materials, technical building methods and the
use of houses motorization such as: air conditioners, electrical light, televisions and
cooling and heating systems. However, there is no water system in fanja and people
depend on water tanks, for domestic use.
Change in Urban settlements patterns:
In the beginning of the oil era planning administrations has not been established, which
resulted in spontaneous unplanned urban growth, abandoning the old settlements.
However, later after the formation of town planning committee, houses were built on a
rectangular plot divided by a street grid of a width for one-way car traffic, practicing the
design of neighborhoods.
Housing typology and Building materials took two phases of change. the first one was: 1the changed from the traditional mud- brick compacted settlement to more free standing
courtyard houses with one story on an irregular plot size, surrounded by a house wall for
privacy (the idea of the house wall was influenced by the private date gardens in former
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times). And 2- changing the material of the decorated elements from wooden beams to
prefabricated concrete decorations. the wooden house door changed into iron doors and
building blocks replaced the mud brick that needed to be renovated regularly.
The second phase was the transformation from the courtyard house to the European
model of housing (Villa), where the importance of the house wall, to preserve privacy,
was emphasized as a result of the new shape of the house. This resulted in the
introduction of modern imported ideas, of which new elements of the house such as;
balconies, roofs with large passage and twisted pillars, were applied.
With regard to the building materials; in addition to the prefabricated concrete elements
and building blocks, the isolated glass windows, tiles on the façade design were
introduced and the colors of the façades change to more white, as well as pink and yellow
shades or mixed colors in some cases.
2. Physical transformation (reflects socioeconomic change

Picture 21: Picture: an old Mud brick house in fanja before 1970

Source: TRC project, Fanja 2012
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Picture 22: Courtyard house in fanja built in the first phase of urbanization (1970-1985)
Source: TRC project, Fanja 2012

Picture 23: New modern housing typology with an exterior courtyard and surrounded by a wall (1985-2000)

Source: TRC project, Fanja 2012
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Figure 17: Transformation of the traditional building methods after 1970
Source: prepared by author, photos from TRC project, fanja 2012
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Figure 18: Change of building materials used before 1970

Source: prepared by author, photos from TRC project, fanja 2012

Figure 19: Change of building materials used before 1970 for the walls of the date gardens and the increase
in the height of the wall kills the harmony created by the landscape and the palm trees.
Source: prepared by author, photos from TRC project, fanja 2012
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Figure 20: The Change of the decoration style form traditional local architectural style to
modern style, reflects the social change that occurred after 1970
Source: prepared by author, photos from TRC project, fanja 2012

Figure 21: Change of the shape, size and material of the house doors
Source: prepared by author, photos from TRC project, fanja 2012
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5.8 An assessment of current situation in fanja and its main challenges
Currently, fanja's populations increased the double from 9,238 in 2003 to 20,000 in
2012(Brinkhoff T. 2003). Population is increasing in fanja due to several factors; there
are many migrations to fanja from other villages because of its proximity to Muscat.
many students of Qabous university stay in fanja because of the cheap rents compared to
Muscat. Villagers, who work in the public sector in Muscat, stay in fanja because of the
cheap rent. However, the population is decreasing again due to few job opportunities .The
city is an important tourist destination in the region. Now, fanja has a mixture of old and
new buildings in the city encompassing the old town on the hilltop, the wadi with modern
residential buildings, the mosques, schools and office buildings.
What are the main characteristics of the prei-urban Fanja with regard to its
interface with Muscat?
The following part will try to assess the current situation by answering the following
questions, taking into consideration its relation with Muscat:
a. How far is fanja integrating regionally? And to which extent is fanja depending on
the local settings?
b. How the people of fanja are adopting a combination of survival strategies including
the use of rural and urban resources?
c. How far the social structure in fanja is developing toward rural and/or urban?
d. How far are the administrative bodies of fanja autonomous and efficient?
A. How far is fanja integrating regionally?
Based on 19 study field interviews conducted with people of fanja by the TRC project,
fanja 2012 (interpretation of the interviews will be presented in details later in this
chapter). Integration of fanja on the regional level is influenced by its physical and spatial
characteristics with regard to its proximity to Muscat and its significant tourist attractions
that makes it unique village among bidbid's villages.
On the social level: several marriages between people of fanja and neighbouring
villages.
On economical level: many people who work in Muscat and Students from other villages
who attend Qabous University migrate to fanja due to its proximity to Muscat and
relatively low rents compared to Muscat.
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B. How the people of fanja are adopting a combination of survival strategies
including the use of rural and urban resources?
Dependent economy (Diagram 18)
Driving forces: rapid Economic transformation to oil-economy, the deterioration of the
local economy of fanja, together with the establishment of the Nizwa highway and the
introduction to the cars (now most of the households in fanja depend on private cars),
intensified the daily commuting to Muscat seeking job opportunities in public sectors
mainly paid by oil revenue. Consequently, occupational transformation in fanja took
place, where most of the Omanis work either in; trade as a local job, public sector in
Muscat, or employees in private companies, resulting in major impact on local economy.
•most of the population
are working in Muscat
in the public sector.

local
jobs

•Globalization changed
the economic and scoial
aspiration of the people
how are know looking
for forigen goods.

Local
demand

local
labour

local
products

•most of the local labour
didn't inherit the knowhow from the older
generation.therefore
their capacity does not
fit the local needs.

•products such as
domestic goods are
now imported from
Muscat.

Diagram 18: The economic transformation of local flow of money within the rural community in Fanja
Source: prepared by author

Impact:
1. The decrease of labour diminished the cultivation of grain, the intensive care for
the date plantation and number of date farms. However, currently Omani
agriculture is depending on foreign labour especially from India and Pakistan.
(Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980).
2. The massive introduction of cheap imported basic goods (Picture 38) prevented
craftsmen from raising their prices to keep up with inflation and the high personal
demand of materialistic goods was so rapid for the craftsmen to adapt their skills
or their products to meet the new circumstances (Dutton R.W.1983).
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Picture 24: Exported agricultural hand tools for cutting palm leaves
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

This resulted in the loss of the indigenous knowledge and the deterioration of the local
activities in fanja such as handcrafts.
Currently, fanja's survival livelihood strategies can be considered as unsustainable
since income sources is depending on, rents from expatriates' residence, remittances from
migrants and trade of exported goods. This means that there is no local generated income
in fanja.

C. How far the social structure in fanja is developing toward rural and/or
urban?
Social structural change and loss of traditional culture
Driving forces: migration weather permanent or temporary and the imported foreign
ideas of housing typology in addition to social remittances, resulted in the transformation
of the traditional living spaces. for example inner courts or halls replaced by the outside
courtyard, that is used as an entrance area and a parking lot.
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Social networks

Social linkages
Hand tools

Exported goods

Raw material

Farmers

Food
Animal breeders
Traders

Food for livestock
Transport means of products

Consumers

Craftsmen

Livestock leather, etc…
Producers
Pottery, mates, baskets, etc…

Diagram 19: The socioeconomic transformation of the community in fanja
Source: prepared by author based on data from (Dutton R.W. 1983) and (Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980).

Explanation of the content of the diagram: Looking at the relation between farmers,
animal breeders and craftsmen, we will find that the relation of mutual reliance among
them almost disappeared as they no longer depend on local materials for manufacturing
domestic goods ( such as hand tools, car replaced animals as mean of transport for
agricultural production). Other relations did not disappear, however, it can be described as
week relations, for example: craftsmen still depend on raw materials provided from farmers
however their products are only used for selling in touristic bazars not for domestic use.
Even relation between traders and producers have changed as traders does not rely on local
products any more , where most of their goods are imported and therefore the relation
between consumers and producers are also weakened.as a result social capital of the
community in fanja can be considered as weak in the current situation.

Impact:
The family life and social gathering that used to take place in the common semi-public
space that used to be in the inner court of the traditional houses no longer existed.
Unlike former times when more than one family used to live in one house, maintaining
their ties. Nowadays, single families live in freestanding villas, which weaken the strong
ties among the extended families.
Therefore, social events that used to take place among the extended families within fanja
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influenced their appreciation of public and semi-public spaces, which in turn urged the
people of fanja to maintain the quality of public spaces. Public spaces in fanja was not
necessarily places where they communicate on the social level as much as it was a place
where they practice certain activity, however, there are still some traditional and cultural
events held in fanja.

The new technical typologies of building and the new housing typology resulted in the
abandonment of the old city, residing new urban structure that was built along the wadi
down the hills.

Consequently, the knowledge of (know-how) is currently under the threat of
disappearing. Currently, only few elders still have the wealth of indigenous knowledge,
which is not only related to the traditional building methods but also with regard to
handcrafts and local plantations (Diagram 19).
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Lack of natural resource management and environmental degradation:
Architectural
elements as
Methodology:

Construction
methods

Social, Cultural

Economical

Environmental

The change of the house
design resulted in the loss
of public spaces where, the
community used to perform
different activities outside
of the house.
The value of public spaces
no longer exists.

Waste of spaces and
land can be reflected
on:
1- Single detached
type of houses.
2-however families no
longer live in the same
house, the areas of
houses increased.

Houses are built in a modern
way that lacks all the climate
moderating elements: 1-air
conditioners replaced the
thick walls or wind catchers.
2-houses are built separately,
surrounded by walls, which
means that most of the house
is exposed to the sun.
3- Size and places of windows
are placed as the modern type
of villas, as there is no need
for natural climate moderating
methods.
The used of new materials
such as: prefabricated
concrete elements and
building blocks, the isolated
glass windows , resulted in
high dependency on air
conditioners that is used
almost all time of the year ,
resulting in high rate of
energy consumption.

And families are more
individualistic.
Extended families no more
live in one house.

Building
materials

use of space

Iron exported doors
replaced the local decorated
wooden doors and ceilings
are built with modern
techniques that does not use
palm beams.

1-exported materials
replaced the local ones
that used to be
manufactured by local
labour, resulting in the
loss of local jobs.

The color paints of the
house no longer match the
natural color of the
surrounding environment,
as tiles on the façade design
were introduced and the
colors of the facades
change to more white, as
well as pink and yellow
shades
Individuality resulted in the
extinction of common
public spaces.

2-not only that exported
material resulted in the
loss of local jobs but
also the new techniques
of buildings are
different than the
traditional ones that was
performed by local
labour as well.
The typology of single
detached walled villa
resulted in high space
consumption on the
scale of one unit of
building

The scattered pattern of
Expansion resulted in high
land consumption.

Table 4: The current trends of architecture and housing typology
Source: prepared by author data based on (Gangler A. 2008 and TRC Survey, fanja2012)

Comparing traditional architecture as presented in the previous table (Table 6) to the
current trends of architecture and housing typology we will find that:
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The change of the housing typology and building materials created a high demand and
dependency on air condition systems, resulted in the high demand and dependency on
limited natural resources such as fossil fuels.

Picture 25: the common a laundry of fnaja community, where women gather and wash their clothes.
The use of electrical fan reflect the high energy consumption and the need for climate moderating machines
even in public spaces due to the use of cement as building material
Source: Photo by TRC Project, fanja 2012
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1. Loss of identity is reflected on the architectural style, building materials (Picture
41) and building methods (before 1970 the people used to build their houses based
on traditional know-how)

Picture 26: View of small office of building and construction contractor in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

2. Water supply for personal use is mainly in the form of water tanks filled from
wells, where water is extracted by water pumps. This large capacity of modern
water supply put the underground water and the oasis under the danger of
decreasing or disappearing (Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980), noticing that water is
a very scarce resource in Oman. Before 1970, water supply used to be through the
Falaj system for both personal use and irrigation. The management of Aflaj
system by a time table among the inhabitants results in efficient rate of water use.
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3. Motorized water supply through pumps (Picture 43) do not only endanger
underground water levels, but also negatively influenced the date plantations in
terms of concentrated care. That is because receiving running water for irrigation
through the pump needs capital which is acquired by crash crop, therefore earlier
grown crops are no longer considered as valuable in markets (Cordes R. and
Scholz F. 1980).

Picture 27: Water tank cars, supplying pumped water to each house

Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
Note: there is no running water supply in fanja
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Picture 28: Water tanks above a house in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Diagram 20: Conceptual framework of sustainable rural/urban linkages
international federation of surveyor’s FIG: Source: FIG 2004

Sustainable urban/ rural living conditions

Urban

Urban/rural
interrelationship

Good land policy

Good governance

Institutions and
Governance

Rural

Land and Natural
Resource
Infrastructures

Capacity building
and Development

Three pillars for sustainable rural/urban living conditions

Box: Definitions of the terms in the diagram according to (FIG 2004)
Land policy: is mainly about utilizing and preserving land so as to meet social and economic
Objectives
Good governance: it is achieving transparency, accountability and responsiveness for the
management of, social, economic and environmental issues. With regard to rural urban
interrelations, it is providing effective management to support the development of sustainable
human settlements facing the increased migration and consequent merging of the urban and rural
environments
Land and Natural Resource: it is mainly concerned about adequate organization
comprehensible in physical, institutional, legal and technical aspects and capability of taking
actions that achieve sustainable development. Plan land use management and legal frames of land
market are crucial not only with regard to the changing societal needs and to the implementation
of adequate human settlement policies, but also to meet the challenges of peoples’ needs without
compromising the non-renewable resources
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Capacity building and Development adopted from the definitions of the UNDP and the OECD;
capacity development is “… the process by which individuals, groups, organizations, institutions
and societies increase their abilities to: perform core functions, solve problems, and define and
achieve objectives; to understand and deal with their development needs in a broader context and
in a sustainable manner.” (FIG 2004, p.26)

Rural-urban interface between Fanja and Muscat
Fanja faced several transformation phases as mentioned before, influenced by different
driving forces resulting in its transition from rural to Peri-urban.
Peri-urban has different definitions in the field of urban research; some definitions are
based on spatial aspects related to the place and proximity to urban centers, where it is
defined as the periphery or fringe of urban centers (Narain V. and Nischal S. 2007).
However, other definitions define peri-urban according to the process, where rural and
urban activates interact (Simon D. et al 2006). Therefore in the case of fanja, what is
meant by peri-urban; both the place where rural and urban characteristics coexist and
where they interact on the social, economic and spatial levels, and its proximity to
Muscat.
Based on some interviews conducted by the “TRC” project with people living in
fanja, a summary of the interpretations was developed by the author
Interviewees where generally conducted in 2012, with different genders (male-female),
ages (20s-60s), occupations (students, housewives, government employees, pensioners,
landowners, etc…).
Interviewees were not all of them originally from fanja, some of them were originally
from other neighbouring villages and moved in fanja after marriage. Others are students
from other villages, who moved in fanja temporarily due to its proximity to Muscat
(Qabous University).
Population growth in fanja:
Interviews show that population growth in fanja is taking place due to many factors:
1. Natural growth, (average number of household members of the interviewees is
more than seven members).
2. Migration is taking place in fanja due to its proximity to Muscat and cheap rents,
compared to Muscat. Therefore, it can be considered as an attractive place for
student or employees who live in other villages and work in Muscat.
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3. It can be noticed from the interviews that many marriages are taking place among
families from fanja and wilayat samail ( lies south east of fanja)
Income source of people in Fanja:
Trade, occupations in the public sector and private companies in Muscat are considered
the main income sources for people in fanja.
Agriculture lost its important role as a main income source, where most of agricultural
work is done by expatriates.
Even though many Omanis own date plantations (that are declining in number due to lack
of maintenance), they do not depend on agriculture as their main source of income.
Aspects of transformation:
Old houses of fanja were abandoned. People built new house, of which the oldest were
built in (1980s).
Main reasons mentioned by the interviewees for abandoning the old houses were that, the
old houses need permanent maintenance, they do not match the modern way of life and
there is no enough space ( among all interviewees; average plot size for one family is 600
sqm).
People are highly depending on Cars and air conditions, as all of the interviewees have
use air conditioners in their houses and cars not only to commute to Muscat but also to
move with in fanja for example to the Suq.
A 53 years old interviewee describing fanja in her childhood”… before there was no
transport, no cars”

Picture 29: There are several auto workshops in al Khoud Street (passing through fanja until Muscat)
Source: TRC project, fanja2012
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Picture 30: Parking is an essential element in the house
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

Picture 31: Most of the people in fanja own a private car
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Access to land:
Land is mostly allocated by the sheikh; local traditional head of the community of fanja.
Other methods are by the wali, local government administrator.
Water supply:
falaj is a crucial element with regard to water supply in fanja as it is mainly used for
irrigation and still used by people for some domestic uses, even though they use water
tanks for personal use
Socially: people of fanja seems to maintain strong ties together however it is not as
before , yet they still perform some local traditional activates especially (traditional
festival “EID”)
Challenges faced by people of fanja:
When interviewees were asked about the challenges they are facing in fanja; they mainly
complained about water systems for domestic use, waste management, especially with
regard to burning garbage and that cars are not an adequate mean of transportation with
regard to the physical nature of the place; for example moving up to the hills, where the
old town exist.
A 22 years old interviewee describing changes in fanja since her childhood said: “Since
1996, no development only increase of houses and shops”.
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D. How far are the administrative bodies of fanja autonomous and efficient?

A

Administrative division
of Oman

Administrators

The Sultan (prime minister)

Sultanate of Oman

Ministry of interior

5 Regions and 4 governorates

61 Wilayat (districts)

Governors

Niyabat and Villages

Wali (chief administrator)

Ministry of regional municipalities
andBenvironment

43 municipalities
14 municipal sections
23 rural cleaning units

C
The minister of national
economy

The supreme committee for
town planning

Responsible for implementing
urban infrastructure projects

In practice these sub-units have
limited autonomy (Department of
Economic and Social Affairs 2004)
Represent the local administration and act as a
link between the government, its institutions
and the public.

1-Draws up general town planning policies
within the context of existing development
plans.
2-It monitors the implementation and
development of approved each planning
programs.
3-lays down principles for valuing land
expropriated by the government - under the law
- for the installation of public utilities.

Diagram 21: (A) shows the administrative structure of the sultanate of Oman and the administrators
responsible for each area and their role.
(B) Shows the administrative structure of the Ministry of regional municipalities and environment.
(C) Shows the responsibilities of the supreme committee for town planning.
Source: prepared by author, data from (Ministry of Information 2002).
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From the above diagram (Diagram 21):

Since: Municipalities are the local administrative units of the wilayat (districts) and the walis
(chief administrator) and governors are responsible for local administration and act as a link
between the government, its institutions and the public, who in practice have limited autonomy.
Therefore: local administrative bodies can be considered as inefficient.

Many researchers have written about the inefficiency of development plans as a
result of weak integration with local setting and management from a central or
national level, for example:


Brown R. argued that independence and responsibility of these communities has
been replaced by a growing welfare that is governed on the national level spatially
far administrative units (Brown R. et al 1982)



Dutton mentioned that one of the main problems of development plans in Oman,
with regard to development plans for rural communities is that it takes a national
approach that is not fully aware and deeply understanding the constrains and
characteristics of the existing problems, resulting in wrong assessment of the
possible solutions (Dutton R.W.1983)

Inefficient land management
Lack of contextual urban development
Land use
management
is based on
plot lottery

speculation of valuable land
speculation
of valuable
land acts as
an obstacle
in planning
an urban
vision.

Diversity of plot owners
and long planning process

Inefficient
land
management

lack of short
term planning
phases that
creates livable
urban spaces.



Plot lottery: Land is mostly allocated through the sheikh, local traditional head of
the community of fanja. Other methods are through the wali (the local
government administrator); which result in random urban development and
unplanned land use of plots. This is reflected in the large amount of scattered
residential houses in the area.



Speculation: Land is granted to all nationals by the government, however,
speculation of valuable land acts as an obstacle in planning an urban vision.
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Lack of short term planning phases: The ministry of town plans established
building laws and planning guidelines, however, the diversity of plot owners and
long planning process, result in the lack of short term planning phases that creates
livable urban spaces.



Land use changes: Traditional knowledge in land use rights have always
protected land from overuse and in some areas land access was controlled by the
previously explained traditional "hema system", accordingly grassland was
preserved for agro-pastoral systems that oasis agriculture is based. However,
currently the over use of land for example for intensive livestock production and
the abandonment of these conservation systems resulted in major destruction of
land(Buerkert et al 2010)



High land consumption: As a result of the residential housing typology of
scattered building on a rectangular plot surrounded by a house wall (Figure 25)
and does not follow any land use plan or building regulations (Picture 49,50and
51).

The following three photos shows three different styles of houses in Fanja
Reflect the lack of building regulations.

Picture 32: Multicolored tiled house of two floors, in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Picture 33: Single-family house (Villa), in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

Picture34: Single-family house with a strong retro style
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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The Random urban development, unplanned land use of plots and High land
consumption represented in the scattered pattern of development

Figure 22: Three different areas in fanja, where we can see scattered pattern of development
Prepared by author, based on goggle earth 2013
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5.9 Aspects of interaction between Fanja and Muscat

Rural

Rural

Urban

Rural

Urban

Flow of people
Flow of revenues (Ownership of
income-generating assets to Muscat)

Urban

Flow of goods (Cheap exported
goods…etc.)
Flow of remittances (money and social
ideas)
Ownership of income-generating assets
Land use changes (rural use to urban
use)

Linking back to literature on rural-urban interface and trying to apply the theoretical
framework on the case of fanja
Dynamic linkages:
Flow of people: commute of the people of fanja from and to the capital city Muscat,
which either was temporarily migration or daily travels to the city, seeking job
opportunities and higher income, compared to that in fanja.
Flow of goods: many expatriates and Omanis in fanja work as traders, where they own
small markets (Grocery) that contains important domestic goods.
As well as building materials; exported from Muscat
Flow of remittances (money and social ideas): remittances in the form of money was
not the only result of intense migration to Muscat, but also social remittances of modern
ideas that was reflected on physical built environment as mentioned before.
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Sectoral interfaces:
Ownership of income-generating assets in Muscat and vice versa:
Many owners of agricultural land in fanja lives in Muscat, meaning that revenues of local
land that came from exporting the production has been spent outside fanja
In other cases many inhabitants in fanja, owns houses in the city, where they rent them
and depend on their revenue, as a result this income replace the need of income from
agricultural production or other local activates. (Based on the interviews)
Spatial proximity to Muscat created a relation between outsiders and fanja:
There are many migrations to fanja from other villages because of its proximity to
Muscat. many students of Qabous university stay in fanja because of the cheap rents
compared to Muscat. many villagers who work in the public sector in Muscat, stay in
fanja because of the cheap rent. (Based on the interviews)
Land use changes:
Linking back to theory about rural-urban interface, land use changes occur due to many
factors, of which loss of farming in rural areas, due to the process of urbanizing land and
changing its use as agrarian land Or the abandonment of farming activities. The
Expansion of urbanization along transport routes and the patchwork of different
developments, including residential settlements inter-spread with vacant land (Simon D.
et al 2006).
Impact on Agriculture as a result of the negative interface between Muscat and
fanja:
1. As a result of the high low of imported goods at affordable prices, domestic
consumption patterns are changing, as result marketability for average quality
date is very limited unlike high quality date.
2. Migration of rural labour resulted in the decline of both the quality and quantity of
date.
3. The availability of other alternative urban land investments resulted in a worse
situations, land owners tend to let irrigation systems to diminish resulting in the
deterioration of palms their death (Brown R. et al 1982)
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In order to further estimate, the possible scenarios regarding the development of fanja,
the following part will sum up the findings of the study case

Rural
Assessment of
sustainability

Conclusion 1

Looking at the livelihood
strategies that was
developed in fanja, we
can conclude that the
previously mentioned
aspect of how they
sustained their
livelihoods; proves that
rural communities in
Oman were an
independent society who
maintained sustainable
livelihood strategies and
were isolated from
material aspiration and
social changes.

Peri-urban

Transformation
Observing
Changes

Assessment of
current situation

Conclusion 2

Conclusion 3

Oil discovery was the
main cause of the
changes that took place
in fanja.
These changes (mainly
economic transformation,
migration to Muscat and
construction of al Khoud
Street road) acted as
main Driving forces
behind the
transformation of fanja
from sustainable rural
settlement to peri-urban
area.

Fanja is currently a
hybrid of both rural and
urban characteristics
that is in a dynamic
transitional phase and is
in a rapid continuous
change.
The changes that has
occurred in fanja
resulted in many
challenges

Diagram 22: Sources, Methods and conclusion followed in the case of fanja
Source: prepared by the author

Findings of the study case, currently fanja faces many Social, environmental, economic and
institutional challenges, however these are the main challenges in fanja:

Social:

1.

Loss of identity: The adaptation

of modern housing typology in terms of
architectural forms, building materials and urban patterns resulted in loss of the
architectural identity not only on the national level, where settlements varied
according to the environmental settings of each region (oasis settlements,
mountain settlements or coastal settlements) but also on the regional level, for
example: even though oasis settlements had similar aspects influenced by the
same livelihood strategies that is dominated by similar economic activities,
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however each area had different architectural characteristics
2. Loss of cultural heritage: The abandonment of the old town led to the deterioration
to the traditional old buildings that reflects their cultural heritage
3.

Unemployment: Increase of young population rate

Economic
High economic pressure: The high

consumerism that is resulted from social changes, as
well as, the needed infrastructure to serve the scattered residential plots
Environmental:
1. Consumption of non-renewable resources: High energy consumption (fossil fuels),
due to high dependency on air conditioners and private car
2. Deterioration of landscape: The high consumption of land due to the unplanned
development pattern of scattered residential buildings, in addition to major
infrastructure projects of road networks to serve these residential plots that are
mainly accessible by private cars.
3. Drought: The high and unmanaged water consumption represented in the
dependency on water tanks that basically generated from using pumped water
from wells, which put the wadis and underground water under the threat of
disappearing
Institutional:
1. Scattered development: Weak local government and lack of regulations
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Chapter six:
6. What are the different Scenarios for urbanization in Fanja?
In order to analysis the possible scenarios for development in fanja, the study will follow
five main tracks based on information provided in the case study: spatial, economic,
social, environmental and institutional levels, as well as relationship between tracks. In
each track, a relation between two or more element will be used to predict the expected
outcomes.
A SWOT analysis was developed first, in order to establishment basic facts, up on which
the two scenarios could build their trends and prospects.

Strength

low human capacity

Weakness

high Consumption rate of non-renewable
resources

startegic location

building typologies is not integrated with the
surrounding environment.

natural landscape
water availability

high car dependancy

cutural heritage (forts, ancient towers and old
houses(

ineffecient land management and sccatered
development patterns
weak local government

SWOT
of fanja
Indigenous knowledge
the use of falaj system

Drought

Date plantation

loss of cutural heritage

Pottery and handcrafts markert "Suq"

increasing rate of unemploymnet
loss of Indigenous knowledge

Opportunities

Threats

Figure 23: SWOT analysis on Fanja
Source: prepared by author
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6.1 Scenario A: following the current trend of urbanization
1) Spatial
1. Unsustainable urban development and Inefficient Land management
Current trend

Using the previously presented maps of the development phases of fanja; by scanning the
spatial changes of the development patterns since 1970, and using two levels of spatial
analysis:
1.
Large urban configuration= expansion toward Muscat

Figure 24: Spatial relation between fanja and Muscat (joined by Nizwa Road, high way)
Source: prepared by author based on Google earth 2013
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Urban development

2001
2005
2009
2012

Figure 25: Expansion of fanja toward Muscat along Nizwa Road
Source: prepared by author based on Google earth 2013
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Figure 26: Urban development of fanja along Nizwa road for 2001 and 2005
Source: prepared by author based on Google earth 2013
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Figure 27: Urban development of fanja along Nizwa road for 2009 and 2012
Source: prepared by author based on Google earth 2013
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Picture 35: View of Nizwa Road from fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

Picture 36: Close View on the urban development of fanja (scattered residential buildings along of Nizwa
Road)
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Picture 37: Development of commercial uses along of Nizwa Road in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

2. The urban pattern = A trend of scattered residential plots

Picture 38: Close view on the development pattern along Nizwa road
Source: Google Earth 2013
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Expected outcomes

We can observe that this will lead to further urbanization; characterized by further car
dependency, energy and land consumption in addition to further road network projects;
leading to major deterioration of landscape (one of the basic elements of Fanja's
identity).

2) Economy
Dependent economy
Current trend

Even though, the history of oil era is relatively short and about to end. yet, it had a
significant impact on the development of the gulf Arab countries; in terms of economic,
social and environmental challenges. Therefore, the surviving economy of oil-era that is
characterized by major development projects in different sectors, be it infrastructure,
service or financial sectors, will end. However, its impact will continue.
In order to follow the scenario of these impacts, a set of analysis between main income
sources, economic structure of Oman, economic performance and oil production
rate in Oman:
From the first set of analysis, we can conclude that, the income of large percent of public
sector employees in fanja will face major economic challenges, due to government
economic pressure and deficits, resulting from decline of oil revenues.
Adding another factor: most of current farmers in fanja, who work in date plantation are
expatriates paid by landowners, whose income source are basically from oil-revenues.

High oil dependency

Agriculture shares
only 1% of GDP

Figure 28: The approximate make-up of the GDP and the long-term plans as in Vision 2020, Analysis done
17.01.11 by Political Capital Policy Research & Consulting Institute (Political Capital Ltd 2009)
Source: http://www.riskandforecast.com/post/risk-watch/oman-approves-five-year-development-plan-and-
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endorses-record-2011-budget_639.html

Oman’s oil past peak

Figure 29: Oman’s oil production found to be past peak by (Callahan J.2009)
Source: http://www.theoildrum.com/node/5595

Expected outcomes

1. We can predict that, the subsequent governmental deficits and national economic
challenges as a consequence of oil decline will result in migration of the current
working expatriates in Oman, either back to their countries or to other
destinations seeking jobs. Consequently, further deterioration of date gardens will
take place.
2. The tendency of large landholders to allow such deteriorations to take place in
order to invest in alternative enterprises will increase, accompanied by major land
use changes (Brown R. et al 1982).
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Picture 39: View from the old town (the hilltop) on the new development scattered between the
date plantations
Source: RC project, fanja 2012

Picture 40: View of encroachment on the date gardens in Nizwa (capital of Dakhiliya region)
Source: TRC project, Nizwa 2009
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Picture 41: Deterioration of date gardens in Nizwa (capital of Dakhiliya region)
Source: TRC project, Nizwa 2009

3. Moreover, only families with assets will be able to sustain their lives. Other
households with professional skills will have the chance to migrate abroad to
sustain their families. This will leave the most vulnerable households with no
solutions or strategies to sustain their lives.

3) Social
1. Unemployment
Current trend



Observing the increase of population in fanja with the demographic pattern that
is characterized by large base of young population; it indicates an increasing
future need for employment.
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Figure 30: Population pyramid of Oman (1995, 2000, 2005 and 2010)
Source: http://www.nationmaster.com/country/mu-oman/Age_distribution
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Adding the factor of the decreased rate of job opportunities in fanja, because of
the loss of local activities (based on the interviews):

Expected outcomes



Fanja will face further implications of unemployment issues

2. Loss of Identity
Current trend



Adopted Architectural Style= modern exogenous Architecture

Picture 42: View of the traditional houses in old town on the hilltop and down the hill the new modern
development in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Intensive migration to Muscat resulting in social change that is reflected on the
modern way of life.
Abandonment of cultural heritage Tangible and non-tangible = the deterioration of
old houses and loss of indigenous knowledge (indigenous knowledge are not only
in architecture but all other local activities) that is currently only among old
generations

Picture 43: Deterioration of old traditional buildings
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Picture 44: View of the adopted trend of renovation traditional buildings (using cement and concrete) in
nizwa
Source: TRC project, Nizwa 2009
Expected outcomes



The continuous loss of indigenous knowledge and the adaptation of modern
architectural style, means that people of fanja will no longer possess any
experience in how to rebuild their traditional old houses. With the complete
deterioration of their already existing old buildings, Fanja will lose its identity.

4) Environment
1. Energy consumption
Current trend




Adopted trend of built environment= modern housing typologies that do not
match with the environmental conditions (e.g. the use of concrete and glass as
building materials)
Climatic moderating methods= characterized by increasing dependency on the use
of air conditions
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A.C.

Glass
windows

Picture 45: One floor house shows the current building materials used in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

Even though the architectural style is influenced by some local elements exteriorly, yet the
building materials and the air conditioners reflect the exported trend of architecture

Picture 46: Under construction building in shows the current building materials used in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Expected outcomes

With the Continuous Social change and imported modern ideas from Muscat that result in
their adaptation to these modern typologies; Oman in general, will be put under the
Threat of losing limited resources (e.g. Fossil fuel)

2. Water management
Current trend




Observing the water use strategies in Oman, that is based on unmanaged water
supply, using motorized pumped water.
Water issues in Oman have been addressed by many researches; the following
studies were conducted on different areas in Oman and in different time (28 years
difference). This fact reflects the status quo and the passive response of both the
government and the people toward the water issues:

1. (Cordes R. and Scholz F. 1980): conclusion of the study: due to the availability
of capital among Omani farmers, Motorized water supply through pumps became
a common trend in the oases endangering underground water levels.
2. (Luedeling E. and Buerkert A. 2008): conclusion of the study: based on
empirical study; the population growth rates, change of water demand patterns
resulted from land use changes on crop water demand and the increased extraction
of underground water, put water balance in the oases under pressure.
3. (FAO 2008): the agricultural areas increased from 28,000 ha to 63,632 ha in
2005. Even though Oman has 2.2 million ha arable land, however underground
water is not sufficient for most areas, resulting in decreased levels of ground
water.
Note: water is a very scarce resource in Oman in general
Expected outcomes

This will put fanja (as well as Oman in general) in serious challenges with water scarcity
that might reach to drought
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5) institutional
Current trend

1- The authority of local government = in practice local administrative units do not
have autonomy
2- Level of decision making = decision making take place on the level of the
national government
3- Effectiveness of regulations and laws = either lack of effective regulations or they
are not enforced.
Note: the lack of data on the government profile of oman in general

Expected outcomes

With the weak role of local administration and lack of regulations; government
interventions will further fail to stop environmental violations or guarantee rights of
vulnerable people.
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6.2 Scenario B: Sustainable Peri-urban development
Peri-urbanization in fanja is an increasingly on going fact, characterized by its rapid pace
that exceeds the capacity of fanja as a community and as an environment; putting fanja
under the threat of facing the previously presented scenario, where we can see to which
path the current development pattern is leading fanja's future.
However, it is possible to divert the current urbanization trend and develop an alternative
sustainable scenario as a future Vision for future development in fanja, based on three
factors :
1- The fact that fanja is currently neither rural nor urban and that it has a
mixture of both characteristics, Therefore, any recommendations or
guiding lines should take that into consideration:
2- The fact that before 1970, rural communities in fanja was able to sustain
their livelihoods, practicing sustainable strategies depending on assets,
their capacities (indigenous knowledge) and performed activities.
Therefore, it is important to look back and learn from their past and how
they could manage and use the assets existed in the surroundings, which
leads us to the third factor
3- The alternative scenario should first look at the local potentials that fanja
has, in terms of sets and skills, in order to develop future policies and
strategies that integrate with the local settings as an essential element of
sustainability.
6.2.1 What are the local potentials that Fanja has?
Spatial and physical potentials :
On the regional level, fanja is the most notable village in Bidbid. It is strategically
located, where it links Muscat and inner Oman.

Figure 31: Google Map view to show the strategic location of fanja in relation to the main road network
of Oman
Source: Google Maps, 2013
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With regard to landscape, fanja is one of the unique villages in el Dakhliya region and
famous for its wadi and natural features.

Picture 47: View from the old town on fanja’s wadi, date plantation and landscape
Source: Source: http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/fanja (by Ahmed el Shukaili)

Economic opportunities:
Fanja is known for its handcrafts; pottery and mats. the Suq of fanja that is considered
one of the main tourist destinations , with regard to the Dakhlyia region , present many
different styles of pottery products that is not only used by tourists but also as decorative
element in the Omani house. However, it was originally used for cooling water.
In addition to pottery and mats, there are other products such as wooden products like “Al
Mandoos” which are wooden boxes people used to preserve their valuable items, palm
fronds products used for home cleaning.
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One of the significant characteristics of the suq in fanja is that it does not only provide
tourists with local products but also it is an opportunity for the tourist to discover the
interesting characteristics of the oasis settlement's way of life (Al Jardaniya R 2012).

Picture 48: View of the Suq in Fanja, along El Khuod Street
Source: TRC project, 2012

Picture 49: View of the products sold in a shop in Fanja Suq
Source: TRC project, 2012
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Picture 50: Local products sold in fanja suq
Source: TRC project, 2012

Social and cultural heritage (tangible and intangible)
1- The forts, the ancient towers and old houses in fanja perform as a showcase
reflecting its cultural heritage (Al Jardaniya R 2012)
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Picture 51: Watching towers in fanja are on of its unique features
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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Picture 52: View of fanja’s heritage in the old town
Source: http://catbirdinoman.wordpress.com/2012/05/28/fanja-the-souq-and-the-walled-village/
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2- Indigenous knowledge ( traditional building methods, Aflaj water system,
traditional farming systems, handcraft skills)
3- The traditional festival of Eid that is held annually in fanja is one of the
communities' prides, where the whole community gathers on the top of the old
town and celebrate practicing their own traditions.

Picture 53: View of Omanis performing traditional ceremonies in Fanja for their traditional
festival “EID”
Source: http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/fanja (by Ahmed el Shukaili)
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Picture 54: View of Omanis performing traditional ceremonies in Fanja for their traditional
festival “EID”
Source: http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/fanja (by Ahmed el Shukaili)

Natural resources :
1. Frequently available water from oasis and wadis
2. High quality of date plantation (arable land)
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Picture 55: View of fanja’s natural landscape
Source: http://www.pbase.com/digitalazia/fanja (by Ahmed el Shukaili)

1) Spatial
Proposed trend

1. limited urban configuration= urban growth constrained by preserved date
plantation and respected natural topography
2. The urban pattern = compact urban patterns

Picture 56: Aerial view on Al Hamra old Town as an example of Compactness in Oman
Source: Google earth 2013
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Picture 57: Aerial photo shows spatial relation between Al Hamra to Fanja
Source: Google Earth 2013

Note: On the local level; what is meant by “compactness”, is high density of urban
forms and intensified land-use (Ben-Hamouche M. 2008).
Expected outcome

Compactness as an urban pattern will reduce; current high rate of land consumption ,
high dependency on private cars and its gas emissions, decrease economical pressure on
the government in providing infrastructure (Ben-Hamouche M. 2008), as well as
preservation of natural landscape and date plantations in Fanja.

2) Economy
Proposed trend

Diversified local income sources in fanja and diversified economic structure of Oman
Potential economic activates:
1. Agriculture (as the traditional economic activity in fanja), where Omani farmers
are integrated in agricultural activates, traditional knowledge of farming systems
are revived and stimulated interest of new generations to integrate in farming
activities.
2. Handcraft industries (particularly pottery and palm tree products), where
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indigenous knowledge of handcraft skills, that are possessed by old generations,
are preserved. and further adapted to current changes, by new generations, where
efficient use of local resources are being used as part of domestic life.
3. Tourism, as a labour intensive sector; where cultural heritage of fanja (fortress
and watching towers) are well preserved. Deteriorated old town of fanja is
renovated, using the same traditional typology and building materials.it could also
be reused. For example, old houses can be converted into hotels and eco-museums
(Buerkert et al 2010) or workshops for performing traditional handcrafts, where
tourists can experience the traditional way of life through guided tours by local
inhabitants.
The Preservation of natural landscape in fanja can be considered as a potential for Ecotourism development, where is attracts nature lovers and also protect the physical
environmental of fanja
\ Expected outcome
1.
2.
3.
4.

Local economic growth
Increased agricultural income and thus preservation of date plantation
Limitation of rural migration to Muscat
Potential role of Fanja as local center for further regional economic growth with
regard to the surrounding villages.

3) Social
1. Independent society
Proposed trend



Limitation of population growth rate and development of local human resources
to meet local job opportunities:
Expected outcome

1. Reduced rate of unemployment
2. Self-sufficiency of the community in Fanja
2. Loss of Identity
Proposed trend




Adopted Architectural Style= innovative Architectural style the using traditional
architectural elements that reflects the local culture of fanja.
Reviving traditional way of life through (performing local activities, using local
goods)
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Preserved cultural heritage in fanja (Tangible and non-tangible).
Expected outcomes

1. Built awareness of local people toward the value of their traditional culture.
2. Revived traditional knowledge that is reflected in many aspects of daily life in
fanja.
3. Fanja will regain its unique traditional identity, and thus increase its
potentiality as an attractive touristic destination in Oman.

Picture 58: The harmony between the traditional buildings and the environmental settings of fanja makes
the old town hardly visible between the landscapes
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012
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4) Environment
A. Efficient use of energy
Proposed trend




Adopted trend of built environment= built environment that use energy and
resources efficiently ( e.g. strong building codes, local building materials)
Climatic moderating methods= traditional building methods

Picture 59: View of old mud brick house with wooden windows in fanja
Source: TRC project, fanja 2012

Expected outcomes

1. Reduced dependency on A.C., thus reduced energy use
2. sustainable use of limited resource
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B. Water management
Proposed trend





Efficient management of pumped water withdraw
Maintained Aflaj system
Efficient use of domestic water

Expected outcomes

1. Preservation of the scare water resources for future generations.

5) institutional
Proposed trend

The authority of local government= autonomous administrative local unites that have
the capacity to manage peri-urban areas
1- Participation in decision making
2- Strong regulations in terms of (building laws and use of resources)
Expected outcomes

1. Efficient resource management (water, land and energy)
2. Enforcement of laws and regulations
3. Successful implementation of development plans
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6.3 Conclusion
The following diagram will present main outcomes of the previously presented scenarios,
and assess them based on the theoretical framework of the negative and positive interface
between rural and urban, presented in chapter 2

Scenario B

Scenario A
Following the current trend of urbanization

Sustainable Peri-urban development

Outcomes
Negative rural-urban interface:

Rural

Urban

Originally, before 1970 the oases
settlements were special units of
workplace and inhabitance.
However, in the oil era the economic
and social function of villages has
been changing.
In case of fanja, as a village located
nearby Muscat, fanja will face more
inner migration from surrounding
villages and will further transform to
a dependent dwelling town, where
people can find cheaper residence
that is proximate to Muscat and thus
commute daily to their urban jobs.

Positive rural-urban interface:

Rural

Urban

Fanja will sustainably develop both:
1. Its Local economy, through
economic diversification of local
activities,
Thus, increase its local income
sources and therefore build its
capacity to independently supply
local demand and further expend its
market for regional and national
production.
2. Its spatial and physical built
environment, preserve its landscape
and efficiently using local resources.

Diagram 23: Conclusion of the developed Scenarios
Source: prepared by author
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7. Guide lines and recommendations for sustainable development in
Fanja:
The following chapter will develop main strategies and guide lines that need to be
followed within the main five tracks (spatial, economic, social, environmental and
institutional) for future sustainable development in fanja.
It is important to emphasis that, before setting any development plans and policies for
fanja, there is a need to develop appropriate criteria for:
1. Accurate diagnosis of the problems
2. Measuring and assessing the effectiveness of proposed development plans.
Therefore, the following table will try to explain the difference between assessing rural
sustainability and assessing pri-urban sustainability. Meaning that in case of peri-urban,
criteria should be based on the relationship between rural and urban characteristics and
their coexistence. Description are presented by giving an example in each element of
sustainability (economy, Society, Environment and Institution)

Elements of
sustainability

Economy

Society

Why different criteria?

Criteria in
Rural Fanja

Criteria in Periurban Fanja

In the case of rural fanja, the factor
of local economy was reflected on
performed activities therefore,
income could reflect the growth of
local Economy, however in periurban areas the increase of income,
in most cases is a result of
remittances of performed urban
activities (Simon D. et al 2006(

Income
(relation
between income
and rural
activities)

Their capacity to organize
themselves, as a result of the
mutual services they used to
provide for each other, however in
peri-urban areas social linkages
varies and is influenced by urban
characteristics

Social linkages
that they
formed, based
on mutual
dependence

Productivity
Relation between
(income, ratio
between
population
involved in rural
activities and
urban activities,
number of rural
activates
preformed)
Participation in
decision making
process
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Environment

Institution

The environmental behavior of
the rural communities in fanja
was highly depending on the link
between the landscape
characteristics and their sense of
place, which is determined by their
perception toward the environment.
However , the fact that sense of
place is a result of both physical
characteristics and social activities
and ties, makes any change of these
variables affect their sense of place
and in turn their perception toward
the environment
The administrative aspect in the
form institutions or local
government is a new crucial
element of sustainability (Soini K.
et al 2011)

TU Berlin, 2013

Community
behavior toward
the surrounding
environment

Existing laws and
regulations for
environmental
conservation and
their enforcement

Community
organization and
social structure

Capacity and
autonomy of local
administrative
units

Table: shows the difference between criteria for sustainable assessment in rural and peri-urban Fanja
Source: Prepared by another (Simon D. et al 2006), (Soini K. et al 2011)

Purpose of the previous table, is to show how it is irrelevant to use rural
sustainability criteria for assessing peri-urban sustainability: previous table, we can
observe the complexity of peri-urban measurement criteria; it is a combination
between different aspects together, and any separation in development plans is
irrelevant.
Therefore, it is important to point out the mistake the that most developers and
decision-makers falls into, (if not generally, at least for the case of fanja in Oman)
However, for a sustainable development it is impossible to separate each track. Therefore,
in order to come up with a sustainable set of recommendations, the following part will
consider the five tracks parallel.

Recommendations:
Institutional and administrative bodies:
Good governance (defined in chapter 5) is the base on which, sustainable development
can be built on, therefore:
1. One of the most important steps for sustainable development in fanja is,
strengthening capacities of local and regional governments, integrating local
decisions in development plans and creating new local administrative units for
measuring and managing development trends, with regard to peri-urban areas.
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2. Linking science with decision-makers is a crucial factor for both, policy changes
and the development of new Administrative structures that can deal with the
newly emerging contexts of peri-urban interface.
3. With regard to the rural urban interface, local economic growth in rural areas is a
challenge, especially in areas not far from the major urban areas. Therefore, there
is a need for public–private partnerships, that act as an interface between local
actors and potential external partners by providing:
 opportunities for intensive local action through facilitating services such
as obtaining licenses, credit and subsidies, skill training programs and
innovation depending on the size of development projects and the field of
the public–private partnerships (Farrington J. 2002)
4. In order to guarantee successful result of the suggested policies and strategies, on
the national level, and proposed projects or programs, on the local level; two
crucial factors need to be considered,
The first is efficient management of implementation that starts by testing the
solutions and maintain continuous process of revision and modification.
The second factor is full integration of local people in terms of local responses
toward the social acceptance of the solutions, training of local inhabitants, who
will later practice the newly modified method (Dutton R. 1983(.
5. There is an urgent need to promote legislations to control speculation, land use
development, regulations and restriction to protect natural landscape, the date
plantations and cultural heritage of built environment and building laws for
physical development.
Spatial and physical planning:
1. Only by carful study of the errors and negative impacts of the implemented
projects such as the construction of El Khoud road, Further measurements could
be taken and thus how to address the emerged problems.
2. Participatory planning is a very important factor with regard to land use
planning.

3. With regard to physical planning, as proposed in Scenario B, compactness can be
considered as a positive solution for sustainable development. Therefore, further
studies on traditional development patterns need to be considered as benchmark
from where researches and professionals can come up with innovative solutions.
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However, the degree of compactness depends on the change of living standards
with regard to technology, private transportation and air conditioning systems, as
well as social changes in terms of individuality (Ben-Hamouche M. 2008).
Environmental challenges:
1.

In order to protect Valuable biodiversity, a good understanding of how these
systems work need to be done, this emphasis the importance of the indigenous
knowledge. Biodiversity protection increases resilience to some natural disasters,
therefore it is important to clarify these advantages to make it more reasonable for
decision-makers, of why there is a need to preserve these ecosystems (UN-Habitat
2011).

2. There is a need for new developed systems of water and land management, in
order to maintain the sustainability of all kinds of bio-physical environment in
fanja (Buerkert et al 2010)

3. The application of modern technologies and the introduction of new building
standards:
Gulf Arab cities have one of biggest ecological footprint in the world, due to the
high and growing energy consumption per capita. Local consumption of fossil
fuels (oil and gas) are rapidly increasing, which is influenced by many factors, of
which, inefficient public transport that result in high dependency on private cars.
the modern building methods of both urban structures and architecture, that do not
integrate with the surrounding environment, resulting in high dependency on
cooling systems, where cheap cost of energy encouraged the excessive use of air
conditioners. Adding the factor of privacy issue, which was solved by high walls
surrounding the house “Villa”. Moreover, the high consumption of water (one of
the rarest resources in Oman), which resulted in the need of high amount of
energy in order to desalinate seawater to compensate the demand (Wiedmann
2010(.
4. The development of public transport systems: High rate of daily commute from
rural-to urban, accompanied by high dependency on private cars, emphasis the
urgent need for development plans of public transportation in order to reduce the
environmental impact that resulted from the high consumption rate of energy on
one hand and the generation of air pollution.
Therefore, there is a need for innovations that introduce new techniques of renewable
energy use, new building methods that respond to the surrounding environment and
efficient water management policies that introduce technologies for water reusing and
social programs that increase the awareness towards the efficient use of natural resources.
As well as the need for the integration of local researchers and institutions in the current
development process.
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Identity and cultural heritage:
1. In order to revive handcrafts, two main factors need to be considered: the first is
strengthening former rural linkages (as explained before in chapter 5), where
villagers can regain their independence. The second is emphasizing on the
importance of regaining the appreciation of the surrounding environment through
the understanding of how to benefit from existing local resources (Dutton R.W.
1983).
2. renovation of the old houses and documentation of all oral indigenous knowledge
of the know-how (not only in architecture but all other local activities)
Socio-economic development
1. Education on all levels, literacy, basic education, high education and vocational
and technical skill training need to be adapted to the continuous rural
transformation. Meaning that, evaluation and reorientation of the knowledge and
capacities of local population and decision makers with regard to rural
transformation issues are considered main factors for sustainable development
(INRULED 2001).
2. Concentrated efforts need to be done on the local level, with regard to training
programs and updating techniques of indigenous knowledge. Success in a single
sector for example in, handcrafts, traditional building methods or traditional
agricultural techniques, can then form the basis of expended projects. Best
practices within Oman should be studied in order to learn from it and draw
guidelines for further development (Dutton R. 1983(.

3. Tourism: in order to effectively develop the tourism sector for local economic
development and efficiently use the existing opportunities, there is a need for;


Skills training of local inhabitants to ensure the element of selfdependency on managing the newly introduced touristic activates as the
main objective of the adopted strategy.
 It is also important to preserve the ingenious knowledge as a way to
learn about the traditional sustainable livelihoods of oases communities in
Oman.
However, it is equally important to carefully study the impact of tourism
development on the local residence in fanja, with regard to social, cultural and
environmental aspects. Tourism can achieve great result with regard to
economic opportunities and even it can further open new relevant
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opportunities for side services of tourism sector creating local jobs.
But on the other hand, tourism can cause major negative effects on the
community from the over control and intensified development that overpass
the communities’ capacity and even cause changes that threaten their cultural
and social traditions as well as changes on the physical environment (Hwang
D. et al 2011) .
4. Agriculture: To better develop new approaches for agricultural development, it is
important to:
 Integrate farmers and consider their reaction in the planning process
 Development of regulations in order to protect: arable land and date
plantation.
 Preservation of the falaj system needed, however, there is a necessity for
further studies on how to develop efficient water management systems
with regard to the Aflaj water distribution and speculation of renting water
shares in dry seasons.
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8. Conclusion
Based on the previously analyzes findings of the research, linking them back to the
research question, we can conclude that:
Chapter 3 and 4 answered the first research question (How the changing rural-urban
contexts, as well as regional and national contexts, affects urbanization patterns in
Oman, in terms of socioeconomic and spatial development?). Urbanization patterns
in Oman, in the last 40 years, have been mainly influenced by the centralized
administrative system and dependency on oil economy, leading to major and repaid
changes in terms of infrastructure projects (road networks), social changes
(modernization) and therefore spatial and physical changes. These changes has put Oman,
currently, in a situation facing many challenges of which unemployment issues, economic
pressure on the public sector and environmental degradation, on the national level.
Chapter 2 and 5 answered the second research question (What are the main
characteristics of rural-urban interface between fanja and Muscat?), where chapter 2
gave a basic theoretical background on what is rural-urban interface, its types and
conceptual frameworks. Chapter 5 presented the analysis and the findings of the case
study, where the thesis tried to focus on the case of fanja and analyze its different
transformation phases, the main deriving forces and its relation with Muscat; we can
conclude that it was highly influenced by the previously mentioned changes in the
institutional, socioeconomic and spatial contexts of Oman. Leading to the transformation
of fanja from rural to peri-urban and the transformation of its linkages with Muscat from
independent, self-sufficient village, to highly depending on Muscat; in terms of
employment, exported goods and services, where it was found to be a negative interface.
Resulting in many challenges of which, loss of identity and cultural heritage, endangering
limited resources (land and water), increase in unemployment issues and environmental
degradation.
The last research question (Considering the changing context of rural-urban
interface, How to guide rural development in fanja?) was answered on two phases
first by the developed scenarios in chapter 6 and the expected outcomes of each. In the
second phase (chapter 7) based on the conclusion of chapter 6 the thesis could build some
guiding lines for sustainable development in fanja, where it concluded that neither cities
nor rural areas will be able to, independently, address their challenges. Therefore, it is
conditional for the achievement of the sustainable development in urbanization process to
carefully consider the relationship between towns and their rural areas (within villages).
Further Study
There is a need for further research on what are the different criteria that can be used to
effectively measure sustainable development in fanja and peri-urban areas, in general and
further studies on innovative strategies and solutions for sustainable development in fanja
and sustainable linkages with Muscat, where mutual benefits can be achieved.
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10. Annexes
Annex 1: Questions for the Inhabitants of Fanja
(Preparation of questions and the conducted interviews are done by the TRC projects)

Interview partner No:
Date of interview:
□ Female □ Male
1) If yes – could you briefly describe how it was when you were a child? (Around when?)
Do you have photos from former days in Fanja?
If no, where are you from? …………………..
Since when are you staying in Fanja?
How old are you?
2) Do you know how many people live in Fanja in total in 2011/12?
If no, could you guess, how many, what do you feel, how many live in Fanja?
(if not number of people ask for no. of families, or number of houses)
……………………………..
3.) Is the total population

growing ?
□
decreasing ? □

and why?
and why?

4( The families living in Fanja, do they know each other well?
Yes □
some □
no □
Are they relatives? Belonging to the same familiy/clan/tribe?
□ they belong to few big families
□ they belong to many different families
□ the original fanja families have left the place
□ ……..
How many non-Omani families/ persons live in Fanja?

5.) About income sources: how many families still live…
a) Exclusively on date cultivation?
b) Partly on date cultivation?
What are other jobs? how many families live in Fanja
c) As owner of date cultivation?
d) As employee/worker in date cultivation?

6.) What kind of income possibilities are offered in Fanja (besides cultivation) ?
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7.) How many families left Fanja for working in Muscat (or other places) since 2000?

8.) How many working falaj systems are around?

9.) how many date gardens (size of area?) are irrigated by falaj today?
a)Has the amount of area changed?
□ yes □ no
If yes : Augmented? □

Declined? □

10.) What do you consider of the most important fact influencing life in Fanja during the
last years?

11.) Do you drive a car?
a) What are the places you drive to by car?
b) How much time do you spend in a car (average hours per day)
12.) Do you face many traffic accidents here around?
13.) What are the places you walk to?
14.) Do you use water from the falaj in your house?
No
If yes:
.
□ for bathing
□ washing(dishes)
□ washing (cloths),
□washing (the car)
□cleaning,
□ Irrigating
□ ………………… (Others, please specify)

15.) Do you use AC in your house?
No: □
If yes:

in all rooms □
Only in one or few rooms □
Only few days in the year □
All around the year □

16 a) How big is your house?
No.of bedroom
How many people live in your household
ii
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b) How big is your plot?
How many families live on your plot?
17 a) When has your house been built ?
□ before 1970
when exactly? ؟
□ between 1970 and 1880
□ between 1980 and 1990
□ between 1990 and 2000
□ between 2000 and 2010
□ after 2010
b) Has your home place been shifted within Fanja ?
No □
If yes: when? .............
from where to where ………………… ؟And why?...................

18.) How did you get your plot to live on? Who allowed you to stay at this very place?
□ Through Local traditional law (sheikh ?)
□ Local/regional government (Wali?)؟
□ Central government (Ministry of Housing ?)
□ Family properties
□ Others (please specify)

19.) About facilities: Where do you find the next
shopping facilities
Hospital
Medical doctor
Schools

20.) What do you consider as a bit difficult in Fanja?
21.) What do you consider as “very good” in Fanja?

iii

